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VINYL ASBESTOS
TERRAZZO PASTELS

a new, exclusive style in
巡褥醸毅萎鐘翻 卜緻褻曇灘巡

Your choice of seven invlting pastei colors in low-cost,
econom ical-to-mai ntain Kenti le'Vrnyl Asbestos Ti le, ld eal
for residential or commercial installations above, onr or
below grade. Call your Kentile Representative for more
information on Vinyl Asbestos Terrazzo Pastels,

Visit the Kentile Showrooms in these cit-
ies: New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Kansas City and Torrance, Caljfornia.
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SPECIFICATIONS: Size: 9// x 9//; thick-
nesses: l/16" and 1/8"; colors: primrose
Yellow, Piedmont Green, Nassau pink,
Sunny Buff (all shown) and Alleghany Gray,
Bahama Blue, and Nantucket.

COLOR-COORDINATED FEATURE
STRIPS in "Deslgner Palette" sotid Vinyl
Tile. Specif ications: Widths: 118",1/4", jl2',
and 1". Thicknesses: l/i6'l and l/8". Colors:
8 (color shown is Bangkok Pink).
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The beautiful Armstrong Acoustical
Fire Guard ceiling in this clubhouse
is open to the weather all year long
The performance of ordi na ryfissu red
tile under such conditions would be
questionable. But Fire Guard is a

high-density, mineral fiber material
ihat has extraordinary dimensional
stability under extreme conditions.
That's why this fire-rated ceiling will
remain acoustically eff icient and
highly attractive for years.

Garden State Park, Delaware Townshio.
Camden County, New Jersey. Architects:
Arthur Froehlich and Associates, Philadel
phia, Penn., and Beverly Hilis, California,
R. J. Krause, Assoc, Acoustical Contractor:
Berger Acoustical Co., lnc., Haverford, Penn.

TECHNICAL DATA: u. L.RATED: Armstrong Acoustical Fire Guard offers one-to four-hour rated fire protection
for structural components. sAVEs MoNEY, coNsrRucrroN TrME: Up to 3od per sq. ft. by eliminating intermediate
fire protection; often earns lower insurance rates, up io two months'time through dry installation. suspENstoN
sysrEMS: For tile:TDR, Zee; for new lay-in units (24" x24" xSig', and 24,,x44', x 5/9,,), erpored Fire Guard
grid system. cHolcE oF DESIGNS: Fissured, Classic, Full Random. For full informatlon, call your Acoustical
Contractor, your Armstrong District Office, or write Armstrong Cork Co., New Code Street, Lancaster. pa.
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Letters

The Young Adventurers

EDrroR, Journal of the AIA:
It was an agreeable surprise to again come upon

the evidence of a former teacher's wisdom. Long
ago at Columbia University Edgar I. Williams left
a deep impression not only by what he said, but
the good humored way in which he managed to
bridge the gap that often exists between the two
sides of a teacher's desk.

"The Young Adventurers" voices a doubt which
other teachers share about the schools' success in
"teaching" architecture. He refers to it as the

"process of introduction to the subject." I would
like to see him or someone as well qualified de-

velop this thesis which I believe is the nexus of
architectural competency in America.

In my opinion, in so far as architecture lends

itself to teaching in a school, the means must be

reduced to terms of the student personality, talents

and ideals. The means must before all else take
account of the student as an individual with his

own laws of development. It is this continuing
process of growth of the creative faculties-dif-
ferent for each person-which we as teachers

should try to nurture. Occasionally a student may
advance by the accretion of factual information or
their organization in a monodimensional presenta-

tion on paper. But unlike mathematics, a "tight"
answer to an architectural problem is one which
is unique each time a solution is attempted.

Progress through an engineering school can

generally be marked according to the completion

of. a priori goals with absolute values successively

attained by a group of students. Progress through
an architectural school cannot be posited by

"goals" except as they are indicative of trends in
directions relative to the student's position in a

flux of heuristic purposes.

These may be tentatively identified as the so-

cial context of architectural endeavor. Until the

student is immersed in it as an architect, the

teacher must, among his other roles, assume that
of the social order. The teacher should not only

be able to express what a client wants, but what

the community should have or like to have the

architect create. (Dispensing "grades" cannot be

compared to an architect's fee' Money has a uni-
versal value compared to "marks" that are value-
less outside of the school system.) The teachers

should have a vision of what America ought to
be like; he should be so inspired that he will be

accepted by the student as surrogate for society

and also its leader.

Sir Raymond Unwin's words, like the question
of "Where should the accent be placed in our day
and age?" could be the beginning of a useful con-
tribution to the future of American architecture.
The shoehorning of students into unimaginative
curricula (ie: any curriculum which leaves out of
account the student as an individual) is not archi-
tectural education, or evocative of the beautiful
or in the traditions of America.

Teachers may use architecture old or new, com-
munity planning, mathematics, technology or
theories of esthetics with which to communicate
ideals and ways to strive for them. The problem
seems to me to be to assess the individual needs of
those to whom these means may be applied,
rather than a choice of media for a group of
"young adventurers."

MILTON D. LOWENSTEIN

Tempe, Arizona

Symmetry in Nafure

EDrroR, Journal of the AIA:
As Mr Greeley well notes in the Journal of the

AIA for July, nature does indeed, reacting to the

forces of light and gravity, impose symmetry on
her flora. But nature, too - when light is dimin-
ished or abnormal wind force added - can in-
dulge in asymmetry.

The tree at timberline and the Monterey cypress

on the California coast are twisted out of sym-

metry by wind and storm. The crown of Caesal-

pina coriaria, the divi-divi tree of Curagao, is

drawn into a lopsided horizontal streamer by the

constant pull of the trade winds. And the tree or
shrub carelessly placed too close 16 2 luilding
grows out of symmetry of necessity, as does the

tree at the verge of the forest.
These instances are noted only to point out that

nature is easily forced out of her serene symmetry;
and too often, unhappily, where plants are related

to structures, it is the architect who is culpable.
Take, for example, the integral planter boxes
placed under an extended overhang. Here even the

Japanese yew, so tolerant of restricted light, can

only die. Or the tree well in a pavement so close

to a building that the tree must lean out of natural
perpendicular to expose leaves to overhead light.

I do not know if the rudiments of plant growth

are surveyed in our schools of architecture. From
the evidence, I rather suppose not. Then, certain-
ly, the architect who involves plants in his design

should - as Sir Edwin Lutyens consulted with
Gertrude Jekyll - consult with a horticulturalist
before he falls into disappointing error.

CHESTER P. HOLWAY

Cooksville, Wis.

(Continued on Page 10)
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"Constancy is the foundation of virtues."
-Francis Bacon

The virtues of superior architecture-the exceilence of
line and mass, of color and of function-reflect not only
the architect's ideas, but their execution as weli. Every ma-

terial part of a building must be constant to the specifica-

tions, and constant through time as well, or the ideas will
be unfulfilled and their virtues unexpressed.

In order to provide the necessary constancy, the Quality
Verification Council of the Porcelain Enamel Institute has

undertaken a program of quality research and certification
for architectural porcelain enamel. The QV program pro-

vides for unannounced inspections by an independent con-

sultant to verify the continuing capability of participating
companies to meer thc established QV standards.

As a rcsult, the architect may specify Quality Verified
architectural porcelain enamel from any certified member

of the QV Council. He will find that constancy bears the

QV label.

Certified members of the Quality Verification Council currently
include: ATLAS ENAMELING CO., lNC., St. Louis, Mo.; CALORIC
APPLIANCE CORP., Architectural Porcelain Div., Topton, Pa,; CHAL-
LENGE STAMPING & PORCELAIN CO., Grand Haven, Mich.; DAVID-
SON ENAIVIEL PRODUCTS, lNC., Lima, Ohio; THE ERIE ENAMELING
CO., Erie, Pa.; ERVITE CORPORATION, Erie, Pa.; INDUSTRIAL

ENAMELiNG DIV.,lndustria:Electric,lnc,
New Orleans, La; :NGRAM‐ RICHARDSON
MFG CO, 8eaver Fa‖ s, Pennsylvanial
McAX CORPoRAT10N,McCregor,Texas,
SEAPORCEL M ETALS, INC, Long lsland
City, N Y; WOLVERINE PORCELAIN
ENAM ELING CO.,Detroit,M ich.

THE QUAL:TV VERIFiCAT10N COUNC:L
A SI:vice of the Porcell1l Fnanel lnstitute    ・    l145‖ ineteenth Street,‖ W.,Washington 6,D.C

Letters (Continued)

The Written Word

EDIroR, Journal ol the AIA:

Having just cram-read both the September and
October issues of the Journul tonight, I feel com-
pelled to comment on the general ineffectiveness of
most contributors' prescntations and to applaud
thc lucidity and rhythmic balance of Mr Fred
Smith's "The Struggle for Redevelopment."

If only morc authors of occasional articles could
be so well-informed about the .sly1e of thinking,
not only the subject matter. What Mr Smith has

to say must, in my mind, take second place to
tlre splendid way in which he presents his case.

Whatever happcns to free specch when a man
comes to grips with a request for a written con-
tribution? Out come the long-dormant rules of
writing, I fear, and o11 goes the vitality and simple
pertinancy to be rcplaced by dogged sincerity and
an awful urge to frown about the matter at hand.

I hope for an enlightening to descend on future
contributors and look forward with pleasure to
more from Mr Smith.

JOSEPH HUDAK

Brookline, Mass.

The FDR Memorial

EDrroR, Journal of the AIA:

Under your editorship the AIA Journal has as-

sumed a pre-eminent position. Your recent edi-

torial re: the FDR Memorial Competition is the

best written on the subject. Am particularly in
sympathy with your consideration of .sile and ap-
proach, in short, thc landscape architecture of the

Memorial.
RICHARD HAAG

Seattle, Wash.

Masterly Production

EDIroR. Journal ol the AIA:

A little late I am on this, but I have not quite

caught up on my mail. The Urban Design issue of
the Journal is the kind of masterly production we

would benefit greatly from if there were more of
the same. Congratulations for a very good piece of
work.

NICHOLAS SATTERLEE, AIA

Washington, DC

(Continued on Page l2)
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. WiOg.rang.e o{ styles: bank type, cornice or ceiling

height; solid or glazed,
r Wide choice of surface finishes, including real wood

laminates and vinvl.

Important to you: Movable V,rucuau Walr,s
are installed only by licensed erectors, trained
by Vaughan Interior Walls, Inc. They sloc/r
all componerils. Quick starts assured-often
24 to 48 hours after ordering; no need to keep
parts inventory for partition changes.

See your U.S.G. representative, or mail cou-
pon. In Canada, contact Canadian Gypsum
Company, Ltd,, Toronto and Montreal.
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Housing for the Aging

EDrroR, Journal ol the AIA:
Mr Kassabaum's excellent article on "Housing

for the Aged" in a recent number of the Journctl
failed to mention one phase of the subject which
I feel is of importance. His article covered the
problems of old people who cannot or do not wish

to live with younger members of their family. It is
quite true that the three-generation family living
in one dwelling is fast disappearing, but there is
still a proportion of families who would wish, or
at least be content, to have three generations living
together if only they could find suitable accommo-
dations.

At the turn of the century this was common in
the four and five-story brownstone houses in New
York. Since that time the trend has been towards

smaller and fewer rooms. In the older buildings
there was ample space for the grandparents to
have a floor to themselves and consequently they

had a measure of privacy and would not neces-

sarily interfere with the living of the children and

grandchildren.
I believe the disappearance of spaciousness

makes it virtually impossible today for the three-

generation family to live in peace. However small

the minority, an attempt should be made to solve

the problem of their housing. In some European

countries the Governments make a special effort
to maintain the continuity of life of older people

in the environment and among the associates to
whom they are accustomed, thus avoiding the dis-

ruption of their living, which is bound to occur if
the old folks have to move into entirely new sur-

roundings.
This might be done either in free-standing

homes or apartments. In the former case the older
folks might live in a separate wing, having their
own living-room, kitchenette, bedroom, bath and

storage, with a private garden. There could be a
door between their portion of the dwelling and that

of the younger generation. The advantage to them

would be obvious. In the absence of servants, their

children would be free to go out evenings with the

older people acting as sitters, and the children
would also be able to help the grandparents con-

veniently in case of illness. A somewhat similar ar-

rangement could be worked out with two adjoining

apartments of different sizes. In this way, where it
is desired, the family could remain an entity in-
stead of being sPlit.

EUGENE HENRY KLABER

Quakertown, Penna
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From both a practical and aesthetic point of view'

custom-built Chemclad Doors offer many advantages

for commercial and institutional buildings' The

beautiful, rugged plastic laminate faces and edges

come in " .rid" ,"ng" of rvood grains and decorator

colors rsith either furniture finish or parchment tex'

tured surfaces. Carefully built to your exact designo

they retain their good looks for a lifetime with lorv

costo minimum upkeep. Vrite for complete details

on Chemclad Doors cnd Partitions. Sce as in Sret's'

Rtprcsentalites in Principal Cities ftom Coasl to Coast'

BOI'R,NE
MAN('FACTI'RING COMPANY

7321 Gratiot Avenue Detroit 13, MiChigan
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Everlastingly distinctive...Anaconda !

Auttconda copper and bronze in the roof itnd spire of this
chapel of contc.mporary design will give years of se.rvice.
FurLhermore, the years will enhance the beauty of the
totnl concept. Weathering will lrdrl irn artistic value of
its clwn . . a naturi.rl mellowing patirrzr of soft blue-green.

The batten-seam roof requirerl 24,000 lbs. of 16-ounce
cornice temper copper in 24" x 96" sheets. Battens were
2" x l/" spacerl 2l)(" on centers. The spire was fabric:rted
from bronze ar.r<l glaze<l with clear glass.

For complete information on sheet cotr)per anrl architectural
meturls in building construction, write Anacondzr American
Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Conn. In Canada: Ana-
cond:r American Brass Ltd., New'l'oronto, Ontario. 6r,?:7

ANACONDパ
AMERICAN BRASS CoMPANV



News

Second Edition of "Building Products Register"

As the 1962 "Building Products Register" comes
off the presses, orders for copies are pouring into
the Octagon daily, according to Robert Berne,
Head of the Architectural-Building Information
Services Department. Distribution of this new,
greatly improved book will begin about January 1.

Copies will be sent automatically to all first edition
subscribers and to all known AIA offices. To be
sure that your office is included, simply tear out
and return the coupon at the bottom of page I 14

in this issue of the Journal.
With emphasis placed on more intensive use of

this proven time saver, improvements in the new
book have been directed towards making it easier
for the architect to use. Format has been standard-
ized on the left-hand page so that similar informa-
tion for each product may now be found in the
same place throughout the book. The user need
not refer constantly to the headings at the top of
the page once he becomes accustomed to finding
data in the same location. Abstracts of standards
and association literature have been increased con-
siderably and each one is numbered for more rapid
reference. A trade names index has been added to
the introductory material, in answer to popular
demand, so that a product may be readily referred
to even though the manufacturer's name is rela-
tively unknown.

To assist the architect in attaining optimum use

of this valuable volume, the Architectural-Building
Information Services Department will, from time
to time issue suggestions and hints on how to use

the "Building Products Register" to greater advan-
tage in order to derive the fullest benefit from its
continued use.

British Architects' Conference

The following communication has been received
from G. R. Ricketts, Secretary of the Royal Insti-
tute of British Architects: "May I draw your
attention to the fact that the British Architects'
Conference in 1962 will be held July 10-13 in
Coventry. A Conference Executive Committee has

been set up and has begun to make the necessary
arrangements. The Conference theme will be
"Building and Planning in the Motor Age," and
there will be Discussion Groups held on the fol-

lowing sub-divisions: residential areas, city centers,
small towns, miscellaneous matters such as motor-
way landscaping, bridge design, service stations,
street furniture, etc. The Conference will follow
closely on the consecration of the new Cathedral
in Coventry and a visit to the Cathedral will be
included in the program.

"We shall be very glad as always to welcome as

delegates to the Conference any members of The
American Institute of Architects who are in this
country at that time. Copies of the program may be
had by writing directly to the RIBA, 66 Portland
Place, London, W.1, England."

The two First Award bronze plaques presented to the
AIA Journal in the 23rd Annual Editorial Competition
conducted by Indttstial Murketing magazine. (See op-
posite page. )
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FOR IMIVIEDIATE RELEASE

New York, No Y。 , No● ember 30, 1961・■ Thel AIA Jotiェ ..al today rec‐ ёivё d

two First Award.s for Editorial Excellenc,■
.Indlst■ al Mark9ti■ g:。 twe,ty「

third annual edit6rial competition f6‐ r business pub‐ hёations。  
‐  |  |    ‐・  ・

The AIA J9urnal is the only pubhcat‐ ion t9 wi■ tWO‐phques,.awarded by

two different juries, neither knowin

One rds is he other for

e AIA Journa was thus singled out

magazrnestwice from among nearly three-h[ndred institutional and business

which entered.

The awardo were given fbr the‐ AIA Journalls・ Ⅳhrth isSte de'otё d tO

Urban Design.

The Awards, in the form of two bronze plaques were presented today to

Winnerrs Luncheon at Waldorf -AstoriaAIA Journal representatives at a special

Hotel in New York Citv.

The AIA Journal received an IM Award of Merit in 1960. "It seems we are

stepping up, " the Journal editor quipped.

"IMts double recognition in a nation-wide

indication that the AIA Journal has become

and selling the architectural profession.tt

contest, the added, "is another

a major voice in its field -- telling

"the best single issue"

e greatest improvement in design.
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for:SCHoOLS

INSTITUT,ONS

INDuSTRY

SPEC'FY W'T'I CONF'DENCE
Built to the highest engineering standards,
RAULAND Sound Systerns offer a complete choice
of program facilities, including multiple micro-
phone use, remote control, emergency and disaster
evacuation announce, time sigrral programming,
etc., as well as versatile intercom to meet any
need. School or Industrialsystems canbe adapted
to your exact requirements from standard panels
built in production quantities.

n RAULlNDSchoolSoundSystemswere

rel introduced in the 1930's and many
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I E-u*1gryl sound systeT",c. They are- ready to

l* t assist you with any sound problem.

V

New Specification Ma nual on RAU LAN D Sountt
Equipment is available to Architects. Covers
genera.l and typical specs, classroom speaker
assemblies, auditorium systems, etc.
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NOWS (continued)

Church Architecturat Guild Convention

Philip Will, Jr, AIA President, will give the
keynote address at the annual conference of the
Church Architectural Guild of America to be held
at the Cleveland-Sheraton Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio,
March 20-22.

The Conference is planned to stimulate creative
and practical thinking by architects, ministers and
lay people concerning the basic relationship of
architecture and planning to the needs of the
church.

Included in the subjects to be discussed will be
"Survey of Contemporary Architecture," "Church
Architecture, Office Procedures," "Financing the
Building Program," "The Church and Its Com-
munity," and others. There will also be exhibits
and a program of European churches photo-
graphed in color by Robert L. Durham, netn. The
theme of the Conference is "One Church-One
Architecture?"

Nominations Open for Reynolds Award

Nominations are now being received for the
1962 $25,000 R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award.

The award, largest in the field of architecture, is

presented to the architect who, in the opinion of
a special Reynolds Award Jury, has designed a

significant structure in which aluminum has been

used creatively. In addition to the $25,000, the

Award includes an original piece of sculpture de-

signed by a prominent contemporary artist.
An architect may be nominated by anyone, in-

cluding himself or his firm. Preference is given

to buildings completed during the past three years.

Nominations will be accepted until December
18, and may be made by writing to Reynolds
Award, AIA, 1735 New York Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC. Nominations must include the

architect's name and address, name and location
of the building, date it was completed and the

name and address of the person making the nomi-
nation. On receipt of nominations, the Institute
will communicate directly with the nominee, send-

ing him an official data binder.

AIA Membership Pins Now on Sale

The new AIA membership pin featuring the

AIA eagle and column symbol atop the letters
"AIA" is now available to all members for $3.00
each. Displayed at the Philadelphia convention,
the pin replaces the maroon octagon-shaped pin.
It measures one-half in in height. Orders may be

placed directly with the Institute.
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When comparing costs... consider

The Advantages which you cannot see in u WDrain
Whg4 ygu buy anything that must last a Iifetime or longer 

- even
small 4ifrerences in p-roducts are important. This is especially true
of drains. Once installed in a building, they are expectled to iender
long-lasting dependable performanCe, since replacement causes
great inconvenience and expense.

This is why Josam builds the very best in every product it makes.
Higher quality of materials, advanced features- of design, rigid
standards of inspection, quicker availability of stocks are just a fbw
of the advantages you cannot see in a Josam drain - vet thev are
there, and at no higher cost. Over 45 years of Ieadership is broofof the superior performance you get in every Josani Product.

」OSAM MANUFACTuRttNG Co.
Cenero:く)青ices and MOnufoc,uring Division O Michigon City′ ind.

REPRESENTATiVES:N ALL PRINCIPAL CiT:ES

Wesi Coos,Dis,ribu:。 rs

JOSAM PACiFiC CO。
765 Folsom Streef Son Froncisco 7, Colif.

JOSAM PRODuCTS ARE SOLD THROUGH PLUMB:NC SUPPLY WHOLESALERS
Monufoc,urers ond Represeni● :ives in Mexic。 _HELVEX′ S.A.′ Mexico Cily
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Basements

Become 'Spacements' . with

GAIIG.ilAIt
FLOOR

GAt{G-t{AltS Reduce lrlaterial Costs,

Cut labor Costs, Speed Completion Times !

No lolly columns I No cumbersome beam and girder construction. Electric

conduit is out of sight. Plumbing is out of sight, Light fixtures are recessed.

Basements can be featured as Wall-to-Wall Spacements.

Floor installation time drops to a fraction. No lumber waste, and material

costs can be figured to the penny. Warped lumber problems and tricky,

comolicated fits are eliminated.

The zooming popularity of floor trusses results from the demand for

'spacements'. Contact us for lhe name of your nearest Gang-Nail

Fabricator. He knows floor trusses, and offers the greatest savings and

highest quality in building componentsl

Automated

Components inc.

(Formerly Gang-Nail

P.O. Box 47-836

Area Code 305

Sales Co., lnc.)

Miami, Fla.

ox 6-0930

NgWS (continued)

Urban Aftairs

Federal government officials in housing and
urban affairs were the guests of the AIA Urban
Design Committee at an informal luncheon at
the Octagon early last month. Shown above (from
left to right) is Dr Robert C. Weaver, Housing
and Home Finance Agency Administrator, chat-
ting with Charles Blessing, AIA, AIp, Executive
Director, Detroit Planning Commission, and Carl
Feiss. nre. chairman of the AIA Committee. In
the picture below a joke is shared by AIA Presi-
dent Philip Will, Jr, nnta; William L. Slayton,
Commissioner of the Urban Renewal Adminis-
tration: Dr Weaver: Mrs Marie McGuire, Com-
missioner of the Public Housing Administrator;
and James B. Cash, Jr, deputy commissioner of
the Federal Housins Administration.

Below AIA's 1956 Gold Medalist Clarence

Stein, a corresponding member of the AIA Urban
Design Committee makes a point to Matthew L.
Rockwell, committee staff executive and Thomas

B. Thompson, AIA, the newly appointed deputy

commissioner of the Public Housing Administra-
tion.



The AIA Journal has caried many stories of AIA Chap-

ter activities in creating plans for the redevelopment of

their cities. None have been more outstanding than the

civic contribution of the Buffalo-Western New york

Chapter. The story is told by the Waterfront Redevelop-

ment Prdect Coordinator

Operation

Bural。

The Story

ol AIA Chapter Planning

in Bufialo, New York

) Until recent years, Buftalo, like many of this
country's major cities, seemed hopelessly caught
in the grip of slums and blight. The continuing
process of decay nibbled away ceaselessly at so
many areas of the city, that it became difficult
to choose points of effective attack. New slums
were forming almost faster than old ones could be
treated and no unified attack could be mounted,
until the Federal Government instituted a national
program of Urban Renewal which could lend
financial assistance. Buffalo had been in no posi_
tion to finance large-scale projects of slum clear_
ance and rehabilitation. Except for a series of
public housing projects, both state and Federallv_
aided, covering a period of some twenty years,
nothing effective had been planned or executed in
a comprehensive or total approach. Important as
they were, the public housing projects could not
do more than spottily correct small localized areas
while providing decent living quarters for families
of sub-standard income.

Also, to make matters worse, the post-war
period witnessed a common population phenome_
non, the flight to the suburbs of higher income
groups and the growth and shift of lower income
groups within the city. With this came the inevit_
able loss of real estate values and further property
decline. The shrinking tax base and the threat to
the city as the socio-economic base of the metro_
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This is Buffalo's downtown waterfront tomorrow
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politan area took on an alarming aspect' for it
posed a question also, as to the survival of the

central business district, neighborhood business

areas, the cultural, social and entertainment cen-

ters of the city. Suburban shopping plazas blos-

somed overnight with their attractions of easy

access, free parking and fresh architectural design.

These were sledge hammer financial blows to a

beleagured city, truly a city in ferment.
Clearly, a plan of action was urgently needed-

a community plan of actioh. Teamwork by citi-
zens and government was obviously the only

sound approach. The city administration in 1957

engaged city planning consultants Keith and Feiss,

to survey the city's present and future. In 1958

Nat Keith and Carl Feiss published a momentous

report known as "The Future of Buffalo." This

document diagnosed the city's ills and prescribed

a ten-year plan of action by which citizens and

government could lift themselves by their boot-

straps and reconstitute the city as a healthy and

prosperous community. The plan called for urban

renewal in its total approach; redevelopment, re-

habilitation and prevention of blight. In addition,
the report covered regeneration of business and

industrial properties, traffic and transit, plans for
new growth and administrative changes with re-

spect to city Planning.

It is to the credit of the present city administra-

tion and to various citizen organizations that ex-

cellent progress has been made in the past four

years toward achieving many of the Keith-Feiss

Report abjectives. Five redevelopment projects

are in various stages of study or execution' a

master plan is in preparation for the entire city
and administrative measures have been taken to

improve city planning procedures'

It is not a self-serving declaration to state that

for sheer constructive effort on the part of citizen

groups, the Buffalo-Western N.Y. Chapter of

the AIA stands high on the list. It chose as its

contribution the Waterfront Redevelopment Proj-

ect, an urban renewal program deemed by the city

to be an undertaking of the first magnitude in

revitalizing the downtown area.

Its importance is two-fold in primary objectives

and proliferate in secondary benefits from achiev-

ing these objectives. The Waterfront Redevelop-

ment Project ztea lies between the Central Busi-

ness District and the Lake Erie 'Basin. It is a

L90-acre site composed of two main areas result-

ing from bisection by the Niagara Thruway. Part

of the project area now consists of deteriorated

housing, the other of slips, docks, RR property

and certain commercial-industrial installations'

As a first objective, this land properly redeveloped
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could be made to provide tax revenues of $2.5
million a year, instead of the present $500,000.
The plan to redevelop the major part of the proj_
ect area for middle- to high-income housing will
broaden the tax base and beautify the now ugly
waterfront.

The second objective is to provide a new trade
area for the Central Business District which is
struggling against a business decline due largely
to suburban shopping centers and a changing
customer market. A reversal of the suburban trend
must be encouraged to refresh the business
outlook.

Achievement of both these objectives is soundly
9ased, for the project has the approval of the
Urban Renewal Administration and the enthusi_
astic support of the city's business interests.
$12.056 million of the $16 million which is re_
quired for land acquisition and clearance has
informally been reserved by the Urban Renewal
Administration. Formal application documents
will have been submitted and the capital grant
should be made, by year's end.

_. 
The aforegoing facts cover quite simply the

City of BulTalo's problem and ihe program of
action employed to solve it. How the aichitects
played their part in a major contribution is more
of a human interest story, however, and is proof

positive that the AIA can play a major role in
its communities across the country. This is another
instance of inspired public service.

In 1958 at one of our Chapter meetings the
Civic Design Committee (later to become the
Urban Design Committee) was requested to em_
bark on a study of the Buffalo Metropolitan Area
program for growth and development, ,.so that it
might consider a positive course of Chapter ac_
tivity of community value on this important
subject." A report of committee findinsi some
months later indicated much to be stud-ied and
learned before we could consider taking any steps
toward professional planning on a voluntarv basis.

The year 1959 was spent by the Committee in
further study of past and current planning surveys,
reports and programs. Discussions with City plan_
ning Agencies, City planning Consultants, Keith
and Feiss, a seminar on the subiect. and further
investigation of renewal problenri finally led to a
decision early in 1960 to undertake the Water_
front Redevelopment project.

The timing was perfect, for just when we had
reached the conclusion that a Chapter project was
desirable, the City's planning - Agencies ap_
proached us for assistance. The City of Buffalo
was in the unique position of undertaking the
preparation of a Federal Grant Application, with_

3
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A group of high-rise apartments will stand to the Northeast of the lakefront luxury group



out sumcient financial resources to make land-
use studies. The Common Council in 1959 had
authorized the transfer of $100,000 to the Board
of Redevelopment to undertake required survey
and planning of the area, with a view to later
qualifying for capital grant reservation on a three_
quarter basis. The appropriation was sufficient
only to cover consultant's and engineering serv_
ices, but not to provide land-use studies necessary
to the application. The City was unable to raise
further funds and it was at this point that the
architects stepped in with their voluntarv contribu_
tion of professional skill and talent.

When we approached the task, few of us real_
ized the totality of the planning problem and the
extensive period of study which would be required.
Over a period of nine months, approximately forty
chapter members spent an estimated total of 4,000
man-hours in completing the submission of docu_
ments. To our best knowledge, ours is the first
Chapter in New York State to undertake such a
study and we trust this will serve as an inspiration
to others. It has proved to be more than a civic
contribution-it has been an education to all
architects involved. Surely the intricacies of urban
planning are better understood now than before,
and we possess a much better grasp of renewal
planning procedures and practices.

Our submission consisted of two parts:
I A text comprising:

a Objectives and Task Force assignments
b Task Force surveys and reports
c A program of planning requirements

2 Planning and Design Studies comprising:
a Project site plan
b Parcel plans
c Dwelling unit studies for various building

types-for high- and middle_income
groups

d Perspective and elevation studies of pro_
gram elements

A local newspaper report sums up the philoso_
phy of the project design: ,.One of the principal
factors, they [the architects] feel, in est;bhshing
a counter-trend to the suburban movement, is the
creation of a new mode of city living-an atmos_
phere of suburban amenities in an urban setting;
the charm and privacy of the small communiiy
home combined with the conveniences and interest
of the city. This kind of living can be provided by
modern planning and design techniques in the field
of metropolitan housing. For example, in their
study of the 190-acre waterfront project, the archi_
tectl are incorporating varied building types such
as high-rise or multi-storied elevator ifartment
buildings, town houses, two-story guiderr_typ"

d
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apartments and single-story court-houses. Each

type is carefully related to the other and suits the

varied needs of middle-to high-income families.
Most buildings will afford excellent views of the

waterfront, will be oriented for sunshine and pre-

vailing winds and be provided with patios, gardens,

greenbelts, community swimming pools and club

houses. Private marinas are being planned for
tenant boating enthusiasts. Multi-level parking and

shopping services are being placed convenient

to dwelling units. Protected walkways will interlace
buildings and project facilities, to furnish all-
weather comfort to the pedestrian. Heated en-

trance walks, interior climate control, superior

lighting of buildings and grounds and project-

supplied services, would top off these features as

lures to the disenchanted suburban dweller.

"Looking beyond the immediate project area

the architects envision the beautification of the

long-neglected waterfront. They visualize for the

central city, a continuity of beautiful waterfront,
two miles long, from Times Beach to the new

pumping station northward. Construction of a

causeway looping the old harbor breakwater, from

the mainland bordering the mouth of the Buffalo
River to the foot of Georgia Street, could provide

Buffalo with an artificial island park for viewing
the beauty of Lake Erie. New, attractive marinas

for small boats would decorate the shoreline to
serve a growing outdoor sport."

Chapter organization for the group effort
worked out quite well. The writer served as Proj-
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ect Coordinator and can attest at first hand to the

effi.cacy of organization and method. The accom-

panying chart shows the chain of command and

procedures followed.
Perhaps the most dilficult problem encountered

was sustaining drive and interest over a period of
some nine months. In almost all cases members

worked in their spare time, evenings and Satur-

day mornings. In certain cases, key men in task

force groups gave unselfishly of professional time

during their working day. To keep interest alive

and at a good pitch, task force and study-group
leaders met frequently with the Project Coordi-

nator to keep things moving, and news bulletins

were issued periodically. Work was carried on in
privatc offices and the drafting room of the City
Planning Board. The Chapter was grateful to

receive the close cooperation of the City Planning

Board, Board of Redevelopment, Buffalo Munic-
ipal Housing Authority, Board of Education and

many other citY agencies.

Project work was formally turned over to
Mayor Frank A. Sedita on February l0' 1961'

Mayor Sedita publicly expressed his gratitude on

behalf of the City of Buffalo on a television pro-

gram two days later. It was the privilege of the

writer, our Chapter President, Guy Baldwin, and

a stalwart of project progress, Jack Highland, to

participate in this program at the Mayor's

invitation.
Official and public reaction to the Waterfront

Redevelopment Project was enthusiastic to a de-
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A new 800-boat public marina is situated along the Erie Basin at the Northwestern corner of the development

gree never expected. Since the study was first
undertaken, both of our local newspapers devoted
extensive coverage to our efiorts with approxi-
mately fifteen seperate releases, all unsolicited.
Mention was also made of our project in a New
York Times release. Since completion of the
study, the writer received many phone calls and
letters commending the Chapter for a worthy civic
contribution. It is an unusual fact that not one
adverse comment has been heard or received. re-
garding our project. Instead, interest has been
sustained and is growing.

The Project Coordinator and the Chapter pres-
ident accepted joint invitations to speak before:

The Chamber of Commerce Breakfast Club
The Buffalo Consistory of the Masonic Order
The Main St. Business Association
The Construction Industry Employers Asso_

ciation
The Buftalo and Erie County planning Associa-

tion
The Executive Committee of a leading banking

institution
The Building Owner's and Management As_

sociation
Also, we appeared by invitation on a half_hour

TV program with Eugene Fitzgerald, Director of
the City Planning Board, to discuss the Water_
front Project, as a public education service. On
another occasion it was our privilege to present our
Chapter's work to the Housing and Redevelop_
ment Committee of the Greater Buffalo Develop_

ment Foundation, at the invitation of Melvin H.
Baker, Foundation Chairman.

The Chapter's sketch studies have been on dis-
play in various places throughout the city and are
still being sought by interested Civic organiza-
tions. A model of the project area should be com-
pleted under separate contract in a few months
and, this too, will be prominently featured.

The Greater Buffalo Development Foundation,
a group of prominent business, banking and pro-
fessional leaders has sponsored the printing of an
impressive sixteen-page brochure describing and
illustrating the Waterfront Redevelopment proj-
ect, with full credit being given to our Chapter,
including a list of all participating members. This
will be distributed to key firms and individuals
whose support in the redevelopment effort is con-
sidered important.

Without laboring the point, it can be stated
conservatively that the past year,s project effort
has netted the Buffalo-Western Ny Chapter
the finest public relations in its history. We have
achieved new professional stature through the
various public contacts aforementioned and
through exhibits of our work in public places. We
have also assisted the City in better public rela-
tions through the coincidence of our work with
the "Boost Buftalo" campaign, the current ef-
fort to raise Buffalo esteem amongst its citizenry.

As "creators of man's environment,, architects
have assumed a proper role of leadership in plan-
ning for the future of Buffalo. {
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The Architect Looks at Himself

32

by Carleton Monroe Winslow' AIA

and Edward C. McDonagh' Ph.D.

) What is the proper function of the architect in
society? To what extent is the architect fulfilling
this function? How can the architect improve his

value to society?
These questions, and others, served as bases of

an investigation of what, in sociological terms, is
called the occupational subculture of the profes-

sion of architecture. This exploratory investigation

is part of a large continuing study of the profes-

sions in the Department of Sociology at the Uni-
versity of Southern California under the direction

of Dr Edward C. McDonagh.
British sociologists have been interested in the

social grading of occupations. It should be noted

here that British sociology has produced one study

on architecture published in 1960, "The Develop-

ment of The Architectural Profession in Britain,"
by Barrington Kaye, Senior Lecturer in Education,

University College of Ghana. Sociologists are be-

ginning to recognize that while small in number,

compared to organized labor, and small in eco-

nomic power, compared to corporations, the pro-

fessions have tremendous influence in importance.

It thus appears that there exists a definite chal-

lenge to deal with the professions within the frame-

work of sociological theory.
There has been much concern in the last few

years about the public image of the architect. The

central concern of this article is how the architect

regards himself and how he thinks the public re-

gards him. The sociologist regards the practice of

architecture as part of a large occupational sub-

system within society. This paper in no way

attempts to deal with the large occupational sub-

system of architecture but limits its area of invest-

igation to individuals who have met the require-

ments of the Department of Professional and

Vocational Standards of the State of California
and have therefore been legally certified as

architects.
The data for this study were gathered through

the use of a mailed questionnaire to 440 architects

selected at random from the list published by the

Board of Architectural Examiners. Some 142

replies were used in the discussion that follows'

Since the profile and attitudes of non-responding

architects might difier from the responding archi-



This interesting study of the architect's own view of his position on the ladder of our society has been prepared

iointly by a well-known Beverly Hills architect and a member of the Dept. of Sociology at the Univ. of Southern Calif.

tects, some caution must be used in generalizing
these findings to the profession at large. However,
there is some evidence that attitudes and opinions
of persons who do not respond to mailed ques-
tionnaires are not necessarily significantly differ-
ent from those cooperating. (This evidence is sub-
stantiated in a forthcoming article by Edward C.
McDonagh and Abraham Rosenblum, "Differ-
ences and Similarities in Responses to a Mailed
Questionnaire and Subsequent Interviews," Pub-
lic Opinion Quarterly.)

Background questions revealed that the archi-
tect in the sample is typically a forty-three-year-
old male with2.2 children and 5.1 years of educa-
tional work beyond high school. His father did not
go beyond high school and is involved in a white-
collar occupation. Our typical California architect
is a member of The American Institute of Archi-
tects, the Republican party, and a conservative
Protestant church. Tables I through VI show the
distribution of the architects with respect to these
various characteristics. It should be emphasized
that architects possess a wide variety of interests.

Ninety-eight of the 142 responding indicated
that, as young men, they had considered an alter-
nate career. The majority of these would have
chosen a career in naturai science or engineering,
with smaller groups considering the arts, social
science, and commerce. This question was fol-
Iowed by the question, "If you were to change
professions now at no change in income, what
would you choose?" It is interesting to note that
college level teaching was chosen by twicc as many
architects as any other single occupation. The
next most popular was engincering. The unrelatcd
fields of medicine, law, and business ranked as
well as the related field of contracting. Forty-nine
architects would choose a field unrelated to artist_
ry, engineering, or construction.

"Would you encourage your son to be an archi_
tect?" In response to this question, 9 I replicd
"yes," 44 replied "no," and 7 failed to respond.
Forty-one of the architects replying ..yes', quali_
fied their answers with such comments as: ,.yes,
if he had an independent income."

Comparative professional prestige was explored
in a ranking question. The architect was asked to
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place nine professions in rank order according to
how much prestige he personally felt was attached
to each. The architects were then asked to rank
them according to how they felt the public would
rank them. Table VIII shows that thc architect in
thc sample ranks himself just under the doctor
but ahead of the lawyer, engineer, and br.rsiness

executivc in that order. When asked how he thinks
the public would rank the list, he places himself
below the doctor, lawyer, business executivc, in
that order, but ahead of the dentist and engineer.
The high school teacher, social worker, and min-
istcr score low. It is interesting to note that the
architect places the business cxecutive well down
thc list but thinks the public would place him high.
A few questioned the inclusion of the business
executive in a list of professions, indicating that
the occupation has not attained full professional
status. The most striking feature of this question
is the comparatively low opinion thc architcct has

of the public image of the architect. The cxtent
of this concern about public image is revealed in
thc opcn-ended questions quoted at the beginning
of the article and which will now be dealt with in
turn.

"What is tlrc proper f unction ol the arc'hitect in
.soc'iety?"-Most dictionaries dehne an architect
gcnerally as onc who plans or designs buildings
and superintends their construction. Some archi-
tects in the sample perceived their proper function
in terms of this definition, but the vast majority
fccl that the proper function for thc architect is

thc planning and organization of the total environ-
ment. E,ighty-four persons defined thc role of the
architect as something more than a dictionary
dellnition. Of thcse, fifty-six actually used the word
"cnvironment" in somc context. Some of these

rcsponscs in abridged form are:
Plan cnvironment to uplift spirit.
Provide beautiful environment for mankind.
Shape cnvironment through social scienccs.

Design the total environment.
Other definitions not using the word "environ-
ment," intply the same thing. Some of thesc are:

Have a better life through good architecture.

Guidc regional growth.
Lead community toward finer life.
Make for physical and spiritual planning.

Form culture.
Recreate in physical form our democratic

philosophy.
Forty respondents took a more modest

tion with respect to the architect's function'
of their responses are:

Create beautiful buildings.
Work for construction industrY.
Design better buildings.
Create individual buildings.
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Build cheapest shelter.
Solve clients' problems.
Enrich the community with beautiful buildings.

Eighteen people did not respond to this series of
questions.

"To what extent is the architect lulfilling this

function?"-Of the 84 respondents who defined
the architect's function in terms of the extended
service discussed above, only 23.8% feel the
architect is fulfilling his function to any extent at

all. Some 76.2Vo feel he is not fulfilling his func-
tion to any appreciable degree. Of the 40 people

who take the more traditional view of the archi-
tect's function in society, SOVo feel he is not eftec-
tive at all. Combining the two groups, we find
that 72.8Vo feel the architect is only "scratching
the surface."

"How can the architect improve his value to
society? The answers to this question can be di-
vided into two categories: ( 1 ) "Improve the
architect himself or improve the organizational
aspect of the profession, and (2) educate the
public." Seventy-seven respondents feel the an-

swer lies in some form of self-improvement. Of
these, 21 mention civic and social participation by
name. Of the others, 15 mention organizational
improvement, and 41 feel the architect must take
steps to improve his ability. Some responses were:
"Conduct his practice as a profession instead of
a dog fight," "Reorganize his profession to involve
total control of construction industry," "Practice
more social and political participation," "Get off
his high horse," "Satisfy the emotional needs of
people," "Be more aware of political and social
changes," "Make full speed to beauty," and,
finally, "Educate."

From the above it can clearly be seen that the
architects who make up the sample are ambitious
in the projected scope of the profession, pessi-

mistic as to their present position, and divided but
full of ideas on the best way of achieving profes-
sional success on a broad basis. The most striking
feature is the extent of the expansionistic attitude
within the profession. One man felt that nothing
less than "Rebuilding the entire planet" was the
architect's responsibility. {
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Sketch at left: La Salle Street, Chi-
cago. At right: Street scene,

Guanajuato, Mexico

Oaxaca. Mexico

Pyramids, San Juan Teotihuac6n,
Mexico
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Architectu r al Education
For A Scientific Age

by P. N. Youtz, FAIA

) Architectural education has made remarkable
progress since the turn of the century; but it must
continue to forge ahead if the profession is not
to become obsolete in the next few decades. Rec-
ognizing our accomplishments first, architects have
liberated themselves from bondage to period
styles and have embraced contemporary forms.
The buildings of our day are fresh in design and
betray no dependence on prototypes exhumed
from library sources. Our more competent archi-
tects are skilled students of contemporary insti-
tutions and understand how to express their com-
plex requirements in flexible floor plans and
attractive exteriors. The architectural garments of
our day are nearly always comfortable and prac-
tical. With increasing frequency we achieve cos-
tumes which have grace and flow.

Encouraging as is this contemporary orientation
of architects, we should not overlook the weak-
nesses of the profession. Too many practitioners
cling to the egocentric philosophy that design is an
expression of personal preference or idiosyncrasy,
not the reflection of social requirements, urban
setting, cultural context, structural system, and
mechanical needs-all unified and interpreted by
art. In a democracy such as ours, an architect is
not a subjective dreamer but a civic leader helping
the institutions in his community to build wisely
and imaginatively the schools, libraries, theaters,
banks, stores, and homes which they need for
healthy economic growth. The contemporary
architect should be keenly alert to serve his public
and merit its confidence. He should have a well-

Mr Youtz, Dean, College of Architecture and Design,

The University of Michigan, contends that the architect

of today and tomorrow must be competent in all the

many complex phases of the building arts and sciences,

and that the schools must re-tool and equip themselves

to turn out such well-rounded men, even though it may

result in an eight-year course

developed sense of social responsibility as well as

a discriminating feeling for good design. He is not
only an artist but a competent advisor on real
estate improvement and urban development. When
entrusted with a commission for a new building,
he will consider not only esthetic factors, but also
structure, mechanical equipment, costs, prospec-
tive income, financing, transportation and the re-
lation of his building to a comprehensive com-
munity plan. The modern architect is not an

individualist but a trained team worker. His de-
signs may originate in his own visual imagination
but they are conceived in terms of their social
application, in light of their service to society.
Like the other performing arts, successful archi-
tecture depends on leading and pleasing an exact-
ing audience.

Another shortcoming of the profession is that
too few architects have the education or the desire

to design complete buildings. They depend on a

group of consultants and specialists to do a large
proportion of their work. Many architects think
they have done their job when they have com-
pleted the visual design. A structural engineer lays
out the foundations and the steel frame, a mechan-
ical engineer prepares the drawings for plumbing,
electrical work, heating and cooling, an acoustical
man does the sound control, a specialist writes the
specifications, and some expert makes the prelimi-
nary estimates. But if architecture is to continue
as a profession, all of the work connected with the
planning and design and supervision of a new
buildins must be done under the direction of a



man or firm expert in all phases of the building
process. The architect cannot hope to stay in
business unless he qualifies as a master builder
capable of rendering a complete service.

One more criticism of the architectural profes-

sion that should be mentioned is its failure to
assimilate and apply the new technologies and

sciences of our age. Both practitioners and teach-
ers have been so preoccupied with the art of build-
ing design that they have neglected the rapidly
developing science of building construction. We
give lip service to the statement that architecture
is both an art and a science but these two elements

have not been amalgamated. From the classic

period down through the renaissance the architect
was proud to be both an artist and a scientist.
Vitruvius wrote that an architect should be a

philosopher, by which he meant a lover of knowl-
edge, technology as well as esthetics. Leonardo da

Vinci demonstrated how fruitful it was to combine
the imagination of the artist with the observation
of the scientist. In the best periods of architecture
there has been a wedding of art and science and a
recognition that building design depends on both
insights.

The architectural profession today is in about
the same situation as the medical one at the turn
of the century. The doctor practiced a traditional
art with few scientific tools to enable him to make
accurate diagnoses or to apply effective treatments.
The modernization of medicine was not easy be-
cause superstitions and folkways take on a patina
of sanctity with long observance. But the advances

in the biological sciences pointed out the direction
that medical students should take. The gratifying
result has been that medicine in our time has

evolved from a profession that was largely a prac-
tical art to one that is becoming more and more
an applied science. As used in a medical context,
the word "art" means a traditional or empirical
procedure that is unsupported by scientific theory
and experimental evidence. The amazing lengthen-
ing of life expectancy where modern medical care
is available, is convincing evidence of the value of
the scientific revolution in this profession.

There is no doubt that the training of students
for building design needs a similar modernization.
However, the problem in architecture is not to
eliminate art but to supplement it with a broader
spectrum of science. As far as the term art applies
to rule-of-thumb practices, the architect can very
well emulate his medical colleague and discard
this obsolete lore. But art in the sense of design is

one of the most precious contributions of architec-
ture to society. The architect is well aware that
man does not live by bread alone. The space and
frame of a building ofter poor hospitality if they
do not nourish perception and evoke wonder. The

mute music of architecture in no way conflicts
with the new technologies. Rather, science offers
the architect the same power and control that it
conferred on the doctor. The student of design has

felt thwarted by mathematics, physics, statics, and
mechanics because he has received a smattering,
not a grasp, of these essential subjects. Once as-

similated, technology enables the architect to de-
sign with daring and confidence.

The image of the architect as master builder
has been preserved by the friendly services of struc-
tural and mechanical engineers. These well-trained,
often anonymous men, have worked out most of
the problems of modern steel or reinforced con-
crete construction as well as those of aircondition-
ing, sanitation, lighting and acoustics. But now that
the pioneer job is done, and each new building in-
volves only the repetition of familiar calculations,
the engineers are seeking more adventurous
careers in industry, electronics, aviation, rocketry
and research. ln many communities it is difficult
to find structural engineers and impossible to hire
mechanical ones. The architect must either stand
on his own two feet and do his own structural and
mechanical design or depend on the help of com-
mercial agents selling products of the construction
industry. If he chooses the first alternative, he be-
comes the master builder in fact, not merely in
name. If he selects the second one, he is denying
his client the disinterested professional service to
which the latter is entitled and for which he has
contracted.

The voluntary abandonment of the stfuctural
and mechanical fields by engineers tempted to
greener pastures, ofiers the architects an oppor-
tunity to take over the control of structural and
mechanical design, thus strengthening his com-
petitive position in the building industry. If the
architect is able to produce complete working
plans in his own office, he can give his clients
better service. At present the esthetic design, struc-
tural layout and mechanical work are frequently
turned out by dilTerent firms with the unfortunate
result that they do not fit together harmoniously.
Working plans prepared in the architect's office
under his competent supervision should attract
lower bids because of fewer discrepancies and
ambiguities in the drawings. If he is able to ofier
a total integrated service to his clients, the archi-
tect will be in a position to compete successfully
with package dealers and contractors invading the

architectural domain. If the plans are properly
coordinated, the completed building will represent
the architect's vision, not his frustration; his power,
not his impotence. The architect can only compete
in the modern scientific world by possession of
superior knowledge and by applying this to his
client's total building enterprise.
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In proposing to give the architect a more thor-
ough training in the science of construction, we
must enrich rather than reduce his instruction in
art. The prestige of the profession rests on its high
ability in esthetic design. But we must consider
design problems not merely as a chance for at-
tractive sketches or models but as an invitation to
think out a building 2s a whsle-setting, character
of the institution, plan, structure, mechanical
equipment, exterior, furnishings, cost and earn-
ings. In architecture we are not concerned with
art for art's sake but with art as a polymer for
bonding all the discrete elements of a structure
into a total environment for man. This might be
called a functional view of art. The concept is
broader than the term "applied art." We see func-
tional art or design in a Gothic cathedral. It is
the esthetic organization that produces harmony
among the various parts.

This integration of art with science will widen
the architect's outlook. The public admires his
ability to visualize possibilities in site and building
development but the architect is criticized because
he tries to solve all problems in terms of esthetic
design alone. This sensitivity to form is commend-
able but many complex issues that are connected
with buildings and their environment require a
precise knowledge of real estate, structures, cost,
and urban development. Though design potentials
should be kept in mind at all times, in many situa-
tions the determining factors are quantitative not
qualitative ones.

The appearance of a street and its use as an
axis are design considerations, but we must also
know its car capacity and whether at certain peaks
it becomes a bottleneck. The latter data may or
may not corroborate an esthetic judgment, but it
cannot be ignored. An architect should be aware
of all aspects of a building situation if he is going
to counsel his client wisely.

What type of curriculum is needed to prepare
the architectural student for a successful career in
a scientific age? The responsibilities of the archi-
tect have so greatly increased that the first pre-
scription is that he should receive longer and wider
training. The prospective architect should have a
pre-architectural, full four-year college program
before entering a four-year graduate professional
school. In some universities an undergraduate de-
gree is already a prerequisite for architectural stu-
dents. So the eight-year requirement providing for
four years of liberal college education followed by
four years of professional training is not an inno-
vation. Most accredited institutions at present offer
a five-year course for architectural students fresh
from high school. The first year usually is devoted
to academic not professional work. So the actual
architectural program is of four years duration.

The purpose of requiring four years of pre-
architectural college training is to develop in the
student intellectual maturity and wide interests
before he attempts to cope with technical profes-
sional problems. Liberal colleges give students an
introduction to the humanities, physical sciences,
biological sciences, social sciences and the arts.
Such institutions offer a curriculum which is op-
posite in aim to that of the professional school.
Their program is general not vocational. The lib-
eral college should supply the future architect with
a wide panorama of human thought which he now
conspicuously lacks because of his early profes-
sional specialization. A man with a B.A. degree is
not likely to become merely a skilled draftsman
content to draw neat lines on paper all his life.
Valuable as is this graphic virtuosity, it does not
produce architects. What is important for the
stature of the architect is the kind of college train-
ing that gives him an understanding of the society
and culture which he plans to serve.

Content

What should be the content of a pre-architec-
tural college training? Architecture is a science
and an art so it is important that a student become
acquainted with these two contrasted patterns of
thought. The liberal college can help to prepare
the prospective architect by offering him one
course each year which will directly contribute to
his profession. These courses are mathematics
through calculus, freehand drawing, physics, and
painting or sculpture. The order in which these
subjects are studied needs careful consideration.
Mathematics should come before physics because
its use will be required in the latter course. But a
year is interposed between mathematics and
physics so that the introduction to physical science
will serve incidentally as a refresher course to
recall the mathematics taken earlier, thus insuring
that the latter will still be useful in the future
structural courses encountered in professional
school. Similarly the art courses are spread out
with a year's interval between them so that the
creative experience will be as extended as possible.
Of course ideally the pre-architectural student
should study science and art simultaneously
throughout his college course if this arrangement
could be fitted into an all too crowded undergradu-
ate curriculum.

Mathematics through calculus is the first re-
quired course for the pre-architectural college stu-
dent. It seems advisable to begin with this subject
while the student still remembers his high school
geometry, algebra, and perhaps trigonometry. This
will make the subject easier for even those stu-
dents who fear any study connected with numbers.
But we must frankly admit that there is a problem



in teaching mathematics to prospective candidates

for the design profession. Too many high school
graduates have developed a prejudice against
arithmetic in all its forms. This might have been
avoided if they had experienced the fun of analyz-
ing problems graphically as well as algebraically.
They should have been taught how to draw mathe-
matical constructions as well as how to calculate.
The ancient Greeks developed their mathematics
geometrically and this is still a good educational
approach to the science of numbers. The tedium
of calculation can be reduced if the students early
acquire the use of the slide rule and adding ma-
chine (or abacus). These mechanical aids can
eliminate much drudgery and turn mathematics
into an absorbing and instructive game. Another
aid to learning is for the instructor to select prob-
lems connected with architecture and the con-
struction industry. If the student keeps a notebook,
he will find that this becomes a valuable handbook
for later use and that the study of abstract rela-
tions gains meaning and interest from its profes-
sional application. The student should never lose
sight of the purpose of the course which is to de-
velop mathematics as an accurate and familiar
language for the expression of his imagination.
Unless the architect becomes fluent in this lan-
guage, he has no way of controlling or realizing
his designs. Architecture without mathematics de-
generates into fantasy.

The second course which pre-architectural stu-
dents should study is freehand drawing. The pencil
is mightier than the pen in the hands of the archi-
tect. But drawing should be of a creative char-
acter. Sketching teaches observation, a sense of
proportion, and an understanding of space. Me-
chanical drawing does not fulfill this function, and
often a student who has submitted to this disci-
pline too early or too long loses his native capacity
for the free development of form. Some skills such
as those related to the visual arts must be acquired
young, or at least are most easily learned early in
life. While freehand drawing is recommended as

a college course the young architect should begin
to use a pencil in kindergarten and continue to
draw throughout his professional career.

The third college course for the pre-architectural
student is physics. Physics is the foundation from
which the applied science of architecture has de-
veloped. All the later professional courses in struc-
tural and mechanical theory are based on this
physical science. Indeed physics is to architecture
as biology is to medicine. As in the case of mathe-
matics, it is essential that the teaching of physics
be oriented toward architecture and that the prob-
lems presented be drawn from the broad field of
building construction. Too many architectural stu-
dents miraculously pass college physics without

the least suspicion that the subject has anything to
do with architecture or enginering, so this relation
must be stressed by the instructor. Winston
Churchill remarked that wars were too important
to be entrusted to generals. Mathematics and
physics are too important to modern architects to
be left to mathematicians and physicists; such

courses may have to be taught by architects. The
student who keeps a careful notebook in physics
as related to architecture possesses an invaluable
handbook for structural and mechanical design.
An excellent text in physics for prospective archi-
tects is White's "Modern College Physics," though
the instructor must point out the applications to
architecture and supply the problems from struc-
tural and mechanical theory.

The fourth pre-architectural course recom-
mended is painting or sculpture. The choice be-
tween the two depends on the individual's needs.

Both teach the principles of form and light and
shade. Painting adds the richness of color. Sculp-
ture stresses the importance of the third dimension.
These two visual arts have much to teach the
future architect, and without them, he will have
difficulty in understanding his own spatial art.
Indeed the fundamental principles of all the visual
arts are similar. Consequently it is often of educa-
tional significance to view one's own compositions
from the standpoint of an allied art. But another
cogent reason for students to study painting and
sculpture is the possibility of utilizing them in
architecture. At the moment the building art is
starkly unadorned but in the past and probably in
the future painters and sculptors will collaborate
with the architect. An architect cannot be said to
be educated who does not have an acquaintance
with the whole field of the visual arts.

Graduate Professional Program

After successfully completing his undergraduate
college course the student is ready to cope with a

four-year, graduate professional program in archi-
tecture. What should be the nature of this train-
ing? Briefly, it should reflect the total activities
and services of the profession. It should enable the
student to graps the obligations and opportunities
of the profession as a whole. In order to obtain
this goal we must think not of separate conven-
tional courses but of a curriculum that is unified
and organic. The architectural profession needs
students who have breadth of understanding and
the capacity to undertake with success the solu-
tion of a wide variety of problems,-artistic, struc-
tural, mechanical, economic and social. To cover
such a large field with success, artistic ability alone
is not enough. Even when this is supplemented
with some skill in structural and mechanical de-
sign, a student is not yet prepared to practice
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Architectural Education For A Scientific Age (Con't)

architecture. Initiation into the economic require-
ments of building design will help him to protecr
his client's investment but this still does not make
him a well-rounded architect. A sound background
in the social sciences is essential in addition to all
these other prerequisites for professional compe-
tence.

To prepare the future architect to carry out the
broad duties of his profession, the new curriculum
should be divided into five general fields of study
which should have equal teaching emphasis and
equal class time. The student should devote one
day a week throughout his four years to the fol-
lowing subject areas, namely; visual, structural,
mechanical, economic, and social design. These
five divisions should not be treated as separate
courses but be conducted simultaneously as a con-
nected and interacting course of study. They pro-
vide a way of examining all the more important
facets of architecture. In many instances the stu-
dent should have the opportunity of analyzing his
design problems from all five angles. Thus from
the first day to graduation, the student will be
encouraged to think of the practice of architecture
as one connected pursuit, not as an aggregate of
unrelated activities.

The best way to approach these five fields of
architectural study is to consider them as oppor-
tunities for design. Each of them imposes some
limitations on the designer but each of them re-
quires his analysis and decision. Problems in these
five areas can only be solved by creative thinking.
In the past we have been too prone to associate
imagination with visual design and to regard struc-
tural, mechanical, economic and social design as
routine activities, to be delegated to others. This
attitude is characteristic of some gifted designers
who think of themselves as sculptors, and of archi-
tecture as fine art free of all practical and tech-
nical requirements. But most offices are guided by
men of balanced judgment who apply their imag-
ination and knowledge to their client's total needs.

Taking up the five areas of instruction in order,

-unds1 
visual design are grouped the usual prob-

lems in architectural composition and site layout;
the relations with the allied arts such as landscap-
ing, painting, sculpture, and interiors; and certain
graphics that probably can be "learned by doing"
more successfully than as separate courses. The
importance of visual design is well recognized by
the profession. But the relationship with the allied
arts which also contribute to visual desien has too

often been ignored or forgotten. Courses in graph-
ics tend to become ends in themselves when actu-
ally their purpose is communication.

In order to strengthen visual design so that it
will be something more than a paper pattern or
the stuff of dreams, the student needs might be
called content. In the past this was supplied by
archeological studies of historic buildings with the
result that until very recently architecture still
wore period dress. Today we can provide this con-
tent by courses in structures, mechanics, real
estate economics and social sciences. The source
of a student's design concept now stems from the
specialized requirements of a contemporary insti-
tution, not from an historical model that may be
completely inappropriate. The student who is ac-
quiring new knowledge in the particular fields
related to architecture has far more to say than the
designer who spends most of his professional
career bent over a drawing board. We can expect
from him plans that are organic, buildings that are
structural, elevations that interpret visually the
culture of our day, and projects that can be fi-
nanced and built.

For the student, visual design reinforced by the
simultaneous study of structures, mechanics, eco-
nomics and the social sciences takes on a new
reality. He is released from the make-believe at-
mosphere of the school and shares in the affairs
of the real world. The result should be to improve
student performance. The new curriculum should
help schools to train the majority of their students
instead of merely the gifted few to become accept-
able visual designers. The added element of real-
ism may be all that is needed to awaken the natural
abilities of many students that the schools fail to
reach.

Collaboration between architects and those prac-
ticing the other visual arts often enriches a project
and brings satisfaction to a client. This relation
between architect and landscape architect, sculp-
tor or painter, is a delicate matter that demands
an appreciation of the role of each of the arts
involved. Students should have the chance of test-
ing the value of such joint effort and of learning
the procedures likely to make such a.professional
marriage successful.

The second field of education in which the
architectural student should be proficient is
structural design. The aim of this division of the
curriculum is to produce well-grounded structural
analysts who can figure the stresses in structures
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as competently as any engincer. The architcct may
wish to avail himself of thc engineer's spccialized
knowledge, but the architect himself should havc
the knowledge that will enable him to undcrstand
and to solve structural problems. With a good
background in college mathematics and physics,
this goal should be an attainable one.

The subjects to be grouped together and taught
under this head of structural design are statics,
strength of materials, structural theory, concrete

theory, structural design of building frames, build-
ing technology, etc.

Such courses are most meaningful as a sequence
and taken in conjunction with visual design prob-
lcms. In addition to these standard topics, there
should be time to present some special structural
problems such as earthquake, hurricane and fall-
out protection.

One of the strange loopholes in the law is that
an architect is not held accountable for his errors
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of judgment in visual design. He may perpetrate
any transgression of good taste which his client
condones without legal retribution. But the law
holds the architect responsible both for structural
and mechanical design. A building must not en-
danger life, health or property. The law places the
architect in the position of highest authority on
structural design-the person on whose shoulders
rests the credit or blame for success or failure of
his buildings.

The third area with which the student architect
must become familiar is mechanical design. This
includes heating and cooling, sanitation, electrical
work, lighting, mechanical equipment such as
elevators, and acoustical control. In this area the
architect's responsibility under the law is nearly
as exacting as in the case of structures. In a mod-
ern building the investment in mechanical equip-
ment usually amounts to thirty per cent of the total
construction cost. Buildings are becoming ma-
chines for living, though they were far from that
goal when the phrase was coined. Yet in the past
architects have frequently neglected this type of
design and delegated it to the product manufac-
turers.

Which of the mechanical amenities, plumbing,
heating, air conditioning, elevators, acoustics or
lighting does most to satisfy the tenants of a build-
ing is a debatable question. Certainly the reputa-
tion of an architect often depends on how success-
ful these mechanical services turn out to be. A
building may be recognized as a supreme work of
art but if it is not properly heated and lighted, the
owners are likely to tear it down and replace it by
a structure of mediocre design with sufficient BTU
and foot candles to satisfy the creature needs of
its occupants.

The Fourth Division

Economic design is the fourth division of the
architectural curriculum. This is another category
long neglected by the profession. In includes cost
estimates, income forecasts, mortgages, real estate
management, taxes, building codes, specifications,
insurance, contracts, and supervision. All these
constitute the business approach to architecture.
To retain the respect of the investor client, the
architect must be knowledgeable about these fac-
tors which determine the earnings of a building.

The prime criticism of the architect by business-
men is that he is not practical. By this they mean
that he is preoccupied by the visual design and is
too often oblivious to the economic design which
they regard as of supreme importance. Architects
need not become real estate or banking experts
but they should be famitar with business and its
architectural requirements. The trite remark is
that the student will learn economic design after

he leaves school. But too often ignorance in ths
field causes the failure of a promising architectural
firm.

The fifth division is social design, by which is
meant the social sciences-economics, sociology,
geography, history, anthropology, philosophy, and
psychology. These are the sciences that deal with
man and man is the architect's ultimate client.
Whether the student concentrates on one discipline
or samples several, he will discover a base line for
surveying contemporary society.

The direct application of the social sciences to
architecture may be of secondary importance but
these fields of study are of immense value in giv-
ing the architect a sound perspective on his cul-
ture. More and more the architect deals with cor-
porate clients, not individuals. A large section of
his work is for municipal, county, state, and fed-
eral agencies. The social sciences are a good guide
to the intricacies of governmental aftairs because
they free the practitioner from red tape and turn
his attention to principles. The corporate image of
a community can best be grasped from a carefully
documented social study.

This five-fold graduate professional curriculum
has three advantages. First, it promises to place
the profession in control of the building enter-
prises. The architect will no longer be dependent
on others to do his legitimate professional work.
He will regain the knowledge to make him master
builder in fact as well as in name. Second, it will
give the creative teacher a chance to breathe real-
ity into the curriculum. Schools will come to grips
with real social problems instead of playing with
paper architecture. Third, it will improve the archi-
tech's service to his community. He will approach
his design problems as an all-around man, not
simply as an esthete.

This outline presents a balanced curriculum
based on the actual demands placed on the prac-
ticing architect. Equal time is alloted to the study
of the architect's various fields of competence. The
aim is to make him aware of his total professional
obligations. Our preoccupation with visual design
to the detriment of other types of design has been
corrected. We have stressed the importance of the
other areas of design. Our purpose is to present
the student with a total picture of his profession.

Of course, in this age of specialization, few per-
sons after graduation will undertake all the types
of work which the curriculum describes. The pro-
fession is spacious enough to offer work for men
of contrasted talents and abilities. No one can say
which of the five divisions of design is most impor-
tant. But if we neglect any one, the profession will
suffer. Far from minimizing the role of visual de-
sign, the new curriculum will bring to it a new
reality and depth. {



Three winners were chosen this year by a iury consisting of William Platt'

FAIA, Chairman; Richard W. Ayres, Edward L. Barnes, Nathaniel A. Owings'

FAIA, and Robert Venturi. We publish one project from each portfolio

Charles T. Stifter, New York, NY

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, M of Arch, 1960

Multiple-Story Urban Office Building-an attempt to re-examine the organiza-
tion and planning needs of the contemporary office building. Fundamental
planning unit is three stories in height with a potential of 66,000 net square
feet per unit. Depending on the needs of specific tenants, floors may be
located at one-half story intervals, allowing combinations of spaces up to
three stories tall. Local circulation can occur within these areas to facilitate
more efficient vertical communication, thereby releasing the primary elevator
system for express traffic. The structural system is related to each unit by a
series of trusses, each carrying local loads of three stories. The loads from
each truss are then transferred to both the central core and an exterior column
system. within the depth of the trusses are mechanical equipment and ducts.
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Robert M. Golder, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

University of Pennsylvania, B. Arch, 1950

A Museum for the Delaware Vallev Art Founda-
tion on Logan Circle, Philadelphia. The buildine
is to project the aims of the Foundation: "A
synthesis of the arts." Space is required for exhibi-
tion of objects of contemporary life from paint-
ings to automibiles. Specifically required are a
reception hall, exhibition area, storage, adminis-
tration, eight studios, a 400-seat auditorium, li-
brary, cafeteria and physical plant.



Bernard N. Steinberg, New York, N.Y.

Mass. Institute of Technology, M. Arch, 1960

Five-Story Office Building On Summer Street,
Stamford, Conn. This project was developed
with the following considerations in mind: west-
ern exposure; relatively uninteresting immediate
environment; valuable first floor store space. The
solution has opaque (concrete or precast con-
crete) wall panels at the East and West facades
and expansive glass areas at all other places. The
building focuses in upon itself over balconies.
The sun is kept out and the uninteresting views
are made secondary, causing a community spirit
to be developed within the building. Note that
the ground floor is three islands.
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ART MEANS LIVABLE CITIES

by Marya Mannes

TI
I
II think all young Americans should be taught

the basics of architecture, decoration and city plan-

ning. For if they were taught these, the new genera-

tion could not tolerate the proliferating ugliness of

their towns and cities. I know of no other so-called

civilized society that has so blighted its land as

we have.

Nearly every main street in America is an

affront to the senses, with its poles and wires and

neon lights and jumble of signs and planless clutter

-a 
testament to haste and greed, to the absence

of human dignity and the simple amenities of liv-
ing. A testament, indeed, to the kind of paradox

in which a city can support a splendid art museum

and opera house, but permit its periphery to re-

main hideous with car dumps, billboards, hot-dog

stands, and all the marks of a rootless and artless

society. As for most of our public statuary-it is,

quite literally, for the birds. The pigeons know bad

art when they see it.

No, art doesn't mean just galleries or concerts

or plays: it means cities where people can live in
long perspectives, gaze into clear fountains and

sit in the shadows of trees. It means daily pleas-

ures of the eye and ear and touch, a constant

awakening of the senses to the excitement of liv-
ing. But these senses must first be trained to

awareness.

Coming in the January

The Architects'Plan for Boston

by Robert S. Sturgis, AIA

The Chairman of the Committee on Civic Design
of the Boston Society of Architects tells the story
of how the architects of Boston have contributed
a plan to recreate a city of which all citizens can
be proud.

The Res{oration of the Nichols-Rice House

by Harvin C. Moore, AIA

The Houston Chapter's Preservation Officer
describes and illustrates a restoration project
planned, directed and supervised by the AIA
Preservation Committee.

An Apprmch to Architectural Education

by Wiltiam White Carver, AIA

An Assistant Professor at Montana State College
sets forth his theories on architectural education,
in the second in the tournal's current series on that
always hot topic.

Toward a Dynamic Architecture

by Martin Bloom, AIA

A young architect explores the profession's con-
tribution to urban design. The first chapter of a
book under preparation.

A Guide for Planning the Roman Catholic Church, I

by Brother Cajetan t. B. Baumann, OFM, FAIA

The first of a series of guides for planning churches
of the various faiths, prepared by the AIA Com-
mittee on Religious Buildings.

Correctlonal Archiiecture

by Clinton H. Cowgill, FAIA

A supplement to the articles on correctional archi-
tecture published in the July tournal.

Tltt' uht,yc .tltt'c? p(nrRruphs are lront,,Tltc.t,re Culrural,
Brtt A-rt 'f ltey Cttltured?" by Mar1.o Mann'es, lrom The
New York Times Magazine, "/z/y' 

'9, 
1961.



Thc PHA and the Architect

bv Marie C. McGuire

Mrs McGuire, Commissioner, Public Housing Adminis-

hation. has written this article for the AIA Journal to

set forth the extent to which the PHA is eager and

willing to co.operate with the architect and with the AIA

) Throughout its turbulent twenty-five years of

existence, the public housing program has been

consistently supported by The American Institute

of Architects. The same cannot be said of all other

segments of private enterprise engaged in the crea-

tion of homes for the people of this country' At
this time, as the new administration's expanded

housing program moves forward, the support of

the architectural fraternity is needed more than

ever before. Building design, in my opinion, is the

paramount factor that will determine whether our

program fails or succeeds.

I am certainly aware of the criticisms of the de-

sign of public housing, many of them with justifi-

cation. At a recent luncheon meeting with members

of the AIA Committees on the Public Housing

Administration and Housing for the Aging, we dis-

cussed a great many of these and what could be

done, in cooperation, to overcome the design errors

that prompted them.

It has been said that in the development of pub-

lic housing, architects'fees are too low to cover the

necessary research and time that is required to
produce well-designed developments. Attention
has also been directed to the charge that there is

an excessive amount of red tape or routine proc-

essing that causes unnecessary delay. At the same

time, many dedicated architects have expended

freely their own time and effort beyond the dollar
return. They have expressed the view that if the

Public Housing Administration could eliminate

unnecessary delays in the early planning of the

development, the present architects' fees would not

be low. The Public Housing Administration is now

working on this problem.
We are reviewing all of our procedures to see

which are essential and which have caused unnec-

essary delay. Our procedures will be tightened and

the delay eliminated.

The Public Housing Administration can control

its own policies and functions. It can control local

housing authorities' policies and functions only to

a statutory extent, but-and this is where we have

been missing the boat-it can influence and stir

the imagination of local housing authorities to a

far greater extent, and we intend to do so' Un-

fortunately, too often in the past local housing

authorities have looked to the Public Housing

Administration in Washington for leadership, and

found it lacking. We intend to remedy this situa-

tion. Also. where there is a need for leadership, for

guidance, the Public Housing Administration will
Lek to provide it. In the field of public housing

design, this need for leadership has certainly long

been felt and with the cooperation of The Ameri-

can Institution of Architects we intend to fill this

need.

I think that the basic mistake in public housing

design, from the PHA point of view, is that in

-uny cut"t we have attempted to build living en-

vironment and housing on standards alone' We

have been guilty of over-emphasizing pure econ-

omy withoul realizing that good architecture and

good design are not necessarily more expensive'

Fortunately, this thinking is now behind us'

We are soliciting the assistance of The Ameri-

can Institute of Architects and the deans of out-

standing schools of architecture to help us to
analyzs our present procedures so that we will

achieve more original approaches in the design

of public housing.

Along this same line, we intend to re-examtne

our standards of construction and update them so

they will be consistent with contemporary and rea-

sonably foreseeable future standards of living of

the American people. Basic standards should be

positive ones, not negative and restrictive, and

should aftord the architect the maximum area for

ingenuity and originality. They should convey to

LHA's ih" fu"t that PHA is interested not just in

cutting costs regardless of results, but in helping

them io develop better housing. Standards should



Architects: Nodman, Thompson and Krocher and Mar_
man & Mok, Associated Architects

Photo above-and at right: Nodman, Thompson and
r(rocher and Marman & Mok, Associated Arcliitects

be goals for attainment, with the local buildine
code as the minimum

Other study areas are being considered. For
instance, we are thinking of conducting a national
re-examination of existing low-rent housing devel_
opments. The LHA's would be invited to-express
what they consider superior and what thev con_
sider inferior with respect to the develoiments
which they own. Management and maintenance
aspects will be brought to bear on design effective_
ness. The LHA's would also be invited to srate
what changes they would make in design if they
were starting anew.

- We are looking into the possibility of entering
into specific cooperative arrangements with a half_
dozen selected LHA's whereby each would select

an architect capable of superior design within the
perspective of the Authority's objectives as the
primary criteria for selection. The LHA would
negotiate fees on a one-time basis for each con_
tract independent of the approved pHA or AIA
scales. The architect would study the LHA,s goals,
including actual orientation into LHA operations.
The history of these experiences would be carefully
recorded. If this proved successful in producing
superior design, pHA might consider rivising its
policies to eliminate promulgation of a standard
scale of fees which is directed to the average and
gets average service. As in other professions, the
fees paid might reflect degrees of competence and
the total product would thereby ultimatily cost less.

The Public Housing Administration intends to
prepare and distribute materials, possibly with
joint AIA sponsorship, on how LHA,s should so
about selecting architects, what criteria and co-n_
siderations should prevail, and how decisions
should be made among competing value judg_
ments. We intend, also, to encourage the use of
new materials and new methods of construction bv
publication and liaison with research resources. In
addition, we are examining the possibility of loos_
ening- the guide specifications by adding 

--o." 
op_

tional items to all of the present divisions to permit
use of new building products making it clear that
the guide specifications are only that and not a
substitute for the creativity of the architect.

Our goal is to see how much of the present
manual can be put aside and yet not lose tLe sub_
stantial structure that is the object of the design.
In our review, we must not lose sight of the fact
that public housing financing extends over a fortv_
year 

-period. 
The public housing developed must

therefore be substantial since it must be in good
condition at the end of this financing period, and
for many years thereafter.

In our process of self-examination. which is
currently under way, I would like to emphasize
this point. The Public Housing Administiation,s
approach to the over-all design of public housing
developments will be a much broader one. We will
no- longer be thinking of economy for economy,s
sake; of design for maintenance's sake: or of
housing for mere shelter's sake. The public
Housing Administration will be looking to archi_
tects and to local housing authorities io produce
the type of public housing that will be a credit to
the community, that will become a part of the
community and thus eliminate many of the so_
cial difficulties that arise because- of institu_
tionalized appearance and isolation from the com_
munity.

This new outlook does not mean that the public
Housing Administration will ignore the importance
of economy in design or the other factors that I
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have mentioned, but they must be viewed as part
of a total picture and not restrict our outlook to
the narrow viewpoint of the particular interests
involved.

Quite properly, when public funds are involved,
we must look for the most economical wav to fill
the need, but this must be economy commensurate
with the goal of a fulfillment of the living environ_
ment of the tenants of public housing. I firmly
believe good public housing design is not incom_
patible with economy. We must also seek public
housing design that makes the maintenance func_
tion easier. We intend to eliminate from the public
housing program the so-called box cars and fort_
resses of very stiff unattractive buildines. Such
dwellings will not be built as they were inlhe past,
because they were cheap to build and cheap to
maintain. However, a proper emphasis on the
economy of design and the design for ease of
maintenance must be considered. It must not, how_
ever go to the point where the architect feels that
he can build for the client only unattractive, dull,
maintenance-free projects.

For example, when the public housing program
first started, concrete floors were universallv used.
Today, such floors, even for the low incom". o.e
hardly acceptable and we are turning to other
kinds of floor treatment which will be-more live-
able and more desirable in dwellings of any kind.
This is being done even though there is no ques_
tion that concrete floors are probably the cheapest
treatment in terms of maintenance. Thus, the errors
of the past must be incentives for improved design
in the future.

In the Past

In the past, public housing was designed as a
project. It was designed as an isolated part of the
community, which the impersonal giant hand of
local/Federal government put into place com-
pletely ignoring the surrounding architectural fea-
tures of the city involved. Our approach to the
placement of public housing and to its design
today must be to make the public housing develop-
ment a part of the total architectural picture of the
community. We must relate the buildings to the
community and the people who will find shelter
within the buildings to the facilities that are avail-
able throughout the community.

Achievement of these objectives was most ef-
fectively demonstrated by a colleague of yours in
San Antonio, Thomas B. Thompson, ArA. In his
design of Victoria Plaza, which shelters elderly
persons of low income, Mr Thompson coordinated
design, site placement, and the community and its
services in the building of this fine apartment.

While public housing designed to shelter the
elderly requires certain special considerations,

many design factors also apply to public housing
for younger families. For example, it is desirable
to locate the building as close as possible to the
downtown area. However, usable sites may not be
available. In that case, the second-mile ciicle may
be all right, providing transportation passes the
door and runs on a regular schedule.

The dwellings should be located as close as
possible to neighborhood churches, variety, drug
and grocery stores and near areas of activity.

While public housing generally is in the lower
income neighborhoods, the importance of status
must be remembered. Above all things, people
want to be proud of where they live; this does not
mean "swank," but it does mean absence of seri_
ous and spreading blight.

In addition, recreational opportunities must be
available in the community. If not safely available
in the neighborhood, provisions must be made so
that children may play in an area on the develop-
ment grounds. In her booklet, ..Housing Design:
A Social Theory," Elizabeth Wood points out that,
in proper locations, game facilities such as shuffle-
board courts or horseshoe pits should be provided
for. This must be considered. She also raises the
point that perhaps, like our British cousins, some
provision should be made for the American coun-
terpart of the English pub, since drinking beer in
company is recreation. Whether this would meet
with public approval has yet to be seen, but it is
something to think about. After all, when a group
of neighbors outside of public housing gather at
the local tavern to watch a ballgame and have a
few glasses of beer, this is not looked upon as
anti-social behavior.

These are some of the areas of public housing
design that the PHA is investigating. We are re-
viewing our present policies to eliminate cumber-
some procedures. We are concerned with archi-
tects' fees and contracts. We are seeking coopera-
tion from professionals in the architectural field
and we are encouraging the expression of the views
of local housing authorities throughout the nation.
We intend to open up channels of communication
that have too long been closed. We are throwing
out the concept that new ideas, because they are
new, are inherently bad, and we will strive with
members of The American Institute of Architects
to achieve, for public housing, the proper place
that it should enjoy in the American scene. How-
ever, we must always be mindful of the fact that
a public housing development may be only as
good as the architect who designs it.

In this sense, The American Institute of Archi-
tects has had placed upon it a great responsibility
which I am sure it will meet and toward that end
the Public Housing Administration offers its com-
plete cooperation. {
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Three addresses, by an Owner, a Builder and an Architect

delivered at the 196l convention of the New Jersey society of Architects and

The Responsibility
of the Owner

by Frank P. Woodruff, AIA

Mr Woodruft, Second Vice President, The Prudential

Insurance Company of America, is a graduate architect

and licensed in New Jersey, and has been with Prudential

since 1930

) Responsibility-that is quite a word. Funk and
Wagnall's definition is as follows: "The state of
being responsible, or accountable, capable of re-
sponding to obligations by moral law or ethical
principles or ideals, a duty, trust or obligation,
ability to meet business obligations, ability to pay
or fulfill contracts." The definition is all-inclusive
and its meaning and implications are broad.

Some years ago, in 1947, the Prudential em-
barked upon a program of decentralization. At
that time it was announced that we were going to
build a new Regional Home Office in Los Angeles,
California. A major decision presented itself with
this announcement. Two choices were available:
One was to expand our own Architect-Engineer's
Division, which I headed at that time and which
was staffed with a competent, well-trained group
of architects, engineers, draftsmen and other tech-
nicians, who were completely capable of produc-
ing the necessary plans and specifications and to
supervise the construction of this Regional Home
Office. (One of our major competitors in the in-
surance industry was using its own technical
organization to design any structures which it
built at that time. ) Or, secondly, to select an
architect to design and supervise the proposed
Regional Home Office for us.

the New Jersey ChaPter AIA

It was my rccommendation to Georgc Potter,

who was our Vice Prcsidcntin charge of this phase

of opcrations at that tilnc,that we select an archi―

tect fronl the arca whcre thc bullding was to be

built. This rccominendation was accepted by the

Company,and this policy has been followed cver

since.It was a sound dccision.It sprcad the work

among many architects. It gavc the company thc

bcnent Of designs and idcas from difcrcnt archi―

tects from dittercnt parts of the country.Each of

the architects had his local prestigc to maintain.

He was fanliliar with thc local customs,practices,

the obstacles, the problems, the building regula―

tions,interpretations and knew the omcials in the

arca. I nlight add that thc dccision certainly has

not hurt the individual architect nor thc archi―

tectural profession. We realized that it was our

responsibility to sclcct the best qualincd architcct

in thc arca.Wc interviewed as many as ten archi―

tects in somc instanccs bcfore making a selection.

NIlany of the men selcctcd to be our architccts

wcre young incn,some were older,somc had small

馴 露:'∬寵よ悧 i露鷺l:ET・χ認 :
tects at the time we sclected them;many others   8

have sincc bccomc Fellows.All of them did an   I
outstanding iob fOr Prudential. Both thc exterior     冒

design and thc intcrior planning of our buildings     _

havc rcce市 cd much favorablc comment and have   凛

been widely publicized. By having been built by     
い

architccts fronl thc local arca, our buildings have

bcen rcadily available for showing by our archi―

tccts to their prospective clients. Prudential has

been benented by thcir work and the prestige of

thc architects has bcen cnhanccd. Fiftcen ycaFS

and 175 nlillion dollars worth of work later,we

arc glad wc made thc dccision wc did in 1947,to

employ architects local to thc area wherc our

buildings were being built.
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During the preparation of plans and specifica-
tions by our architects, the Prudential again had
to make a second major decision and, again, two
choices were available: One was to select a na-
tionally known builder as was being done at that
time by one of our largest insurance competitors
and let that builder set up an organization and
build for us wherever a structure was scheduled
to be erected. Or, secondly, to select a local
builder. The Prudential accepted our recommenda-
tion and chose the latter approach. We obtained
from our local architect his recommended list of
builders in the area that he believed would be com-
petent, would have the proper organization, the
financial stability and the know-how to build our
building. In the makeup of this list of builders, we
followed the sequence of preferences: Builders
Iocal to the city where the structure was to be
erected, if there were sufficient builders having
the necessary capability in that area. If not, then
the list was broadened to include the metropolitan
area around the city: If this was not sufficient, we
then broadened it to include the entire state and
lastly, where it became necessary, we used the
entire area which would be served by the Regional
Home Office being planned. This might include
from two states to as many as ten or twelve states.

The decision made in connection with builders
has never been regretted. I can assure you that
terrific pressure was put upon the Company to
include in the list of builders for each Regional
Home Office, those nationally known building
firms who certainly have the ability, the know-how
and financial standing, regardless of whether they
had an established office in the area where the
structure was to be erected. We explained our
policy to them and we resisted the pressure.

I have been asked not only to point out the
good things which we as owners have learned
about architects and builders, and nearly every-
thing has been good, but to also point out any
problems in the hope that by pinpointing these
problems, the owner-architect-builder team will be
helped. You will note that thus far I have used the
word builders; I have not used the word contrac-
tors. We believe that we see indications of a trend,
which fifteen years ago was far less apparent, indi-
cating that general contractors are ceasing to be
builders and are more and more becoming brokers.

Until a few years ago, builders, or if you prefer,
general contractors, were accustomed to perform-
ing at least one and often many phases of the
project with their own employees. Some contrac-
tors did their own masonry and brickwork, others
did their own form work, some did their own
form work and concrete work, others performed
their own carpentry work, and some contractors
did their own stone and marble settins as well as

many of the other important phases of the project.
I am certain that when a substantial volume of
the work was performed by a contractor with his
own employees, he maintained a more vital inter-
est in the scheduling and the progress, and the
workmanship of his various other subcontractors.
If they fell behind, it hurt his own empioyees.
Today there is a trend to subcontract practically
every phase of a building project. If this trend
continues, it won't be long before there may even
be a new specialist, one who subcontracts the
"clean-up-of-a-job site." There may one day even
be a specialist that will take over the "supervision
of the project" and the contractor will cease to
have general superintendents on his own payroll.
Perhaps I have exaggerated a bit but if so, it is
done to emphasize the need there seems to be to
stop or slow down the present trend toward con-
tractors becoming brokers and not builders.

The Prudential has awarded the vast majority
of its construction work on a lump-sum competi-
tive basis, letting the work to the lowest bidder. It
has been our responsibility to try to obtain fair,
competitive bidding: First, by selecting only well
qualified builders who will submit proposals on
carefully prepared and complete plans and speci-
fications. Second, in most of our jobs instead of
holding back ten or fifteen per cent retention, we
have withheld ten per cent only until the project
is half done and thereafter if the architect concurs,
no further retention. In other words, at the end
of the project five per cent has been withheld in-
stead of a full ten per cent. Third, in order to cre-
ate interest on the part of the builder and his
subcontractors to have ample materials available
at the job at all times, we pay for the full value of
all material delivered either to the job site or to an
acceptable storage location. Fourth, if the project
appears to require a long period for construction,
we ask the builder and his subcontractors to sub-
mit their proposal based upon wage rates in ex-
istence at the time of bidding and then reimburse
them for the increase in wage rates for those em-
ployees at the job site. We believe these features
have enabled us to obtain more favorable bids and
to take some of the gamble out of bidding on our
construction projects.

Our architects have all done an outstanding job
for the company, but each year it appears to be
more difficult for them to prepare complete plans

and specifications which are so carefully coordi-
nated that there will not be claims for extras or
arguments between them and the builders, con-
cerning the intent of the documents. I feel cer-
tain that this problem has to a great degree come
about by the increase in mechanical features which
have been added to present-day buildings, such as

airconditioning, dehumidification, concealed fa-



cilities for wiring, electronic remote controls and

automatic devices of one type or another. These

mechanical features have become so elaborate and
so complicated that I am certain that many archi-
tects do not have in their organization anyone who
can be completely certain that these features have

been properly and completely dovetailed and co-
ordinated with the architectural and structural
components of the building. The majority of archi-
tects use consultants for the design of these me-
chanical features. I believe the day has arrived
when a new specialist is needed in every archi-
tect's office (and he won't be easy to find), one

whose sole duty it will be to coordinate the archi-
tectural, structural and mechanical plans and
specifications. Perhaps both our architectural as

well as our engineering schools could help develop
these much-needed specialists.

This increase in mechanical features has caused

in our judgment another problem for the architects
to solve. This is in connection with supervision.
I am certain that the owners in recent years are

spending a great many more of their dollars for
architectural fees due to the great increase in me-
chanical features now incorporated in buildings.
I am afraid that the skill of the architect's super-
visor at job site has not kept pace with the tech-
nical problems brought about by these mechanical
features. Either the architect's consultants should
spend more of their time supervising in the field
or the architect should supplement his staft with
mechanically trained supervisors in addition to
those who are familiar with the normal architec-
tural and structural problems at the job site.

We owners could be much more helpful to the
architects and to the builders if only we would
make up our minds on what we wanted and when
our minds were made up did not change them
again. I am not certain that we will ever reach this
Utopia as it's extremely difficult to convince an

owner, or a tenant in an owner's building, that no
changes should be made and that decisions must
often be given to his architect and builder four to
six months in advance. An owner can't realize that
this much lead time is required to prepare draw-
ings, order material and obtain delivery even on a
simple change. Our company, because of the vol-
ume of building we have done for the last thirty-
five years, has had a technically trained staff
familiar with the architectural profession and
building business. Most.owners are not that fortu-
nate nor could they justify the expense of their
own trained staff to handle the amount of building
in which they become involved. As a suggestion,
possibly the architects together with the builders
could sit down and work out a detailed statement
which could be given to each new owner as a guide
to him in connection with the oblieations of an

owner. The architects have several fine pamphlets

which tell the owner how to go about selecting an

architect. A pamphlet telling an owner what items

he must handle, what data he must obtain, what
decisions he should make and a timetable when

decisions are needed, and generally how to be

helpful to his architect and his builder, would be

appreciated by most owners.

Another responsibility, especially on larger

projects, is the scheduling of job meetings at reg-

ular periods. It is important that at each of these

meetings, the same representative always be pres-

ent from the architect, from the builder and from
the owner. The architect should prepare minutes

of each meeting (and these should be the "Offcial
Minutes") and he should issue them to the owner

and to the builder within forty-eight hours and the

builder and the owner should read them promptly
and if they do not clearly spell out their under-
standing of the decisions made at the meeting, the

differences should promptly be made known to
the architect.

Another item which we as owners do not under-
stand is why a builder can submit a quotation on

a new project regardless of magnitude in a period

of three or four weeks, or quicker, but if a minor
change comes along upon which the owner desires

an estimate to help him decide whether to proceed
with the change or not, it often takes from weeks

to months to obtain this estimate. And once it is

submitted to the owner, the owner is invariably
given one hour or one day to decide whether to
accept it or not, with a warning that if he does not
immediately give his answer he will jeopardize the
progress of the work and incur extra costs.

Here is a responsibility directed to producers

who are in attendance. Please have all your sales-

men technically trained and completely lamiliar
with your product and please don't let an architect
or an owner use your product if you know that it is
not the proper one, just for the sake of making
a sale.

To summarize. the owner should strive to better
understand the architects' and builders' problems

and cooperate with them, make decisions prompt-
ly, avoid making changes if at all possible, and

pay bills promptly.
The architects should strive to better coordinate

their drawings and specifications, particularly due
to increased volume of mechanical features pres-

ently being used in buildings, and they should
provide better supervision at the job site. The gen-

eral contractors should take more personal re-
sponsibility for the construction of a building, the
coordination and control of their subcontractors
and then perhaps instead of calling themselves
"General Contractors of America" they would then
truly be "Builders of America." {
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The Responsibility
of the Builder

by William F. Blanchard

The Wm. L. Blanchard Co. of Newark, New Jersey, is

one of the oldest and best-known construction firms in the

East, having been in business since lE60

) A discussion of responsibility in the construc-
tion industry is concerned with a very broad spec-
trum of topics which generally aftect the interests
of architects, owners and contractors. At the risk
of becoming over-technical I have decided to dis-
cuss only one or two particular problems in some
detail rather than attempting to cover the broad
field.

I am particularly concerned about the failures
encountered in our modern buildings which come
about so often as a result of increasing complex!
ties of design. In years past, the chief difficulties in
building production were encountered in the me-
chanical and electrical systems. Today I think we
are facing the prospect of greatly increased prob_
lems in structural and architectural features of our
modern buildings.

A good example of this is window-wall con_
struction. This has become almost a dirtv word in
our trade because of the high percentage of fail-
ures brought about by the expansion and contrac_
tion experienced in long and high window-wall
panels on multiple-storied structures. Almost all
of these kinds of window-wall installations have
Ieaked and caused contractors and architects
enormous problems. Now that the problems of
window-wall are being solved, the flat, repetitive
type of window-wall seems to be going out of style
and more advanced systems of fenestration appear
to be in vogue.

There is the immediate prospect that structures
employing prestressed and precast concrete will be
increasingly popular. I had a chill last week when
the Portland Cement Institute sent us a bulletin
discussing "The corrosion of prestressed wire,,,
and while I have not had an opportunity to read it,
I am not looking forward to the prospective diffi_

culties which it discusses. Thin-shelled concrere
roof structures are being constructed with thick-
nesses running down to a fraction of an inch in
new structures in Mexico and South America. In
Paris an eighth wonder of the world has been built.
an exposition hall of more than five acres whose
main supports touch the ground at only three
points and whose clear spans between these tri-
angular legs are in excess of 700 feet.

The structural complexities of the new build-
ings will challenge all the abilities of the engineers
and architects and builders. I happen to feel that
very few of us are fully prepared to accept the re-
sponsibilities inherent in these amazing new struc-
tures.

Contractors are particularly concerned about
the kind of failure that occurs when a first-class
architect designs a fine building for a good owner,
and in executing his design employs top engineers
to design, let us say, the air conditioning sysrem;
and after all the best available personnel has per-
formed a conscientious design job the installed
system fails to work as anticipated. l,et us consider
for a moment who is responsible when a well-
designed job like the new hotel three blocks north
of here is completed and when on a warm after-
noon the temperature in the southerly tier of rooms
reaches 85' instead of the 75o temperature de-
signed for the particular outdoor conditions pre-
vailing. Failures of this sort are so common that
if we reflect about it for a moment we can readily
determine where the responsibility lies.

The immediate job following a failure of this
type is to discover the exact nature of the fault.
The cause of the failure will eventually become
apparent to one of our experts, or if not to one of
them, to some expert outsider who is brought in
to determine the exact cause of the trouble. If, in
the case of our hotel failure example, we discover
that a supply duct which brings cool air to the
southern tier of rooms is undersized and should
be at least 12" x 24" instead of 8" x 2O',, we may
assume that someone back in the early design
stages of this hotel committed an innocent error
in design which produced our cooling deficiency
problem.



The courts in New Jersey have decided in a
great many cases that there is a definite obligation
on the part of a contractor to point out incorrect
elements of design as soon as they are discovered.
If the general contractor, or his airconditioning
subcontractor, or the sheet metal man who con-
structed the ducts for that subcontractor, had at
any point in the progress of the work become
aware of this deficiency, then the failure rests
squarely on his shoulders. This, of course, is a
very difficult thing to prove.

However, if we can assume that proof has been
accomplished, then we can finally determine the
point of responsibility. But, New Jersey law puts a
tremendous burden of legal responsibility upon the
contractor. He is responsible not only for defects
in workmanship but also for failures in perform_
ance if he has not reported deficiencies which have
come to his attention or might reasonably have
been known to him.

As a practical matter, the type of failure de_
scribed very frequently becomes the burden of
the architect and his engineer and the explanations
most frequently have to be made by him to the
unhappy owner. It has been brought out that New
York courts have recently held that fundamental
responsibility for shortcomings of experts retained
by the architects are still the prime responsibility
of the architects. A great many New york archi_
tects have gone into special insurance coverage to
protect themselves against suits for failures caused
by their experts.

While our attention has been primarily cen_
tered on the complexities of mechanical and elec_
trical failures, the spectacular structural shapes of
the new buildings seem to promise a change of
emphasis in the very near future, but no great
change in the underlying problems of legal design
responsibilities.

A special type of legal responsibility has been
imposed on the contractors through a series of
misunderstandings. Permit me to read a clause
which is not an excerpt from anybody's specifica-
tion but is a composite taken from a great many
specifications.

"The Contractor agrees to indemnify and pro_

tect the Owner and Architect against all liabilities,
claims or demands for injuries or damages to any
person or property growing out of the perform-
ance of this contract. The Contractor further
agrees to furnish insurance carrier's certificate
showing that the Contractor has adequate Work-
men's Compensation, Public Liability, and prop-
erty Damage insurance coverage." In eftect the
contractor agrees to pay the whole cost of injuries
to employees of the owner and the architect, as
well as third parties, and to assume property dam-
age responsibilities without limit. While the con-
tractor is poorly trained to place an actuarial.valu-
ation on this unlimited risk, most casualty insur-
ance underwriters, who are best qualified to make
this evaluation, hesitate to do so. Most casualty
insurors will underwrite the risk imposed by this
paragraph with the greatest reluctance. It is nearly
impossible to establish a fair rate for the risks in-
volved. When the clause is properly covered by
insurance the average cost for a new building on
an open site is about $2500 of premium per mil-
lion dollars of building cost.

This is an example of the type of clause used
by a great many architects in an effort to extend
to their owner an ultimate form of protection
against almost anything that can happen without
carefully analyzing what it really means. you will
note that in the second sentence of the paragraph
the architect makes sure that the contractor will
have the standard form of workmen,s compensa-
tion and liability insurance. He may also go
further and ask the contractor to furnish owner's
public liability and property damage insurance,
which is simply an expensive way of having the
contractor provide coverage which most owners
can and do buy for themselves at a lower rate.

But the first sentence in which the words ,.agrees

to indemnify and protect the owner .', appear
is the one which seriously concerns us. It makes
the contractor a party to contractual liabilitv of
unlimited scope.

The contractual liability clause is most danger-
ous when it passes unrecognized for what it really
means. Most contractors do not clearly understand
the meaning of these clauses and since they do not
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recognize the potential danger they seldom take
the trouble to insure the risk. It is interesting to
note that while the clause appears thousands of
times in various forms. a certificate of insurance
covering this clause is seldom requested. It is evi-
dent that a great many specification writers do not
fully understand the subject of contractual liability
any better than the contractors do. I think it is
safe to say that well-informed contractors view the
contractual liability clause as a dangerous catch-
all which provides little real protection to the archi-
tect and owner, was invented in the first place to
permit subrogation of insurance company claims
against contractors' insurors, is a major financial
threat to any contractor covered by it, and finally
is so completely unfair that it should not be em-
bodied in the specifications.

The excellent General Conditions of the Con-
tract for the Construction of Buildings prepared
by The American Institute of Architects does not
contain a contractual lialibity clause and within
my memory never has. The clause first appeared
in the fine print on the reverse side of the purchase
orders of large corporations. Unfortunately it be-
gan to appear in recent years in the body of speci-
fications put out for bids by a great many archi-
tects.

The Responsibility

of the Architect

by Harry M. Prince, FAIA

Harry Prince is a former President of the New York

Chapter AIA and of the New York State Association

of Architects

) A cynic, fond of paradoxes, observed that own-
ers, architects and builders are inseparably di-
vided. There is truth in the jest. Economics, legal
and moral obligations have relentlessly drawn them
together. In this togetherness, diverse beliefs in
what does or does not consist of "extras" keeps
them ever apart. To try and make order out of

On Thursday you had a discussion of package
proposals and the increasing number of buildings
which have been both designed and built by pack-
age contractors. Following it I was handed a quo-
tation by Charles Luckman, ere, taken from his
speech of Feb. 23, 196l at the University of Cali-
fornia entitled "The Architect as Designer." It
does a great deal to indicate the importance of the
volume of work done by the package contractor.

"This is the cause for which I plead tonight.
How far the 'architect as designer' has failed in
this total concept might be measured by the fact
that in 1960, architects took part in only one-third
of $56 billion worth of construction in the United
States. The remaining two-thirds, or $38 billion,
was done by contractors, engineers, 'package deal-
ers,' and designers who possess poetic license but
not an architural license."

These figures are so shocking that I believe the
contractors and the architects together must do
something to reverse the trend. The importance
of the individual architect must be emphasized.
We have a clear obligation together to impress
upon our construction owner the idea that the
strong architect and the responsible contractor,
working as a team, can produce the best buildings
at reasonable cost. {

these apparent contradictions, there has been as-

signed to me for discussion, the responsibility that
we, as architects, owe the owner.

The position of the owner in the building field
is most important, but variable. Many an owner
takes part in building only once during his life-
time. Even those who are continually engaged in
building are frequently but the customers of the
varied branches of the building field, rather than
active components. As the architect's client, the
owner may be a potent influence, temporarily. As
a group, however, they strongly influence building
in many ways.

Everyone here, I am sure, is aware of The
American Institute of Architects' standards of pro-
fessional practice and obligations of good practice

which require that the profession of architecture
be composed of men of highest integrity, business

capacity and artistic and technical ability. An



architect's purpose, according to the Institute's
standards, must be above suspicion; he must act
as professional advisor to his client, the owner,
and cause the owner to feel that the advice of his
architect not only is absolutely unprejudiced, but
his duty also carries with it the moral responsi-
bility to exercise judicial functions between client
and contractors. These responsibilities of the archi-
tect to the owner can be properly discharged only
when the motives of the architect, his conduct and
ability are such as to command the respect and
confidence of not alone the owner but of the con-
tractor as well. The relationship of the architect to
the owner depends, I repeat, upon good faith, yet
it should be borne in mine that an architect must,
nevertheless, protect the interests of the contractor
as well as those of the owner.

The architect is not acting in the best interest of
his owner when the architect condemns workman-
ship and materials that are faulty because of his
own mistakes. It is a similar disservice to the
owner to call upon a contractor to make good the
oversights and errors by the utilization of general
or "grandfather" clauses in the contract docu-
ments which call upon the contractor to provide
workmanship and materials for items the architect
had forgotten to include. This is dishonest and
assuredly not in the best interest of the owner. It
is a clear violation of fair play, as well.

The architect who can never make up his mind
as to the material to be used and then specifies an
"or equal" is also doing his client-owner an injus-
tice. It is the duty of the architect to discuss ma-
terials with his owner prior to the writing of speci-
fications and to make suggestions as to what, in
his opinion, is the best selection for a particular
use and then specify that make or material. Like-
wise "alternates." What started out to be a helpful
device to meet the owner's pocketbook has de-
teriorated into an outrageous drain on the con-
tractor. The architect's responsibility to the owner
should be to discourage alternates as an imposi-
tion on both the architect and the contractor-a
sort of double service for one fee.

In the June issue of Harper's magazine there is
a rather startling article by Daniel N. Friedenberg,
a real estate operator, predicting a coming bust in
the real estate boom. To put it mildly, this article
by Mr Friedenberg has stirred up a great deal of
discussion. John Crosby, in the New York Herald
Tribune of May 31, in commenting on the context
of the Friedenberg article, comes to the conclusion
that "Real estate speculation has always attracted
some of the biggest scoundrels in the world."
Crosby also refers in his article to a vast number
of what he calls "sleazy" buildings that have
gone up.

While I am not yet ready to join with these esti-

mable gentlemen in their predictions or castiga-

tions, I do, on occasion, ask myself where th'e

architect is deficient in his obligations to his clients,
and if he is doing all that he should toward trying
to preserve some sense of esthetic values for his
community as a part of his overall responsibility
as an architect.

One might rightly ask also, if the architect is
performing his full responsibility when he acqui-
esces to a design and plan which is nothing more
than a series of drawings showing a maximum
land-use enclosed in an outer shell of thin veneer
skin which someday may leak like a sieve. Is he
performing his professional duties and responsi-
bilities to the owner when, solely because of the
cost factor he permits a defective airconditioning
system to be designed by his engineers and ap-
proves shop drawings without test, which may sub-
stitute inadequate mechanical equipment for the
specified items?

Is the architect performing his professional
duties in accordance with Institute standards, when
he certifies upon completion of a structure that it
is in full accord with his plans and specifications
when he is fully aware that substitutions have been

made by the owner during construction without
his advice or consent-or should we recognize that
possibly there is something wrong. Wrong, not only
inside the profession, but outside as well. If the
level of remuneration we receive from our client-
owner is not adequate, then are we morally wrong
in accepting a low commission to perform an in-
complete service when we know in advance the
fee inadequacy makes it impossible for us to fulfill
our responsibilities and obligations.

While I reiterate my disagreement as to the
coming bust in the real estate boom, predicted by
Mr Friedenberg, I do venture an opinion that
unless we submit ourselves to a re-evaluation and
self-analysis, we will certainly find a growing ap-
peal to owners to use unit design-construction
services, on the assumption they will receive a
greater degree of responsibility from the architect-
engineer-builder. This is, of course, a fallacy, for
even with some apparent weaknesses, the archi-
tect of integrity-and he is still in the great ma-
jority-holds his responsibility to his client-owner
as a professional duty and trust to be maintained
impartially, unmarked by any selfish profit motive.

Every profession bears a national responsibility
beyond the individual's response to the routines of
his calling. The measure of such responsibilities is
the measure of his professional stature and pro-
fessional freedom. If we architects fail we become
nothing but employed technicians; not a profes-
sion, but a trade.

The answers, I hold, are up to us. I am positive
we can and will meet the challenge. {
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Annual Renewal of NCARB Certificate

by George F. Schatz, AIA

George F. Schatz, AIA, Cincinnati, Ohio, is currently
serving as a Director of the National Council of Archi-
tectural Registration Boards and as Vice President of the
Ohio State Board of Examiners of Architects. He is a
member and past Vice President and Treasurer of the
Cincinnati Chapter of the AIA

) This age of jet travel and super highways has

markedly extended the geographic limits of the
practice of the average architect. Specialization in
particular architectural fields together with the
expansion of nation-wide corporate business has
increased interstate architectural practice to a con-
siderable degree. Each year more and more archi-
tects are applying for registration outside their
home states. On the other hand state legislations
stick firmly to their singular policies of "states-
rights."

The individual state boards are charged to pro-
tect the life, limb and welfare of the people of
their state and it is their obligation to determine
the qualifications of the architect who requests
permission to practice within their jurisdiction.

For the qualified architect, it is the NCARB
Certificate that provides the means of a quick
and sure determination of the applicant's eligibil-
ity for reciprocal registration with the least amount
of effort and time on the part of the architect.
flowever, the NCARB Certificate can not be an
instrument of force and acceptable to all state
boards if the information contained in the Record
is not current.

It has been a requirement that each Certificate
holder have his Record reviewed and brought up
to date every five years. The lack of funds neces-
sary to maintain personnel in the Council offices
to service the ever-growing number of Certificates
has made it currently impossible to keep abreast
with advising each Certificate holder of the neces-

sity of up-dating his Record. This has been a
problem to many architects who on short notice
receive a commission in a state in which they do
not have registration and find that upon request-
ing reciprocal registration it is necessary to bring
their Records up to date before registration can
be received. This takes time on both the part of
the architect and the Council office, for there is
no way of determining the present competence
and standing of the architect satisfactory to the
individual state boards other than through con-
tact with the architect's clients and his fellow ar-
chitects.

It has been the concern of the Council to pro-
vide better service to the Certificate holder who
on occasion might, through compulsion, accept a

commission or even start construction in a state

in which he was not registered while awaiting the
up-dating of his Record.

Then, too, there is the problem of the indi-
vidual state boards who, having issued reciprocal
registration on the basis of a NCARB Certificate,
have no means of determining the status of these

architects when they request annual renewal of
their registration. The renewal of these registra-
tions are normally automatic, issued upon request
and upon payment of a renewal fee and with little
evidence as to the applicant's standing or com-
petence. It is quite possible under these proce-
dures that reciprocal registrations could be re-
newed to architects who have been determined
unqualified, found guilty of mal-practice or even

had their registration revoked in another state.

It was through the concern of the Council to
constantly improve its service to the individual
architects and to its member boards that the
members of the Council Board of Directors and

a special committee on the periodic review, after
considerable study, presented to the 1961 con-



vention at Philadelphia a resolution which was
accepted by the convention body. This resolution
has resulted in new provisions that will, when
fully operative, accomplish the necessary periodic
reviews automatically at five-year intervals and
thus eliminate delays at a time when the architect
has need for immediate action on the transmittal
of an application.

For this purpose, an annual renewal procedure
for Council Certificates, similar in some respects
to the renewal of a state registration, will go into
effect on January l, 1962. This new procedure,
which will make it possible for the Council of-
fices to have Records and Certificates always
ready for immediate transmittal of an application
to a state board, will require an annual supple-
mentary affidavit from the Certificate holder and
an annual renewal fee of $10.00.

The annual affidavit and annual fee are not
optional or suggested, but are mandatory require-
ments to keep the Certificate in force, and will
be in effect on January l, 1962. Each Certificate
holder will be contacted and advised of all de-
tails prior to that date. Certificate holders have
been urged in earlier articles to notify the Coun-
cil offices of any change of address since their
last correspondence with the Council.

The above procedure will make it possible for
the Council to prepare and distribute to its Mem-
ber Boards each year, a complete list containing
the names of all Certificate holders who have
submitted the required annual affidavit and have
paid their annual renewal fee to keep their Cer-
tificate in force. This will make it possible for
the individual state boards to quickly determine
the standing of its applicants for renewal of re-
ciprocal registrations. It is only logical that when
a reciprocal registration is issued on the basis of
a NCARB Certificate, that renewals should also
be related to the current standing of the Cer-
tificate.

The Council has always recognized that state
boards, to properly process reciprocal applica-
tions, must have information on recent experi-
ence as well as a carefully documented record of
past accomplishments.

The annual supplementary affidavit will be in
essentially the same form as the one that has
been used for the five-year periodic review, but
it will be much easier to prepare since it will in-
volve a brief recording of recent experience with
current references to facilitate the necessary di-
rect confirmations by the Council offices.

Some Certificate holders may question the
necessity of contacting their clients on the basis
that a questionnaire may give the client the im-
pression that the architect he has selected is not
fully qualified or that he is under investisation

by his profession. This mistaken intent for the
reason of the reference is not possible, for a spe-
cial Council Committee on the Periodic Review
has made every efiort to obviate any possible
misunderstanding on the part of the client and
have developed a clear and concise request for
information.

The present form used for the client reference
merely states that the architect wishes to make the
formal record of his education, experience and
professional standing current for use in making
applications for registration to additional state
boards regulating the practice of architecture.
The inquiry form also informs the client that
his architect has previously been issued a Cer-
tification of national scope. The project and other
information submitted by the Certificate holder
is stated on the form with the request that the
client briefly confirm the statements of profes-
sional services rendered, adding any further com-
ments he may wish to make in regard to the man-
ner in which those services were performed.

It is a matter of record that the great majority
of clients contacted seem eager to go out of their
way to give their architect a highly complimentary
reference, adding many laudatory comments. In
many cases the client has indicated interest in
knowing that the architectural profession has reg-
ulatory requirements and has expressed pleasure
in being in a position to assist the profession.

The author,

George F. Schatz

Then again there are the few clients who are
not so complaisant and unequivocally present
evidence of incompetancy or lack of integrity on
the part of the architect. It is the pattern of this
type response that signals the state board to care-
fully investigate the architect before issuing or
renewing his registration.

It is through the cooperation of every architect
who holds the NCARB Certificate and the mem-
bers of the individual State Boards that the archi-
tectural profession will maintain the high stand-
ards of professional practice and self discipline
necessary to guarantee a high level of perform-
ance to the nation as a whole. {
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CoMMITTEE oN OFFICE pRAcTIcE, Dsniel Schwartzman, Chairman

A Manual on lll Hours
a How many hours in the work
week?
b How many days in the work
week?
c Normal working hours are from
_am to _pm.
d What is the length of the lunch
period?

Office Personnel Relations
by Ronald Spahn, AIA

The reader is urged to bring the fo[owing article to the attention of his chapter :".? ,f,l ,technical 
emPloYees ob-

President and Executive Committee. The Architectural Practice Committee is

most anxious that this survey be pressed to an early completion, and to this end Comment:
a personaf letter to each Chapter President is now being mailed ly lqage provisions

a What pay periods are observed?
(Weekly, monthly, etc)
b Are wage schedules reviewed at
stated intervals?
c Are cost of living increases
granted?
d Are increases based on tenure?
e Are increases granted on basis of
ability?
f Increases are granted on combi-
nations of 

-(c), -(d), -(e).
Comment:

Y Overlime
a Is overtime paid at the regular
rate?
b ls overtime paid at a premiunr
rate?
c Is there a break in rate at certain
pay levels?
d What periods are used in com-
puting overtime? (Monthly, quar-
terly, etc)
e Is time for meal included when
overtime exceeds given number of
hours?
f Is meal allowance paid when
overtime exceeds given number of
hours?

Comment:

YI Vacations
a What is the established policy of
the office?
b Are vacations scheduled at the
convenience of the office?
c May they be split or taken piece-
meal with office approval?

) Through its considerations of
matters of personnel relations the
Committee on Architectural Prac-
tice found a growing need, par-
ticularly among younger and small-
er firms, for a manual setting forth
office policies. While there can be
no standardization of this docu-
ment, the preparation of one re-
quires some knowledge of prevail-
ing practices within the area. The
compilation of such information is
a task that has been undertaken by
some Chapters; others may be con-
cerned with the problem. The Com-
mittee on Office Practice has stud-
ied the matter of suitable coverage
for such a manual and suggests for
the use of Chapters a form of ques-
tionnaire through which may be
assembled useful information for
the practitioner in the preparation
of his personnel policy statement.

In reviewing the suggested ques-
tionnaire the Chapter Committee
on Office Practice will find that it
will be necessary to tailor it to local
situations. Local conditions and
problems will dictate certain addi-
tions and omissions. The form
offered will, at best, serve as a
checklist for Chapter polling of
management policies.

It is recommended that the form
adopted be reasonably simple and
uninvolved to encourage a high per-
centage of response. However, so
far as possible, the questionnaire

should be worded to require only
the briefest answer. Simplicity and
directness of reply will also be de-
sirable as the sponsoring committee
tabulates its results.

Form of Questionnaire
Personnel Policy Statement

For the use ol Chapters in as-
sembling inlormation that will be
ol assistance to architects in prepar-
ing personnel policy statement.

Respondents shall indicate size of
office by circling group designation
(A-B-C-D) below based upon the
total number of persons in organ-
ization:

ABCD
(2-5') (6-15) ( l6-50) (over 50)

I Policy Manual
a Does the office issue to employ-
ees a personnel policy statement?
b If so, is it adequate for the needs?
c If not, is one desirable?

Comment:

lI Tenure
a Does the office have a stated
policy regarding temporary and
permanent enrployment?
b What is the length of trial period
for new employees?
c What length of notice is given for
termination?

Comment:



d Are vacations increased bY long
tenure?
e Is vacation time accumulative?
Is there maximum accrual?

Comment:

Yll Holidays
a How many paid holidays are al-
lowed per year?
b How many part days are paid
per year?
c How many religious holidays are
paid per year?
d Does the office extend time-off
for the day intervening a holiday
and week-end without deduction?

Comment:

YIII Sick-Leave
a Does the office have a stated
policy?
b How soon after start of employ-
ment does it become effective?
c How many paid days of sick-
leave are allowed?
d Is sickleave accumulative? Is
there a maximum accrual?

Comment:

lX Emergency Leave
a Is time allowed for family emer-
gencies without deduction?

b Is other time off for personal
reasons deducted?
c Is other time off for personal
reasons charged to vacation time?
d Is other time off for personal
reasons made up off-hours?

Comment:

X Severance Pay
a Is severance pay granted when
discharged for lack of assignment?
b Is it paid when employee leaves
of own volition?
c Is payment made when emploYee
is discharged for reasons?
d What is basis for determining
amount of severance pay?

Comment:

Xl Wilhholding Taxes and Social
Security
a Statement of policy in accordance
with Federal, State and Local law.
(Information to be included in
manual. Requires no answer in
questionnaire. )
Xll Unemployment and ll/ork-
men's Compensation
a Statement of policy in accord-
ance with State and Local law.
(Information to be included in

manual. Requires no answer in
questionnaire. )

Xlll Hospitalization
a Is there a Group Plan available
through the office?
b Are premiums deducted in full
from wages?
c Are premiums deducted in part
from wages?

Comment:

XIY Life Insurance
a Is there a Group Plan available
through the office?
b Are premiums paid by office?
c Are premiums paid in part by
office?

Comment:

XY Other Fringe Benefits
a What other fringe benefits does
the firm ofter?

Comment:

XYI Privileges
a What is the policy of the office
on coffee breaks?
b What other privileges are
granted?

Comment:

James D. Marshall

James D. Marshall, Executive Director of The
Associated General Contractors of America,
passed away Friday, November 3 at a Washing-
ton hospital, following an operation. He was
seventy-four years old.

A native of Red Falls, Minn., Mr Marshall
studied electrical engineering at the University of
Minnesota. He was president of the Minnesota
Electrical Contractors Association, chairman of
the Minnesota section of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, and manager of the Govern-
ing Board of the Minnesota Federation of Archi-
tectural and Engineering Societies.

Mr Marshall was connected with the Associated
General Contractors of America since 1925, when
he became manager of the AGC of Minnesota,
then known as the Northwest Branch. He moved
to Washington in 1934 to take up the duties of
manager of the Heavy Construction and Railroad
Contractors' Division of the AGC. He had charge
of the many intricacies of definition and operation
connected with this branch of the industry in deal-
ings with the National Recovery Administration.
He supervised preparation of the subdivisions of

the code for this branch of the construction indus-
try set up under NRA.

Following the NRA period, the work which Mr
Marshall had done in defining this branch of the
general contracting industry received the recogni-
tion of general contractors. He was entrusted not
only with the continued work of this group, but
with the handling of labor relations, which became
increasingly important in the years after the end
of NRA. This led to the establishment of the
Labor Relations Department of the AGC in 1937
which handled matters as the AGC deemed nec-
essary with units of organized labor. Mr Marshall
assumed charge of the labor relations work as it
related to the Building and Highway Divisions, as

well as the Heavy-Railroad Division.
He became assistant managing director of the

AGC in 1940 and Executive Director in 1953.
Three years later, in 1956, Mr Marshall assumed
full responsibility and authority as chief executive
in the management of the association.

In May 196l he was named construction indus-
try member of the Missile Sites Labor Commission
created by President Kennedy.

He also represented the AGC on many com-
mittees and special groups in the federal govern-
ment and in private busihess organizations. {
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A Watched Pot Does Boil

process of a vital rebirth. The thinking is going on,
the ideas are being expressed, actions are being
proposed. Yes, there is some ssnfu5iqn-a con-
fusion of words. Meaningful things are beginning
to happen as we hit on the right words that make
everyone understand and see what to do.

A major part of my job is attending meetings
of AIA components and committees, making
speeches-and listening. I keep asking myself
"What is the single most significant thing that
came out of each meeting?" It begins to add up.

This is the central thesis for all that is being
said: America's urban civilization presents the
most complex design problems in history. What
are the problems inherent in meeting the needs
of this civilization for a satisfactory total physical
environment? What will this society require in
terms of professional design services? How must
architects be educated to perform their proper
role in design? How can the public be educated to
understand its need for architects?

Within the answers to these questions lies the
definition of what the AIA must be and do. Only
by charting and enacting a program equal to this
task can the AIA insure its vitality and growth.

The classic concept of a professional society
or trade association is little better than a fence-
building operation. It derives its program from the
complaints of its members who want to be pro-
tected from the harrassments of everyday practice
and business competition. Meeting these problems
as they arise becomes a kind of brush fire fighting
operation. Before anyone realizes what has hap-
pened, the total energies of the society's officers,
committees and staff are consumed in attacking
symptoms of a profession's ills to the extent of its
total resources for the society's work. No one has
the time to stand back and see the big central
concept of the profession's future. No one can find
the funds to initiate new basic programs.

This is the threshold on which the AIA now
stands. It fulfills the function of a classic pro-
fessional society. Its "angry young men" are say-
ing what I have said above (except that this rather
inept but adequately understood appellation in-

cludes some of our most prominent members).
We seem to be making ready for a big leap for-
ward.

Take, for example, the running start now un-
derway to promulgate "expanded architectural
services" and to revise the Mandatory Standards
to cover the ethical aspects of this modern concept
of practice. In one sense this scarcely transcends
the brush fire fighting concept because the motiva-
tion appears to be simply to meet the challenge of
the package dealer. But within this move lies the
full potential of meeting the demands of today's
society for new kinds of design services. One
characteristic of today's society is that it is an
economic society whose construction originates
in new economic methods.

The fire hose being brought to play on this
big brush fire can also start a flood toward the
future.

Now consider our decision to appoint a three-
man commission to study specialization in archi-
tectural practice and education. Much has been
said about the needs of our complex profession
for men trained by schools which are not exclu-
sively concerned with majors in design. No defi-
nitions of specialization rose above pedestrianism
until a member of the AIA Committee on Educa-
tion said, "We are talking about the art of archi-
tecture, the science of architecture, and the ad-
ministration of architecture." Suddenly collegiate
stature is given to an educational concept and we
begin to act upon a major problem.

There continues to be discussion about the
structure of the AIA. In September I heard the
proponents of one idea present their reasoning to
members of a Board committee. A part of what
they said tied in with what I heard other members
saying about AIA activities in research and in
design. These men are asking for a society that is

more than the classic fence-builder. They want
a mechanism with energies, means, and proce-
dures to advance the prolessional competence of
its members. They anticipate the future; approach
it from difterent angles with different words. In
the aggregate these words become significant and
have one meaning translatable into action. w.H.s.



Library Notes

Drawing and Related Techniques

The present list includes books
on various aspects of drawing, pri-
marily architectural drawing. lt
does include books on pen and pen-
cil drawing and some on painting
as well. All books listed are avail-
able to Corporate members of the
Institute on loan at the regular fee
of fifty cents for the first volume
and twenty-five cents for each ad-
ditional.

ABERCROMBIE, TOWNE R.

Applied architectural drawings.
N.Y., Bruce, 193 1. 156 p.

ADKIN, W.W., AND OTHERS
Pencil techniques in modern de-

sign. N.Y., Reinhold, 1953, 122 p.

BISHOP, ALBERT T.
Composition and rendering.

N.Y., Wiley, 1933. 128 p.

BUCK, RICHARD S. AND OTHERS.
Shades and shadows for archi-

tects. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1930.
134 p.

CLUTE, EUGENE
Drafting room practice. N.Y.,

Pencil Points, 1928. 306 p.

FAREY, C.A. AND A.T. EDWARDS

Architectural drawing, perspec-
tive & rendering. N.Y., Scribner's,
t931.96 p.

FIELD, WOOSTER B.
An introduction to architectural

drawing. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1932.
103 p.

FORMAN, ROBERT

Over the drawing board; an in-
troduction to architectural
draughtsmanship. 2d ed. London,
Cleaver-Hume, 1959. l2O p.

GUPTILL, ARTHUR L.
Drawing with pen and ink, and a

word concerning the brush. N.Y.,
Pencil Points, 1928. 431 p.

-Freehand 
drawing self-taught.

N. Y., Harper, 1933. 135 p.

HALSE, ALBERT O.

Architectural rendering; the tech-
niques of contemporary presenta-
tion. N.Y., Dodge, 1960.277 p.

HORNUNG, WILI-IAM J,
Architectural drafting. 2d ed.

N.Y., Prentice-Hall, 1955. 221 p.

HOWARD. HERBERT S.

Useful curves and curved sur-
faces. Brooklvn ?. 1959.

MARTIN, C.L.
Architectural graphics. N.Y.,

Macmillan, 1952. 213 p.

MORCAN, SHERLEY W.
Architectural drawing; perspec-

tive, light and shadow, rendering.
N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 195O. 227 p.

RAY, JESSE E.
Graphic architectural drafting.

2d ed. Bloomington, McKnight &
McKnight, 196O.256 p.

SHELTON, EDGAR G.

Architectural shades and shad-
ows. N.Y., Van Nostrand, 193 1.

159 p.

SVENSEN, C.L. AND E.G. SHELTON
Architectural drafting. N.Y., Van

Nostrand, 1929. 2O6 p.

TURNER, WILLIAM \v.
Projection drawing for archi-

tects. N.Y., Ronald, 1950. 107 p.

-Shades 
and shadows, their use in

architectural rendering. N.Y., Ron-
ald, 1952. ll5 p.

Pencil Drawing

CUPTILL, ARTHUR L.
Sketching and rendering in pen-

cil. N.Y., Pencil Points, 1922.
186 p.

HOBBIS. CHARLES I.
Pencil drawing for the architect.

London, Tiranti, 1954. ? p.

SALWEY, JASPER P.

The art of drawing in lead pencil.
N.Y., Scribner's, l92 l . 224 p.

WATSON. ERNEST W.
Course in pencil sketching. N.Y.,

Reinhold, 1956. Book l: Buildings
and streets; Book 2: Trees and
landscapes.

Perspective

BEAL, GEORGE M.
Perspective; a practical develop-

ment of basic principles. Ann Ar-
bor, Mich., Edwards Brothers,
195O. 52 p.

BRAHDY. JOSEPH
Perspective drawing. N.Y., Van

Nostrand, 1929. lO4 p.

DE POSTELS, THEODORE A.
Fundamentals of perspective. 2d

ed. N.Y., Reinhold, 1951.30 sheets.

DOBLIN. JAY
Perspective; a new system for de-

signers. N.Y., Whitney, 1956.66 p.

FREESE, ERNEST I.

Perspective projection. N.Y.,
Pencil Points, 193O. 43 p.

MOREHEAD, JAMES C.

A handbook of perspective draw-
ing.2d ed. Houston, Elsevier, 1952.
168 p.

MYERSCOUCH-WALKER, RAYMOND

The perspectivist. London, Pit-
man, 1958.266 p.

PARKER, STANLEY B.

The vertical vanishing point in
linear perspective. Cambridge, Har-
vard,1947.37 p.

TURNER, WILLIAM W.
Simplified perspective; its theory

and practical application. N.Y.,
Ronald, 1947. 236 p.

WATSON, ERNEST \V.
How to use creative perspective.

N.Y., Reinhold, 1955. 16O p.

WHITE, GWEN
A book of pictorial perspective.

N.Y., Morrow, 1954.77 p.

Blueprints

DARZELL, JAMES R.

Blueprint reading for home
builders. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, l 955.
138 p.

KENNEY, JOSEPH E.
Blueprint reading for the build-

ing trades. N.Y., McGraw-Hill,
1944.96 p.

Painting

BIRREN, FABER
Creative color. N.Y.. Reinhold.

1961. 128 p.

CHOATE. CHRIS
Architectural presentation in

opaque watercolor, theory and tech-
nique. N.Y., Reinhold, 1961. 158 p.

GUPTILL, ARTHUR L.
Color in sketching and rendering.

N.Y., Reinhold, 1935. 348 p.

HERBERTS, KURT
The complete book of . artists'

techniques. N.Y., Praeger, 1958.
351 p.

KAVTZKY, THEODORE
Ways with watercolor. N.Y.,

Reinhold, 1949. lO6 p.

-Painting 
trees & landscapes in

watercolor. N.Y., Reinhold, 1952.
lll p.

NORDMARK, OLLE
Fresco painting; modern methods

and techniques for painting in fres-
co and secco. N.Y.. American Art-
ists Group, 1947. 126 p. c.E.P.
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Book Reviews

Kirchenbau. Reinhard Gieselmann
& Werner Aebli. Zurich, Verlag
Girsberger, 1960. 150. pp illus.
8Va" x 8Vo". $9.0O (Distrib. by
W. S. Heinman. 400 East 72nd
St, New York 2l)

Although the text of this little
book is in German, there is an
eight-page English summary, and
the illustrations have English as
well as German captions. The cuts
are on the whole clear and well-
reproduced, and the book is attrac-
tive in format.

The authors trace the place of
the church building as a city struc-
ture from the Gothic age through
the Baroque period into modern
times, with plans and sketches re-
lating the church building to the
town plan.

They then go on to illustrate
nearly a hundred contemporary
church buildings in Europe and the
Americas. Although there are few
buildings here that have not been
illustrated before, not too much
space is given to the well-known
text-book examples such as Notre
Dame de Raincy and Ronchamps,
and there are many lesser-known
buildings of great interest. One of
the most valuable features of the
book is the fact that plans of all
buildings are included, and in many
cases over-all site plans showing the
building's relation to streets and
surrounding structures. J.w.

Modern Architecture in Britain. Tre-
vor Dannatt. London, Batsford,
1959. 216 pp illus. 7Vz" x lO".
$t2.75

A representative survey of con-
temporary work since 1945, based
upon a ten-year retrospective ex-
hibition (1956) by the Arts Coun-
cil of Great Britain supplemented
by more recent examples. Categor-
ies include:

Industrial and service buildings
offices, shops and showrooms
buildings for education
housing and individual homes
social buildings and groups

There are 88 examples illustrated
by over 100 plans and sketches and
350 good photographs. This book

is actually a practical guide, the
data on each example include an
indication of location with respect
to nearest railway or London Un-
derground station. These data also
include several hundred words of
descriptive material on each ex-
ample: site, materials, planning
notes. One rather irritating feature
is the omission of identification on
the last page of an example when it
appears facing the first page of the
next item. The confusing implica-
tion is that they belong together and
the reader is frequently trapped by
these insoluble puzzles.

A quite fine eighteen-page intro-
duction by Sir John Summerson
discusses the whole contemporary
architectural development in Great
Britain (late 1920s to date). He
has a light, firm touch in dealing
with the rather self-conscious
groupiness of the developing wel-
fare state. A quote from the final
part of this excellent paper, on the
current status of the architect.
seems in order:

". . . The architect is no longer
the master of a small hierarchy of
obsequious crafts. He is the co-
ordinator in a sphere which has no
clear hierarchy and where many of
the contributory skills are as de-
veloped and as specialized as his
own. He stands in a challenged,
critical position and only his own
analysis and appreciation of it will
pull him-and architecture-
through ."

Sir John also has cogent words
on the architectural program, and
on form as the architect's unique
contribution.

Portals West. E. Geoffrey Bangs,
San Francisco. California His-
torical Society, 1960. 88 pp illus.
$ 10.95

The preface of this book seems
to tell the entire story: ". . an at-
tractive glimpse in pictures and an
instructive presentation in prose, of
the development of the architec-
tural styles of California in the last
half of the nineteenth century . . ."

This is a book for the lover of
California or the admirer of archi-
tects of the past who sometimes

caricatured, often copied, but were
never dull. Mr Bangs has selected
thirty-six photographs of buildings,
many of them anonymous and of
no historic import other than their
"character." The purpose of the col-
lection is to stimulate a growing
awareness of the rich background
of our architectural heritage and to
create a more widespread apprecia-
tion of provincial architecture.

The photographs are sharp and
clear and the text accompanying
each picture gives a brief history of
the area, or of the building if avail-
able. Many of the photographs,
however, will sadden the heart of
the lover of old buildings, for some
of them are beyond repair and are
awaiting only the next heavy wind
for their farewell.

Only one thousand copies of the
book were published by the Cali-
fornia Historical Society, but if you
can get your hands on one the
pleasure you'll get from drinking
in old architecture will more than
offset the high price tag. N.c.B.

From Stones to Skyscrapers Thea
and Richard Bergere. New York
City, Dodd, Mead & Company,
1960. 90 pp illus. $3.50

For junior highschool or high-
school students- or perhaps Aunt
Clara who is proud of her architect
nephew-this is probably one of the
most interesting books ever written
on the history and progress of ar-
chitecture from the stone age to the
geodesic dome.

The husband and wife team re-
sponsible for the book (she did the
text, by the way) have set down in
simple, easy-to-read language just
what architecture is. how it devel-
oped and where it might go. The
architect in practice might wince at
the overly-simplified text: "Almost
everywhere we go there are build-
ings. We live, work, play and pray
in buildings . . ." But, as an intro-
duction to the profession, the book
is top-flight. Mrs Bergere has also
provided a glossary of architectural
terms from abacus ("a slab, the up-
permost member of a capital") to
voussoirs ("the wedge-shaped
blocks forming an arch or vault").
The text ranges from the pyramids
to the Yale hockey rink, with all of
the stops in between.

What makes the book a little
jewel are the magnificent drawings
by Richard Bergere that illustrate
the text, and it seems almost a
shame that they are not a book in
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themselves. There are over one hun-
dred of these exquisite drawings of
cathedrals, Greek, Roman and In-
dian temples, details, cross-sections,
museums and office-buildings.

"From Stones to SkyscraPers"
adds an imPortant comPonent to
the building of a greater under-
standing and appreciation of archi-
tecture for the layman. N.C.B.

Renaissance Europe. Harold Busch
and Lohse Bernd. Introduction
by James Lees-Milne, Commen-
tary by Hans Weigert. New York,
Macmillan, 1961. 180 pp illus.
$ r0.00

These 186 superb photographs,
many of lesser known but always
strikingly beautiful buildings and
details, give a vivid impression of
the incredibly creative variety of
Western European architecture in
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
which no nomenclature. not even
the word Renaissance itself, can
adequately cover. Lees-Milne's brief
introduction doesn't try; it merely
traces the spread of the Renaissance
spirit from Brunelleschi's Florence
northward to Inigo Jones's England.
The editors' annotations and Wei-
gert's informative captions give a
scholarly accent to a most hand-
some and enjoyable volume. w.\'.e.

Herbert Bayer: Book of Drawings.
Foreword by Otto Karl Bach;
introduction by Herbert Bayer.
Chicago: 1961: Paul Theobald
and Company. 42 loose leaf re-
productions in a lo3/q" x llVz"
portfolio. $10.00

Herbert Bayer, the graphic artist,
who both studied and taught at
the Bauhaus in Germany, is per-
haps best known in this country for
his sparkling advertising designs
for the Container Corporation of
America. His just published col-
lection of almost uniformly en-
chanting drawings remind us that,
like his Bauhaus colleagues Moholy-
Nagy, Josef Albers, and Xanti
Schawinsky, he is equally sparkling
when he produces art for its own
sake. I'm afraid, though, he is just
about the only one among the better
known artists today who still hold

with the Bauhaus tenet of erasing
the arrogant distinction between
"fine" and "applied" art. There was
great hope for our visual culture,
or so it seems in retrosPect, when
the Bauhaus masters turned out
canvasses and posters, drawings and
book jackets, stage designs and
commercial exhibits, sculpture and
furniture-"everything from the
coffee cup to city planning," as

Mies van der Rohe put it-with
equal verve and success. They cared
little whether their work was des-
tined for the museum, the store
window, or the kitchen. The artist's
function in society, they held, is not
as a decorator but as a vital par-
ticipant.

This tenet, I believe-and it
seems Bayer does too--is as valid
today as it was in Weimar and Des-
sau. But the gap between "fine" and
"applied" art is again dangerously
widening, the former retreating into
total abstraction. the latter slither-
ing back into vulgar stylishness.
The influence of the Bauhaus people
themselves has waned to the vanish-
ing point. Moholy-Nagy died six-
teen years ago. Albers and Schaw-
insky have turned their backs to
the world and face only their can-
vasses. And if there are any new,
younger men to take their place,
men who can give us a good chair
or a fresh magazine ad along with
a good painting, manufacturers and
art directors don't seem to encour-
age them. Purpose and non-purpose
in art, at least in graphic art, are
again strictly segregated.

Bayer's book is lovely. Many of
his drawings are evidence of his
admiration for Kandinsky, with
whom he studied, and for Klee,
who was, of course, also a colleague
on the Bauhaus faculty. But Klee
and Kandinsky were, what Alfred
H. Barr, Jr. has called "spiritual
counterpoints" in Weimar and Des-
sau. On the other end of the Bau-
haus scale were the technicians and
craftsmen. From this symphony
emerged the Moholys and Bayers
and probably also the Albers, who
are at once capable of more and of
less than expressing emotion-the
creative designers. It is design, the
mastery of the great and rare art
of arranging all details into a clear
and orderly and harmonious ex-
pression of intent, which made
them so capable of creating both
for the museum and the kitchen.
Bayer's drawings are mostly superb
and in a few instances somewhat
lackluster exercises in texture and
balance and motion, but not
emotion. They won't move you as

Klee does. Bayer is a designer and
the "applied" art of his design for
the original cardboard case of his
book is as striking as the "fine" art
of the designs it houses. "One Bau-
haus approach to drawing," says
Otto Karl Bach's foreword to the
collection, "began with sketches of
a familiar object, and progressed
through a series of conversions
which transformed these sketches
into designs of energy and tensions."
That is precisely what Bayer has
achieved in these drawings, selected
from among the graphic work he
has done over the past thirty years
in an amazing variety of tech-
nlques. w.v.E.

Design for You. Ethel Jane Beitler
and Bill C. Lockhart. New York
City, John Wiley & Sons, Inc,
1961. 206 pp illus. $7.95

This is a course in design the ar-
chitect had in his freshman year,
however for the interested layman
the book is probably ideal. It does
cram within its pages fact after fact
and illustration after illustration; ie:
"The horizontal line creates the op-
tical illusion of widening the space
in the enclosure. The vertical line
creates the optical illusion of mak-
ing the space in the enclosure seem
taller." And so on.

The book will probably enjoy
wide sales among housewives deter-
mined to create an "interest" or
anxious to learn a bit more about
color and harmony. It is, as the pre-
face states, intended to help develop
an appreciation of art by detailing
the hows and whys of design itself.

Chapters deal with shape, space,
color, organization, optical illusions,
emphasis, emotions, etc. The text is ;
done very well and the illustrations :
are appropriately placed and well :
chosen. The one thing that bothered ;
this reviewer were the creative ex- 7

periments placed at the end of each :
chapter-homework, if you will- X
that go something like, "Find ex-
amples of various types of lines in
magazine illustrations or
"Make an assortment of kinds of
lines-straight, curved, zigzag . , ,"
or "Cut several geometric shapes of
varying sizes . . ." It is obvious that
the authors and the publisher hope
the book will be used as a textbook
in schools-and well it may be.
With the right teacher it could be an
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Editor's Page

) I attended a session of the 28th National Conference of NAHRO
this morning, and my head is buzzing with pictures of the future-
gloomy pictures. Dr C. A. Doxiadis, distinguished planner and urban
consultant with offices in Athens, New York, Washington and good-
ness knows where else, didn't intend to paint gloomy pictures, I'm sure,
but that is the way his pictures affected me. The thought of the popu-
lation of the world reaching the fifty billion mark in a hundred years
rs a bit disquieting, even though I don't expect to be here to be a part
of it. Furthennore, Dr Doxiadis says the population will become
stabilized at about that figure. Naturally, I wondered what could
stabilize the population, but I didn't dare ask him. Will the great law
of nature cease te function? Or will the earth be so crowded that there
will be standing room only?

I do remember, very clearly, that thirty years ago the sociologists
and others who are supposed to know about such things were telling
us that by 1960 the population of the country (I don't remember
what they said about the world as a whole) would be stabilized,
and that owing to the declining birth rate and the increasing life-
expectancy there would be a preponderance of middle-aged and old
people. Consequently there would be no need for building more
schools and we would be concentrating on homes for the aged.
Well, nature proved the careful calculations of the biometrists to be
wrong-and they could be wrong again. Before any specie has
grown in numbers to the point where it began devouring itself, na-
ture's law of checks and balances has set in and a natural enemy
appeared. Whether the natural enemy of man is his own atomic
Frankenstein, or some new peril not yet known, doesn't matter.
Before the SRO sign has to be hung on this planet, nature will have
taken the situation in hand.

The above remarks are not meant to be flip, nor are they meant
to deflate Dr Doxiadis' prophecies. With the growth of the popula-
tion and the decay of the cities, we face an appalling future. As the
cities of the east coast, the mid-west and the west coast-and of
north central Europe and other areas of the world-spread and
tend to coalesce to create the threatened megalopolises, the centers

of the cities which formed their nuclei will have sunk lower and lower
into neglect and decay-unless something is done about it, beginning
now. Whether the population of the world has increased by fifteen
times in 2060, or only half that, the difference is only a matter of
degree.

As to the highway situation, Dr Doxiadis says that people are

the life-blood of cities, and that we are now bleeding our cities to
death by surgery. Highways must now pass outside the cells of life,
not through them. By passing highways through the city we are

contributing to its death. We are facing the urbanization of the world,
and there is no escape from it. So it is our bounden duty to "turn
the City of Death into the City of Life."

Thus spoke Dr Doxiadis. Think about it.



Introduction
to Research

by Herbert H. Swinburne, FAIA

) Two years ago the following charts, illustrat-
ing a concept of the areas requiring research in
architecture, were placed before the AIA Com-
mittee on Research for Architecture for consid-
eration. This was an attempt to outline specific
research projects as examples.

To find general agreement on those areas re-
quiring research is most difficult. The purpose of
the charts was to establish broad areas of needed
research without trying to anticipate results or
show direction. Of course, the suggested projects
identify the author's bias and personal interests.

The projects were not suggested with the
thought they be adopted for research in whole or
in part, they were offered with the idea of gen-

erating a broad concept of the whole Pattern of
Research. It was the Committee's thinking that
final projects selected for investigation would be
carefully screened by an Advisory Board having
a full representation of all disciplines involved.

The direction of Research for Architecture is
that which relates man to his environment. Archi-
tects alone cannot perform this research; they
will depend heavily on the wisdom and help of
other professionals, scientists and academicians.
There is no consideration here for research in
building technology, in materials and equipment.
These are advancing successfully on several other
fronts.

To be meaningful, all research must be rele-
vant, so let's say that in trying to conceive proj-
ects for investigation, there are four key words to:

Relevance in Research

. Environment

. Profession

. Society

. Communications

The profession lies midway between society and
its environment. Communication is the common
link of understanding between society and the
profession. Patterns of Research, then, are sug-
gested by the exploration of this relevance (on a
vertical scale) as it ranges through a spectrum
from abstract to a specific (on a horizontal scale).

In analyzing the charts and suggested projects,
this relevance is preserved. For instance, the group
of projects listed on the second horizontal line
relate to the profession of architecture itself. The
project at the far left is the most abstract of those

suggested, and the project to the right the most
specific. We avoid the terms "basic" and "applied"
research. The research we are suggesting here is
all basic to architecture, but at the same time, may
be applied research in other fields.

After two years of thinking, the writer has

nothing to add to this concept of Patterns of Re-
search. He is so convinced of their worth that
his own office has been re-organized as a result
of personal research in some of the areas sug-
gested. Two current projects include one in com-
munications and one on the psycho-sociological
aspects of environmental programming. Very ex-
citing but-more important-useful.

It has been asked that these charts be pub-
lished with the idea of stimulating thinking in
research, and it is with that spirit this summary
is offered. Now, why don't you take the time to
sit down and write out your own list of significant
projects that require research and then do
something about getting them activated? Remem-
ber that nuts and bolts, leak-proof curtain walls
and new structural systems are taboo. We're con-
cerned here with man and the total environment
we create for him.

In a paper given in 1959 at the Ann Arbor
Conference on Research for Architecture, the
author re-defined architecture as "the creation of
a total environment within which could be ac-
complished the aspirations of man." He says to-
day we must not only speak about the "total en-
vironment," we must understand it. Understand-
ing can come about only through research, and
this is the profession's responsibility. We can
pass it on to no one.
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Social Factors and Physicat Enyironment
Organized society, its functions, values and goals,
is a complex of interlocking systems whose basic
element is people. It can be considered as an
entity of ideas and it can be thought of as a spatial
grouping in a physical environment. people from
various backgrounds, influenced by their equals
or leaders, see and respond in different ways as
they are encompassed by this environment. The
interplay of perception and esthetic reaction to
spatial organization are subtle. Interpretation of
this composite interaction by the architect requires
research.

Professional Role of the Architect
This study would be two-fold: to ascertain the
architect's own image of himself and his profes-
sion and to find society's image of the architect;
both on a time perspective going back to the be-
ginning of this century and projected through to
its end. The insights gained and the conflicts dis-
covered would give a better understanding to
each, of the true role of the architect, his services
and his relation to societv.

Society as a Composite Client
The client as such has never been studied. In all
his many forms-individual, group, corporative
and governmental, what are the factors that de-
termine his preferences? How are his changing
needs analyzed, and interpreted, and by whom?
What are his patterns of decision and how do
they influence the design process? Should archi-
tectural leadership establish future trends or wait
for society to program our environment in the
years ahead?

The Art of Persuasion

Getting through to all those we serve and per-
suading them to accept our solutions to their
problems opens up an entirely new field in com-
munications. Society will not espouse that which
it does not understand. To create understanding
we need studies in attitudes and opinions; motive
and purpose; thoughts and ideas; prejudices and
irritations---or, more simply-how do people re-
spond, individually and collectively, to architec-
tural messages, and why?

Perceptual Form of Intimate Environment
Research is needed that looks into the intricate
makeup of our immediate, personal, physical en-
vironment. The Rockefeller Foundation has spon-
sored an MIT project in studies of the perceptual
form of the city, but no work has been done at
the smaller, more intimate level. We should
systematize predictable environmental concepts
which, if built into structures, would produce
desirable or avoid undesirable results.

Nature of the Creative Process

The creative aspects of architecture cannot be
reduced to rule and rote. The genius and his in-
tuitive faculty for great accomplishment stand
out in each generation. The work of the average
architect, however, can be greatly iniproved by
a better understanding of the creative process.
Fields in graphic arts, business and science have
been researching the elements of creativity-ar-
chitecture could profit even more than they.

Growth by 1999 . . . Planned or Drifting?

The population of our country in 1999 will be
370 million-the physical plant will then be twice
that of today. With the cities merged into solid
state and space for expansion running out, what
will happen? Should geo-political boundaries be
revised about functional areas of people, trans-
portation and industry within regional drainage
basins? What of laws on real estate and eminent
domain? How can we intelligently keep people,
space and resources in equilibrium? Do we as
architects have a stake in these problems?

The Science of Expression

The whole system of professional expression needs
examination. Systemization of verbal and written
communications needs up-dating by experts in the
field-interview techniques need study-small
group communication theory should be adopted
for the architectural office-esoteric professional
jargon needs to be eliminated and replaced with a
simple direct line of communication to the client.
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MORE SPECIFIC

Biological Response to Physical Environment

What is comfort? What are the inter-acting ele-
ments that produce strain in individuals? What
are the limits of man to a hostile environment?
Why? Should the twentieth century problems of at-

mospheric contamination, radiation, nuclear blast
and thermal eftects shape our architecture? We

can't bury our collective heads in the sands-we
must face up to the possible holocausts of this
century, as we simultaneously seek to prevent
them from ever happening.

Architect's Role on Teaching Design

An extension of the nature of the creative process

involves the teaching of design. A joint study
with engineers is recommended on the role of
teaching design (similar to engineering studies in
teaching design at UCLA). Similar research by
the medical profession on professional image had
far-reachins effects.

Eftects of Human Longevity on Building Design

An increasing number of older people must be
cared for today, and too little is known about the
problems of housing them. This involves more
than the mechanics of making it easy for feeble
people to move about and care for themselves.
Studies are needed on the social relationships
generated by group living, particularly for the
older people whom society has left outworn and
unwanted.

Graphic ldeation
The techniques of visual communication with pub-
lic, client, industry and contractor have changed
but little over the years. The whole concept of
persuading others to see and understand the archi-
tect's graphic interpretation of a problem needs
review and overhaul. The advanced theories in
graphics, photography, animation and the psy-
chology of visual perception can assist us tre-
mendouslv.

Psychophysical Aspects o[ Color Preferences

With few exceptions, architects have been asking

for research of this kind for years. The effect of
color on man is positive and definite-his re-

sponses to it are varied and unpredictable. New
knowledge in this field could be of immediate

help to the professional in his daily work. Let's

set on with it.

Systems Engineering

The science of total design. This concept, totally
unknown to industry before World War [I, so

sweeping in scope, has tremendous potential. New
methods can be developed that fully exploit avail-
able technology, that are compatible with existing

systems, that recognize the needs of human phys-

iology and psychology and are reliable to an ex-
traordinary degree. Systems engineering has be-

come indispensable in design of enormously
complex military and electronic systems. This
knowledge must be exploited as it applies to
architecture.

Homes for the Aged and Their Communities

Building type studies are a necessary extension of
data developed in the preceding project. We
have not only more older people, but better re-
tirement plans and fast methods of travel to areas
attractive to them, where they can live with their
contemporaries. Whole communities of retired
people are being formed and these will soon be-
come communities of the aged. These phenomena
need investigation.

Information Technology

The fund of scientific information will double
in the next ten years. Information reliability, its
storage and quick retrieval for specific use is be-

coming a monumental problem. Projects such as

Building Products Register and the Index of
Architectural Information are good starts. The
information of available complexities on the art
and science of building must be analyzed, ab-
stracted and made instantly available on call to
the entire profession. It must be re-evaluated
constantly.
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Social Factors and Physical Environmenl

Potential value

Perceptual Form of lntimate Environment

Potential vqluegreatest project of all-
can give meaning on how
to mix people and their
environment with an
understanding generated
by a full panorama of
knowledge-not just
professional bias

./. .. ... . .. ..
Foundation/Univ of
California*

can give knowledge where
it is most needed-
methods in solutions to
immediate pressing prob-
lems-other than the
economic-physical
approaches

. /. -........ --........
Foundation/Harvard
University

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Professional Role of the Architect

Potential value if we knew how others see

us, we could better judge
ourselves; similar objective
study by medical
profession completely
changed their education &
practice within 10 years

./-..-....... .....
i ndustrialistTspecialists

Nature of the Creative Process

Potential value great benefit to the
practitioner-kinds and
sequence of information
required for design alter-
natives; systems of think-
ing, reasoning and
intuition

-/-........... ......
Foundation/Pratt Institute

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Society as a Composite Client

no known research
enable architects. not
package dealers, to
maintain leadership in
construction industry-
if we don't try to under-
stand the client himself.
others will

Time/Cost ./_._....__..__.....-
Sponsor/Research by industrialist/Dartmouth

College

The Art o[ Persuasion

Potential value establish basic com-
munication theory that
will generate accurate
transmittal and interpre-
tation of needs & images
of solution

./... ....... ...

-/university

Growth by 1999 . . . Planned or Drifting?

Potential value have architects share in
sponsoring solutions to
problems 40 years away;
arouse nation to necessity
for long-range planning

Time/Cost ./..-. -...- --....-
Sponsor/Research by Foundation/Phila. City

Planning Commission

The Science of Expression

Potential value

Present status
Potential value

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

elevate the business
aspects of architectural
communication on a level
as high as that enjoyed
today by the best in
industry

./...-....-.-.. ..

-/---.. ....-.......-



Biological Response to

Potential value

Time.iCost
Sponsor'Research by

Physical Environment

survival! ! !

criteria of things to be
avoided rather than thines
to be desired

AEC-OCD,zto be

determined

Psychophysical Aspects of Color Perference

Potentiul vulue
Time/Cost

Sponso\/Research by

needs no explanation
.......... ........ / ....

greatest design break-
through in architecture
for this century

/. .... ....
/

- / -----.. - --. --... ----

Architect's Role in

Potential value

Time.,Co.st
Sponsor / Researc'h by

Teaching Design

enrich and sharpen the
teaching process, impart
strong design factors in
designing environment,
improve competence of
the professional
........... ....i.....
‐――――――――‐/UCLA

Systems Engineering

Potential value

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Effects of Human Longevity on Building Design

Potential value give us knowledge that
will make the aged a useful
part of society-not a
problem in custodial care

. /..... ............-.
ethical drug coluniversity

Graphic ldeation

Potential value reach a new plateau of
visual expression that will
give our clients faster,
clearer understanding of
our work

./.... ... ..... .....
i ndustrialist/university

Homes for the Aged and Their Communities

Potential value development of criteria
with enormous value to
practicing architect on a

new building type which
will soon absorb an
enormous part of con-
struction dollar

. / . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

ethical drug coluniv &
professional architect

Time/Cost
Sponsor/Research by

Information Technology

Potentialvalue obvious
Time/Cost -___-.. _...... /

Sponsor/Research by industrialist/

Time/Cost
Sponsor/ Researc,h by * following names of

only-this draft shows
provoke comment

sponsors and researchers
what coukl be done and

are suggGuons
is intended to



Fourth of a planned series of Technical Reference Guides on the following disasters:
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Termites

) Termites, sometimes called
"white ants," are any of various
pale-colored social insects that are
very destructive to wooden struc-
tures. They are not true ants, al-
though they look like them.

Classification

While there are nearly sixty spe-
cies of termites in the United States
there are only two main types-
subterranean and nonsubterranean.
The latter are less widespread than
the subterranean type, and usually
less injurious. Unless specifically
mentioned otherwise, this report
pertains to the subterranean type.

lVhere Found in the United States

Termites are found throughout
the tropical and temperate parts of
the world. The subterranean kinds
are active in nearly every state in
the Union. They are common
throughout most of the Eastern half
of the United States, along the
Pacific Coast, the Gulf of Mexico,
in the Ohio River Valley, and in
the Southern part of the Missouri
and Mississippi River Valleys. Both
kinds of termites are found in great
numbers in Southern California,
Florida and Key West. Termites
are more numerous in the Southern,
the Southwestern, and the Southern
Pacific regions than elsewhere in
the United States.

Termite Regions

The Special Advisory Committee
on "Protection against Decay and
Termites in Residential Construc-
tion" of the Building Research Ad-
visory Board for Federal Housing
Administration has divided the
United States into three regions,
based on prevalence of subterranean
termites and their damage. (See

fie 1.)

by Joseph W. Wells, AIA and.

the AIA Committee on Disaster Control

Termite Damage

Subterranean, or ground-nesting,
termites cost the people of the
United States many millions of dol-
lars each year in repairs to struc-
tures and in control measures. Ter-
mites are destructive to the wood-
work and contents of buildings,
telephone poles, fence posts, or any
other wood in contact with the
ground. Paper fiber board, and var-
ious types of fabrics derived from
cotton and other plants are often
damaged, as well as living vegeta-
tion including not only fruit and
shade trees, shrubs and flowers, but
also truck and field crops, and in
California, grapevines. Termites oc-
casionally will damage living plants,
but by far the greatest economic
loss is caused by their activity in
the woodwork of buildings. Many
non-cellulose materials, including
plastics, may be penetrated and
damaged by termites, even though
they do not serve as food.

The Termite Colony

Subterranean termites are social
insects that live in nests. or colo-
nies, in the ground. Each colony is
made up of three forms, or castes,

-reproductives, 
workers, and sol-

diers. (See figure 2.) The adults
are of two kinds-sterile and fer-
tile. The sterile adults of our com-
mon subterranean termites and of
many other species include two
forms (or castes)-soldiers and
the workers; and the fertile or sex-
ual adults include three normal
forms. The individuals of each caste
pass through three stages-egg,
nymph and adult. The adult work-
ers and soldiers are wingless gray-
ish white, and similar in appearance.
The soldiers have much longer
heads and longer mandibles than
the workers. Both workers and sol-
diers live in their tunnels in wood
and soil. The reproductives, or

sexual adults. have brown or black
bodies and two pairs of long, whit-
ish, opaque wings of equal size.
They differ from the reproductive
forms of true ants, which have two
pairs of transparent wings of un-
equal size. Termites may also be
easily distinguished from true ants
by their thick waistlines, in contrast
to the very small waistline that is
characteristic of the ants.

Evidence of Termites

Large numbers of winged repro-
ductive termites emerging, or
"swarming," from the soil or wood
may be the first indication of the
presence of a termite colony. Even
though the actual flight of the
adults is not observed, the presence
of their discarded wings is a posi-
tive indication of a well-established
colony nearby. These discarded
wings often are found on the floor
beneath doors and windows where
termites have emerged within a
building and have been unable to
escape. The presence of branching
shelter tubes of small diameter,
made of earth mixed with finely
powdered wood, on the foundation
timbers or other woodwork, or
over the surface of stone, brick, or
other impenetrable foundation ma-
terial, around which the insects
travel from the ground to the wood-
work, is another aid in locating
infestations. These flattened shelter
tubes range from V+" to Yz" or
more in width. They serve as cov-
ered passageways between wood
and moisture in the soil and protect
termites from direct exposure to
the air.

In the case of nonsubterranean
termites, which infest wood directly,
evidence that they are damaging the
wood are impressed pellets of ex-
crement which are expelled from
the wood and the holes, similar in
size to BB shot, where insects
entered the wood.
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Except at swarming time, ter-
nrites are not visible unless their
galleries or passageways are broken
open. The earth-colored shelter
tubes, however, offer a ready nreans
of recognizing their activities. Their
work usually can be detected in
wood by striking it with a hamnrer.
Solid wood rings clear, while tinr-
ber or wood eaten out bY ternrites
will give a dull thud when struck.
Striking with an ice pick also de-
tects weakened wood. Clean-cut
holes in books, papers and clothing
are good indications of the presence
of ternrites. Springy basement floors
or the softening or weakening of
woodwork suggest repairs. The wood
usually must be stripped of its ex-
terior in order to see the extent of
danrage. The workers avoid expo-
sure to the air by constructing gal-
leries within the nraterial which
they attack.

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS

FOR BREEDING

Environment

Subterranean termites build their
nests in the wood of standing tinr-
ber, logs, or stumps; in cleared
land, in any wood in contact with
the groundi or, in the plains, in a

Iabyrinth of passages in the earth,
usually underneath wood or vege-
tation. With the clearing of land
and the consequent destruction of
their natural breeding places, ter-
mites beconre increasingly destruc-
tive to a w.ide variety of substances.

Infestations in buildings have be-
conre more common with the gen-
eral adoption of central heating
plants. Heated basenrents are favor-
able for a longer period of termite
activity. Changes in building prac-
tices and use of construction ma-
terials have resulted in termite
problenrs in areas where fornrerly
they were uninlportant. Much of
the lumber on the market today is
fronr young, second growth trees
containing a large amount of sap-
wood, very attractive to termites.

Subterranean ternrites become
nrost numerous in moist, warnr soil
containing an abundant supply of
food of the type mentioned else-
where in this article. Such condi-
tions often are found beneath
buildings where the space below the
first floor is poorly ventilated and
where scraps of lumber, fornl
boards, grade stakes, or tree stumps
are left in the soil.

These conditions are conducive
to attracting and supporting ter-
mites. Subterranean termites, how-
ever, are adaptable to their environ-
nrent. They can survive in an en-

vironnrent of abundant or scatce
moisture, high or low temperatures,
absence or presence of ventilation,
abundance or dearth of food. Thus
precise geographical limits cannot
be stated.

l-ood

The principal food for ternlites
is cellulose, which they obtain fronl
either dead or living vegetation, ob-
tained from wood and other plant
tissues.

Habits

Subterranean ternrites nest well
below the surface of the earth.
They nrust return to their nests in
the ground for nroisture. Danrp-
ness, warnrth and darkness are fa-
vorable to these insects. The kinds
that cause most of the damage in
this country must have constant
access to nroist soil, with which
they connect by tubes. Consequent-
ly, subterranean ternrites infesting
beams or other wood will die if the
wood is disconnected front the
ground. Destroy and tnaintuin de-
struction of the ground contact and
1'ou destruty the tertnite.

Ternrites are soft-bodied and al-
ways remain within wood, in the
earth, or within their earthlike car-
ton shelter tubes. The greyish-white,
soft-bodied, wingless, sterile "work-
ers" are the destructive forn-r. These
workers make the excavations oc-
cupied by the colony and enlarge
and extend thenr as the colony in-
creases. They live underground or
within the wood, are blind, and
shun the light: as a result they are
rarely seen. Workers often conr-
pletely honeycomb wood, usually
following the grain and eating out
the softer, thin-walled, larger-celled
spring or new wood. They are able
to penetrate the hardest woods, pro-
vided they have access to nroisture
in the ground. In extending their
galleries in wood and vegetation,
subterranean species carry with
them moist excrement mixed with
earth.

Flights of termites occur most
frequently after the first warm days
of spring. often following a warm
rain. They may occur at any time
during the spring or summer, and.
sometimes even in the fall, especial-
ly in warm parts of the country. In
buildings with heated basements,
termites occasionally fly during the
winter. The individuals in the flights
are adult, winged reproductives,
sometimes called kings and queens,
that have developed in well-estab-
lished colonies. They are attracted
by strong light, and when they

rrc. I. Relative hazard of termite dam-
age in U. S. indicated by density of
stippling. Note: local conditions may
be more or less severe than indicated
by the region classification('")

/C)
STERILE ADULT FORMS

prc. 2. Retic:uliternres flavipes, com-
mon subterranean termite. a-egg, b-
recently hatched nymph, c-mature
nymph in quiescent stage, d-soldier
(sterile adult), e-worker (sterile
adult), f-sexual winged adult, g-
sexual adult with wing pads, h-work-
erlike wingless sexual adult, i, j, k-en-
larged egglaying females (queens)
corresponding to f, g. h respectively(lo)

Winged termite und winged ant
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Shelter tubes of termites en-
tering through space and
pipe and constructed over
surface of foundation

Wood damaged by termites. A por-
tion of surface has been removed to
show tunneling following the grain

emerge within buildings they gather
about windows and doors. Here
they soon shed their wings. Then,
pairs of termites try to return to the
soil to find a suitable location for
starting a new colony.

Most of these perish, but some
pairs survive and succeed in hollow-
ing out small cells in or near wood
in the ground. After this done, the
female begins laying eggs. During
the first year she lays only a few.
The young termites hatching from
these eggs are cared for by the
parents and develop into workers,
soldiers, and the reproductive
forms. These pairs of colonists
gradually take over most of the
duties formerly performed by the
original royal pair. Egg laying in-
creases rapidly in a termite colony
after the first, second or third years.
Secondary reproductive forms,
without wings, also develop and lay
eggs, which serve to supplement
those of the original queen. A col-
ony more than five or six years old
may contain a royal pair, second-
ary productives, soldiers, and thou-
sands of workers, but very little
damage to a building is likely to be
caused by a colony that is less than
eight or ten years old. Where se-
rious damage occurs in a shorter
period of time, it usually is because
a large population of termites was
present in the soil before the build-
ing was constructed.

Parts of the Structure
Susceptible to Attack

Termites will infest not only old
buildings but also improperly con-
structed new buildings. lt is not the
age of a building but the manner
in which it has been constructed
that renders it liable to attack. Most
termite infestations in buildings oc-
cur because of wood being in direct
or indirect contact with the ground,
particularly at porches, steps or
terraces. Cracks or voids in founda-
tions and concrete floors also make
it easy for termites to reach wood
that is not in actual contact with
the soil. Soil within or adjacent to
heated basements is kept warm
throughout most of the year, even
in northern areas, prolonging the
normal period of termite activity.
In general, termites enter buildings
through cracks in the concrete or
masonry walls, through timbers or
by building earthlike shelter tubes
over these materials. Also, they
may build shelter tubes along the
surfaces of pipes, fence posts, trel-
lises, etc., and thereby gain entrance
to buildings.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

General

The key to termite control lies in
construction that prevents or dis-
courages attack. The fundamental
principle is to prevent the termites
from establishing or maintaining
contact between the soil, from which
they obtain moisture, and the wood-
work of buildings, on which they
feed.

Termites can be discouraged by
removing stumps, roots and debris
from the building site and by grad-
ing to keep the site dry. Because the
nests are sometimes located deep in
the ground or far outside the foun-
dation of the structure it is not easy
to eradicate them. However, it is
possible to protect property by put-
ting a mechanical or chemical bar-
rier between the source of food and
the source of moisture. Adequate
clearance between'soil and wood-
work, as well as proper ventilation,
should be provided for buildings
having crawl space. Foundations
should be impervious to termites-
solid concrete is preferable. Hollow
block or tile foundations should be
capped with 4" of reinforced con-
crete or provided with good termite
shields. Expansion joint fillers re-
sistant to termite penetration should
be used in slab-on-grade construc-
tion where it is not feasible to pour
the slab monolithically with the
footing. Pressure-treated wood for
sills, plates, and headers may be de-
sirable where the hazard is extreme.
Preventive measures-taken during
home s6n511ug1i9n-apg usually
much less costly than later remedial
measures.

Summary

The best time to provide protec-
tion against termites is during plan-
ning and construction. Following
suggestions are made to encourage
use of design and construction prac-
tices that are practical and will give
effective protection against infesta-
tion.

. remove all roots, stumps, wood
debris, and other cellulose material
from building site before construc-
tion is begun. lf termites are found
in the soil, apply chemicals to kill
them.

. protect your landscaping and
minimize threats of insect invasion
by pruning broken, dead and dying
limbs and branches within reach of
ground; then burn up this debris
and your unused firewood, particu-
larly if latter has logs still fresh and

Swarm of reproductive termite adults



moist. Only alternative to destruc-
tion of even seasoned logs is spray-
ing with a two per cent solution of
DDT in oil. Under no circumstances
store wood in basement. In addition
to harboring borer pests, this wood
may contain termites.

. remove all forn.rboards and grade
stakes.

. do not allow scraps of lumbt:r and
other wood debris to become buried
in backfill adjacent to foundation or
in fill material used under porches,
steps and terraces.

. place the building on a founcla-
tion termites cannot penetrate.

. avoid all contacts between wood-
work of building and soil or fill.
. except in case of slabs on grade,
provide sufficient clearance beneath
all parts of a building to give crawl
space for making future inspections.

. provide ventilation openings in
the foundation, arranged to prevent
dead air pockets and of sufficient
size to insure frequent air changes.

. provide for thorough drainage of
soil beneath building.

. make thorough annual inspec-
tions for evidence of termite activ-
ity, such as shelter tubes on founda-
tion surfaces.

Method of Construction

The use of chenrically treated
wood, concrete, brick, steel or tile
does not in itself insure against these
insects. It is the tnethod of con-
struction that effectively safeguards
against termites.

Types of Foundations

All foundations should be made
impervious to termites to prevent
hidden attack on the woodwork
above. This is one of the most im-
portant protective measures and
should be considered very carefully
in all new construction. Foundations
may be rated as to their relative re-
sistance to penetration by termites
as follows:

. poured concrete (fig 3) properly
reinforced to prevent large shrink-
age or settlement cracks will give
the greatest protection. Cracks that
arc l/32" or more in width wili per-
mit the passage of termites and
should be prevented insofar as pos-
sible.

' masonry walls or piers capped
with a minimum of 4" of reinforced
poured concrete or its equivalent
will also be effective (see fig 4).

. nrasonry walls or piers capped
with precast solid concrete blocks
or brick, with all joints filled com-
pletely with cement mortar or
poured lean grout, are often satis-
factory but must be very carefully
constructed.

. hollow-block foundations with the
cells of the top course of blocks and
all joints between the blocks com-
pletely filled with concrete may be
satisfactory for low-cost construc-
tion.

. hollow-block or tile foundations
with all cells of the top course of
blocks left open give little or no
protection.

The capping described above
should be used only where constant,
rigid supervision can be given to
the work. Shrinkage or settlement
cracks are almost certain to form in
cells of vertical joints between
blocks or bricks and thus allow in-
festation which cannot be seen on
inspection. Moreover, poor work-
manship cannot be detected after
floor franring is in place.

Where the use of wooden piers or
posts for foundations is unavoid-
able, wood that has been inrpreg-
nated with an approved chemical
preservative by a standard pressure
process, or heart-wood of naturally
resistant species, should be required
(see page 8l). As an additional safe-
guard, metal ternrite shields nray
be installed on top of such piers or
posts to prevent termites from tub-
ing up through checks or cracks
and thus gaining hidden access to
the building.

Clearance Beneath Buildings

A minimum clearance of 18"
should be required beneath all wood
substructures, to provide crawl
space for making periodic inspec-
tions. In the southern and more
humid sections of the country a
minimum of 24" and preferably
30" is desirable. Clearance of less
than 18" will not give room for
making inspections for termite ac-
tivity or for applying control meas-
ures in case infestations are found.

The outside grade line should be
kept at least 6" below all exterior
woodwork, so that the outer surface
of the foundation may be inspected.
If the superstructure is of brick or
other masonry, the grade line should
be at least 6" below the top of the
foundation. If a masonry founda-
tion is capped with solid concrete
blocks, the grade line should be kept
at least 4" below the uppermost
horizontal joint so as to prevent
direct entry by termites from the

Fin.grode

nc. 3. Easily inspected poured con-
crete foundation walls or piers(1.)

Fin. grode

nrc. 5. Metal apron inserted between
concrete slab and woodwork. anchored
to unit-type foundation, and capped
with reinforced concrete. Apron serves
as weather flashing as well as termite
barrier(tt)

Poured concrete sle0
support (optionol)

Where supporlis used ollow
2" belween woll ond support

FIC.6(】 3)



Frc. 7. 1^-typical frame
construction, 7b-typical
brick veneer, 7c-typical
solid masonry, 7d---cellar
window installation, 7e-
diagrammatic plan of
shield('5)

soil to cracks in the vertical ioints
between blocks.

Ventilation Beneath Buildings

Ventilation openings in founda-
tion walls beneath buildings with-
out full basements should bc of
sufficient size and so distributed as
to assure frequent changes of air
and prevent dead-air spaces. Open-
ings placed near corners of build-
ings will usually give best cross
ventilation. Openings need not be
placed on front of building, pro-
vided they can be arranged other-
wise to prevent any unventilated
areas. Size and number of openings
needed will vary greatly with soil
moisture, atmospheric humidity and
air nrovement. Shrubbery should be
kept away from the openings a suffi-
cient distance to allow free circu-
lation of air and to allow inspection
of wall surfaces for the presence of
termite tubes.

For average conditions, ventila-
tion openings having a net area of
1 sf/25 linear feet of exterior foun-
dation wall are sufficient. It is a
good plan to cover the soil beneath
the buildings with roofing paper
(55 pounds per roll of 108 sf),
lapped 2 or 3 inches but without
edge fastenings. This practice re-
duces evaporation from the soil and
prevents excessive condensation of
moisture on floor timbers.

Drainage Beneath Buildings

Every possible effort should be
made to prevent moisture from ac-
cumulating in the soil beneath a
building. The soil surface should be
sloped so that surface water will
drain away from the building.
Eaves and downspouts connected
to a storm sewer system are very
helpful. Buildings with basements
should have drainage tile around
the outside of the foundation foot-
ings if the site is low or wet.

Porches or Terraces of
Concrete or Masonry

It is highly important that con-
crete or masonry porches, terraces,
and steps be isolated from the build-
ing proper. The floor or slab of
such an entrance platforn-r nearly
always joins the exterior wall of
the building above the top of the
foundation. This condition provides
termites with hidden access from
the soil to the woodwork of the
building and is responsible for a
Iarge proportion of all termite in-
festation in buildings.

Protection against such infesta-
tion can be provided by the use of
a properly designed and installed

metal barrier or apron (see fig 5).
This apron must isolate effectively
the soil and the slab from the wood-
work of the building and make an
impervious barrier to termites. An
important feature that should be
embodied in all such aprons is a
vertical extension to serve as a
flashing to prevent moisture from
reaching the sill and causing decay.

The filling of porches, terraces,
and steps should be discouraged and
avoided wherever possible. Cinder
fill is especially objectionable be-
cause, even if a copper apron is
installed, there is almost certain to
be rapid corrosion of the metal by
the action of chemicals, particularly
sulfur, contained in the cinders.
Painting the apron with asphalt
after the apron is in place will help
to prolong the life of the metal.
Where such structures are not filled,
the slab or floor should be ade-
quately reinforced, and an access
door should be left in the founda-
tion so that the form boards can be
removed and periodic inspections
can be made. Ventilation openings
also must be provided. The use of
a metal apron as described above is
advisable even with these precau-
tions, because of the danger of ter-
mites finding hidden access through
the joints between the side walls of
the porch and the main foundation.

Exterior Woodwork

The lower or outer step and the
platform supports should rest upon
poured-or solid-concrete bases
or aprons extending at least 6"
above grade (see fig 6). If the sides
of the porches are to be enclosed,
the siding or latticework should
have at least 2" clearance above the
ground. Provision should be made
for adequate ventilation and access
through the side walls for inspec-
tion. It is a good idea to separate
the entire structure from the build-
ing by a space of 2 to 4 inches.

Door frames or jambs should not
extend into or through concrete
floors that rest on soil. This is par-
ticularly true of garage doors or
doors leading into basenrents from
outside stairways.

Metal Barriers

Figures 7 to 15 illustrate metal
termite shield designs and their ap-
plication to various construction
details. Shields provide a lasting
and impenetrable barrier if installed
properly. Copper shields are easy
to shape and solder, strong, rust-
proof and resistant to corrosion,
nrortar and lin're burns.

To assure adequate stiffness for
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rtc. 8. 8a, b-standard barrier shields,
8c-plan of corner sheet, Ed, e, f, g-
4 types of cross seams('o)



the projection of the shield, when
copper is used, I 6 ounce cold rolled
sheet should be specified. These
shields should not be prepared in
the field, but should be formed in
the shop to accurate dimensions
based on exact width of foundation
wall.

Ternrite shields may be either of
two forms: the baruier, or the de-

flector (figs 7a, 7b\, or a combina-
tion of the two (fig 7c).

In installations where inspection
of the shield is impossible, a barrier
type is required. It is designed so
that termites building up over the
masonry or concrete foundations
are blocked fronr entry into the
woodwork of the house above by
the projection of the shield. Two
basic barrier type shields are shown
in a and b of Fig 8.

The type A with a vertical turn-
down edge is preferable, but the B
type is also satisfactory and under
some conditions easier to apply.
The sharp edge of the metal, either
vertical or at 45 degrees, provides
a 180 degree angle around which
the termites are unable to construct
a shelter tube. Some shield designs
have a rolled edge, but they are not
recommended because shelter tubes
might be built around the roll.
There is no record of one being
built around the sharp edges of the
a and b types. At corners, as in
standard types of through-wall flash-
ing, it is better to use a specially
formed piece as in c than to have a

diagonal seam across the corner.
Four types of cross seams are shown
at d, e, f and g. Types d and e
should be tightly malleted. When
the soldered types (f or g) are
used, the edge of the sheets should
be pre-tinned to ensure a solid joint.
Any loose joint provides a possible
means of access for termites to enter
the structure.

The deflector shield, illustrated
in Fig. 9b, does not in itself provide
an impassable barrier to termites.
It is employed only in areas acces-
sible for periodic inspections, such
as the interior wall of a basement
recreation room, or on the outside
of a brick porch.

Termites building a shelter tube
from the ground moisture to the
house woodwork are forced to move
out around the shield as indicated
at the "point of detection" (Fig. 9).
The shelter tube, exposed at this
point, can be broken off easily and
the termites that have gained access
to the building are cut off from
their essential moisture. This simple
procedure, repeated several times,
apparently discourages the tube-

building termites and they soon seek
a source of food elsewhere.

With regular carelul inspection,
the deflector shield assures the same
protection offered by the barrier
type. Variations of deflector shields,
or combinations of deflector and
barrier types are shown in subse-
quent illustrations.

Termites in a building isolated
by metal shields generally make a

strong effort to restore contact with
ground moisture. If a shallow, un-
excavated area is available they
have been known to connect a joist
to the ground by means of a shelter
tube. Proper ventilation, however,
should defeat such attempts. Under
moist conditions, lengthy shelter
tubes can be formed, but under dry
conditions the tubes have the con-
sistency of sand and tend to crum-
ble and collapse.

Fig. 7a depicts the foundation
wall installation of a metal shield
on a frame house. In this instance
a barrier type is necessary. With
veneer construction, as shown in
Fig. 7b, a deflector shield is gener-
ally satisfactory. A deflector shield
generally is used in solid masonry
construction, Fig. 7c, although in
this case a barrier shield is installed
on the inside due to inaccessibility
for periodic inspection. It should be
noted that. while this detail has
been used in certain geographical
locations. it would not be satisfac-
tory in earthquake areas, since a

lateral force would tend to slide
the brick across the metal.

In the southern part of the United
States the shield should be from
12"-18'above ground level; in the
northern part from 9"-15" usuallY
is sufficient. The degree of local in-
festation also must be considered in
determining proper clearance.

When there is objection to shield-
ing showing on the outside of the
house it often can be camouflaged
with shrubbery, or a modification
of a true barrier type can be em-
ployed. This design will demand
periodic inspections to discover if
any termite shelter tubes have been
built and care should be taken that
shrubbery does not provide a by-
pass of the shield.

Attention is directed to detail a
(Fig 7a) which shows how an
anchor-bolt hole penetrating the
shield is made termite proof. In-
stead of the metal washer as shown,
special nuts with grooves may be
used. In either case, the two should
be drawn so tightly that there is
no chance of a termite squeezing
through.

Fig. 7d shows detail of shielding

rIc. 10. Barrier in fireplace installa-
tion(o)

rrc. 9. Termite deflector shields(")

rrc. ll. Combination shields applied
to cellar hatchway(s)

FIC. 12  Shield
silis(3)

application to door
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FIG. 13. Barrier shields in porch instal-
lation(o)
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FIG. 14. Shield for cellar beam
Pockets(5)
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construction at a typical cellar win-
dow. As the window itself is below
level of shield, to secure complete
protection the window should be a
metal one. When the window is
above the ground level, a combina-
tion of barrier and deflector shields
beneath the window will give ample
protection.

Fig. l0 shows a fireplace pro-
tected by a barrier shield over the
foundation wall. The detail shows
the hearth, with the ashdump above
the shield and the ash-flue below.
Utmost caution should be exercised
in the selection of the termite shield
and in its installation under the
fireplace. The seal should be tight
and permanent.

Fig. ll shows a typical cellar
hatchway installation. The applica-
tion combines barrier and partial
deflector type shields, for where the
shield ertends vertically it is con-
ceivable that shelter tubes might be
built around it. The combination
of shields, plus inspection, will as-
sure protection of the building. In
this example the door shown is
wood and it is located beneath the
protection of the shield. Metal con-
struction for door and frame would
be necessary if all opportunity for
termite danrage is to be eliminated.

Fig. 12 shows another sill com-
bination, this time applied under a
door sill adjoining a concrete (or
brick) porch. A deflector type is
used outside, while inner shield is
a true barrier type. It is bent up
behind the kickboard to form a
water stop. Detail at the upper right
illustrates a deflector shield inserted
under a wood post resting on a con-
crete (or brick) porch.

Fig. l3 shows shielding applied
at a house wall adjoining a porch of
wood construction. A barrier shield
is necessary throughout, particu-
larly as area under porch is rarely
excavated or easy to inspect. This
area also should be well ventilated.
Detail at upper right shows a shield
at outside of porch. When exposed,
a deflector shield can be employed
as illustrated, otherwise a barrier
shield type should be used.

Fig. 14 shows a barrier shield
installed at a cellar pocket. In this
application the shield must be cut,
fitted and soldered to meet the
dimensional specifications of the
beam, thickness of wall, and so on.
Only a soft metal washer should be
used. In wet places, electrolytic cor-
rosion may occur if dissimilar met-
als are in contact with each other.

Fig. 15 shows shielding details
for cellar partitions and other mis-
cellaneous areas. A and B illustrate

methods of deflector shield installa-
tions between a cellar floor and a
cellar partition. Similar applications
can be made between a partition
and a cellar side wall. Inspection for
shelter tubes should be made resu-
larly.

Water Pipes and Conduits

In buildings of crawl space con-
struction, all plumbing, electric con-
duits, etc, should be clear of ground
and suspended from girders and
joists. They should not be supported
by wooden blocks, stakes, or parti-
tions connecting with ground be-
cause of danger of termites tunnel-
ing through or constructing tubes
over such supports up to joists, sills,
and floors.

If metal termite shields are used
on the foundation, a funnel type of
shield calked with coal-tar should
be fastened tightly around all verti-
cal piping at least 12" and, prefera-
bly | 8" above the ground.

Where pipes or steel columns
penetrate concrete ground slabs or
foundation walls, the spaces around
them should be filled with coal-tar
plastic cement. Another precaution
is to circle these penetrations at
time of construction with a per-
forated pipe through which a chem-
ical poison could be poured. In this
case care should be taken that the
chemical selected will have no ad-
verse effect on the pipe material
chosen (either that of the perfo-
rated conductor or those used for
plumbing).

Shields are useless in Slabs

For many years termite shields
have been used extensively for con-
trol of termites in conventional
housing. When properly installed
and properly maintained they can
be effective in conventional con-
struction: however. there is no
practical way to apply shields in
ordinary slab-type houses.

Slab on Grade Construction

A practice that is becoming com-
mon in low cost housing is to pour
a concrete floor slab continuous
with the foundation. There is little
possibility of termite infestation in
such a structure if the following
preventive measures are taken and
the slab is properly reinforced.

Structures of this type should
have no untreated wood below the
level of the top of the concrete slab.
Wooden partitions should be placed
after the floor slab has been poured,
and no door frame, studs, or parti-
tion members should extend into or
through the concrete floor. No
wooden plugs should be placed in

Frc. 15. Miscellaneous
tions(")

shield applica-

FIG. 16. Metal collar around pipe
which runs down through concrete
(this collar should be soldered to the
pipe and imbedded in the concrete)t5)
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these concrete floors for nailing.
Other vulnerable points in this type
of construction are locations where
pipes intersect slab. See Fig. I 6 for
a method of handling these matters.

The plate, the first l 2" of studs
and any other wood readily accessi-
ble to termites should be treated by
pressure impregnation, using ade-
quate quantities of the preservative.

In all cases the outside grade line
adjacent to the building should be
kept at least 6" below the top of
the foundation or 6" below the bot-
tom of any wood siding or trim-
whichever is the lesser.

If the foundation is of unit ma-
sonry, it should be capped with at
least 4" of reinforced concrete. In
slab-on-grade construction with
foundation walls of this type the
outer edge of the slab should be
flush with the outer face of the
foundation.

Another common practice, espe-
cially in the construction of brick
veneer buildings, is to extend the
poured-concrete slab only part way
across the top of the foundation,
butting it against the brick veneer.
This does not give as good protec-
tion because termites may succeed
in penetrating through the horizon-
tal joint between the foundation and
slab and then upward through the
crevice between the edge of the slab
and the brick veneer. One means of
reducing this hazard is to apply a
layer of coal-tar pitch or coal-tar
plastic cement to the top of the
foundation before the slab is
poured, so as to seal this joint.

Since slab-on-grade construction
is very susceptible to termite attack,
and remedial measures are difficult
and expensive, prevention is highly
desirable. Protection can be secured
for many years by poisoning the
soil before the slab is poured with
any of the emulsions hereinafter
listed. or with a water solution of
sodium arsenite.

The merits of soil treatment un-
der the slab as against metal shields
are as follows:

' In both cases the soil should be
treated before the floor is installed
in order to destroy any existing ter-
mite beds

. Metal barriers are virtually use-
less in slab-on-grade construction

. For buildings with crawl space,
metal barriers can be relied upon
only when the following precautions
are observed:

-the 
metal is stiff enough to hold

its shape after installation,

-all 
corners and intersections are

tightly formed with no open
spaces remaining,

-all 
joints are lapped and ham-

mered flat.

-all bolt holes are protected by
soft metal washers tightly screwed
together between nuts,

-all fitting of metal should be per-
formed in shop-not field,

-all pipes, posts and piers should
be fitted with metal collars

' For buildings having crawl space:
metal barriers, if properly designed
and constructed should afford pro-
tection indefinitely, whereas soil
poisons will lose their effect after
a number of years. In buildings of
this type, however, the crawl space
is accessible for repoisoning. Slab-
on-grade structures, on the other
hand, would become vulnerable
after the poison became ineffective
unless interior perforated piping
were installed previously so that
poison always could be introduced
to the interior.

PAINT AND PRESERVATIVES

Limitations

Paint is not a preservative. In
many cases it may prevent decay by
protecting wood from intermittent
wettings, especially if applied to
ends and edges as well as to the
exposed faces, and so maintained as
to allow fewest possible cracks at
joints.

Chemically Treated and
Naturally Resistant Woods

Chemically treated wood is an
additional safeguard against damage
by termites and decay. For maxi-
mum protection the wood should
be pressure-impregnated with an
approved chemical by a standard
process. Vacuum treatment gives
adequate protection where condi-
tions are less severe. Brush, spray,
or short-period soak treatments give
limited protection to wood above
ground.

Pressure-treated lumber is pro-
duced in a process during which
chemicals are forced into lumber
under high pressure, making the
treated lumber toxic to termites and
decay-producing fungi. After treat-
ment, this lumber is completely
safe-harmless to humans or ani-
mals-and can be painted, glued,
sawed and handled like untreated
lumber.

Painting prior to erection has
not proved satisfactory because the
workmen will not paint the sawn
ends or holes drilled for bolts. As
penetration of the preservative is
rarely l0OVo, exposed ends will
allow termites easy access into the

center of the wood. Thus, by eat-
ing away the untreated portion they
can cause the plate to collapse.

Spraying or dipping is ineffective
because seasoning checks open up
beyond the area penetrated and
again allow the ternrites to mate-
rially damage the structure.

The slow-growing heart wood of
some of the native species of wood
is quite resistant to ternrites, but it
is not immune, nor is it as resistant
as pressure-treated wood. Follow-
ing kinds and grades of lumber are
the most resistant to termites:

. foundation-grade California red-
wood

' all-heart southern tidewater red
cypress

. very pitchy southern pine-
"lightwood"

. heartwood of eastern red cedar
(less resistant than the above)

Soil Treatment

No nratter how carefully con-
structed, however, any untreated
wooden building is vulnerable to
attack. In regions where termites
are abundant, poisoning the soil
with chemicals is advisable to pro-
vide additional protection. The poi-
sons are used as a supplement to
good construction-not as a substi-
tute for it. As such an additional
precaution, soil poisons are practi-
cal and effective in preventing at-
tacks. They are valuable also in
stopping existing infestations. Since
there are many variations in con-
struction, a number of different re-
medial treatments are oossible. Es-
sential consideration is to apply the
insecticide in such a way that it
forms a barrier to termite entry.

If buildings are to be constructed
on recently cleared woodland, de-
caying stumps should be removed
from the soil in the vicinity and
burned. If, because of the presence
of decaying stumps and humus, the
subterraneous termites are numer-
ous in the earth. the soil should be
deeply ploughed or otherwise brok-
en up and treated with chemicals to
kill the insects.

In slab-on-grade construction
where soil treatment is resorted to
prior to pouring the concrete or
applying the membrane, an over-
all surface treatment of any of the
emulsions hereinafter listed or of
the water solution of sodium arse-
nite is recommended. A dosage of
not less than I gallon/ l0 sf should
be used if the fill is soil or unwashed
gravel. If cinders, washed gravel,
or similar coarse material is used
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Termite damage to the sill and studding of a building. All photos from US De-
partment of Agriculture, Forest Service, courtesy J. P. Secrest

in the fill, dosage should be in-
creased by at least one-half. Treat-
ment should be made after alt fill-
ing and grading is complete. Critical
areas, such as along foundation
walls and around plumbing, should
be treated by the trenching method
described later under remedial
measures. Soil treatment is a satis-
factory remedy for five years or
more, but is not a permanent pre-
ventive measure. Such treatment is
most effective when necessary
changes in structure are made.

REMEDIAL MEASURES

Situation to Be Coped With

Once in a building, termites will
continue their work and extend
their damage slowly or rapidly un-
less and until their means of en-
trance from outside have been
broken by corrective measures.

Investigation

Although it may be difficult to
eliminate termites and stop further
damage by them once these insects
have become established in the
woodwork of a building, approxi-
mate point of entry should be
sought at once by careful examina-
tion of woodwork in contact with
ground. To do this, it may be nec-
essary to tear up foundations, floor-
ing and some other woodwork.

Killing lVinged Adults Will
Not Stop the Damage

When efforts are made to prevent
further damage by termites in build-
ings, it should be realized that the
numbers of these insects may be
constantly recruited from some un-
discovered, outside, central colony.
Destruction of winged colonizing
adults at time of emergence will not

eradicate colonies infesting wood-
work. Winged adults are harmless
indoors and soon will die. The de-
structive forms are the grayish
white, wingless workers, which re-
main in the wood.

Structural Repairs

Methods of stopping termite in-
jury are substantially the same as
those to be employed in new con-
struction to prevent entry. General
objective is to insulate all wood-
work from the ground and allow
proper ventilation of unexcavated
areas enclosed by the foundation.
All wood that has been weakened
structurally should be replaced.
Wood members that have been in
contact with soil should be placed
on poured concrete bases. Voids,
cracks, or expansion joints in con-
crete or masonry under wood should
be filled with cement grout, coal-
tar pitch, or coal-tar plastic cement.
Additional openings for ventilation
may be needed in foundation wall.
Most structural details recommend-
ed previously will apply equally
well in reconstruction of infested
existing buildings.

Breaking Contact With
Ground or Moisture

Contact with soil moisture is ab-
solutely essential to the life of ter-
mites. When corrections are made
which break permanently and make
impassable the ground connections
maintained between the parent col-
ony and a building, all termites in
the building die promptly and in-
jury ceases. However, if through
water leakage, or other sources,
moisture is provided above the
ground contact, termites cut off in
the building may continue to work
as long as this condition exists.

Soil Poisoning

Upon removal of foundation
timbers damaged by termites, the
ground where they were set should
be broken up and drenched with
soil poisons of type and in amount
described elsewhere in this report,
which will kill or at least tempo-
rarily prevent further activity of
termites at that point. If inspection
shows termite tubes, these should
be destroyed and the nearby soil
poisoned. A toxic chemical should
be applied in a trench along infested
foundation walls and piers.

Commercial Exterminators

Widely distributed throughout the
country are companies specializing
in the eradication of termites and
other pests. Their work is confined
in general to soil poisoning applied
to the ground. As a preventive
measure in new construction, the
poison is used within the area bor-
dered by the foundation before the
slab-on-grade is poured. Also, it
could be applied to this area when
buildings are constructed with crawl
space in lieu of, or in addition to,
metal barriers. When applied in
lieu of metal barriers, the owner
has the increased burden of con-
stant inspections and repoisoning.
For remedial measures in slab-on-
grade construction the poison is
poured around the perimeter of
the building, outside the founda-
tions. Application, in each case, is
the same as described under Poi-
sions referred to subsequently in
this report.

Licensed or Bonded

Although most states require by
law that companies operating as
termite exterminators be both li-
censed and bonded, apparently a
great many unlicensed and un-
bonded companies throughout the
country are doing business in vio-
lation of the law. To become a

licensed company, a principal of
the organization must secure a li-
cense from the State Board of Ex-
aminers certifying as to his quali-
fications to pursue this business.
Bond may be furnished in either or
both of the following types: a guar-
antee insured by a bonding company
giving protection up to a stipulated
limit of liability in the event of new
subterranean termite injury; or the
conventional liability and property
damage insurance. A large number
of owners or partners in this type
of work are entomologists, or have
undergone some study in that field.
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CHEMICALS TO USE AND

HO\v TO PREPARE THEM

Poisons

The following three chemicals
recommended are water emulsions.
Unlike oil solutions, they will not
injure plants when used along exte-
rior foundation walls. Neither will
they creep up walls and damage
floors, as oil may, when applied
along the interior of foundations.
The concentrations recommended
allow a margin of safety and Pro-
vide protection for several years.

Chlordane, 17o entulsion. Chlor-
dane is available as 46-48, or 72-
747o water emulsion concentrates.
The lVo emulsion is PrePared bY

adding 48 gallons of water to I
gallon of the 467o concentrate, or
99 gallons of water to I gallon of
the 72Vo concentrate. The ratio is
I to 48, and I to 99, respectively,
whether the measure is in gallons
or in cupfuls.

Dieldrin. 0.5Vo emulsion. This
chemical is available as an lSVo
emulsion concentrate, containing
1.5 pounds of technical dieldrin per
gallon. To prepare a O.5% strength,
add 36 gallons of water to each
gallon of concentrate.

Benzene Hexachloride (BHC),
0.8Vo emulsion. BHC is sold fre-
quently as a liquid concentrate con-
taining lzVo Samma isomer (the
part toxic to insects). The O.8Vo

emulsion is prepared by diluting I
gallon of the concentrate with 15

gallons of water.

Rate of Application

Slab-on-grade houses: apply at least
2 gallons of diluted emulsion per
each 5 linear feet of wall, through
holes made in the floor or founda-
tion, to reach the infested soil.
Treatment around the entire slab
and around other openings left for
plumbing, etc. is advised. Apply the
emulsion at the same rate in the
trench made along the exterior
foundation walls, if the footing is
not more than 15" deep. If deeper
in some places, apply as directed
below for crawl space houses.

Crawl-space houses: apply 2 gallons
of the diluted emulsion per each 5
linear feet of trench made along
interior of foundation walls. or
around piers or other materials con-
necting ground with wood above.
Along exterior foundation walls, in-
cluding the part adjacent to entrance
platforms, porches, sunparlors, etc.
apply chemical at same rate for
each foot of depth from surface to
footing. Thus, if the footing is 2'

deep in some places, increase dos-
age to 4 gallons of chemical per
each 5 linear feet of trench, or if
it is 5'deep, use l0 gallons of chem-
ical per linear unit. Enclosed areas
adjacent to foundation wall (en-
trance platform, sunparlors, etc.)
should be either trenched along
foundation and treated or have holes
bored through slabs and chemical
applied from them.

Basement houses: where it is neces-
sary to treat through the basement
floor, apply chemical in same man-
ner and at same rate as recom-
mended for treating slab-on-grade
house. When treating along exterior
of foundation wall, use rate men-
tioned for crawl space house.

Voids in unit tnasonry foundations:
where termites have infested voids
in walls or piers, make holes in
mortar joints in lower part of wall
or pier near the floor and aPplY
chemical at rate of I gallon per 5
linear feet of wall, or around pier.
Voids in hollow-block foundations
should be treated with at least 2
gallons per 10 linear feet of wall.
For buildings having crawl space or
basements, the trench and void
treatments can be used as preventive
measures without an over-all sur-
face application.

Applying Chemicals in Tfenches
Pour or sprinkle some of the

chemical at bottom of trench. Cover
with a layer of soil about 6" thick.
Pour or sprinkle more chemical on
top of this soil layer. Mix chemical
thoroughly with this laYer. TamP
well. Continue to add more laYers
of soil, mix with chemicals as be-
fore, and tamp until trench is filled.
Do not apply chemicals to water-
soaked or frozen soils, because the
chemicals will not be well distrib-
uted and desired control may not
be obtained. Soil poisons should be
applied when the ground is drY and
warm. When earth is soaked with
water. the chemicals are less able to
penetrate.

To treat buildings having crawl
spaces or basements, dig a trench
adjacent to and around all piers and
pipes along sides of foundation
walls. A trench 6"-8" deep and
about same width is ample for solid
concrete foundations that have not
developed cracks. While the trench
is open, one of the previously
mentioned formulations should be
poured in at rate of 2 gallons per
l0 linear feet of trench. As exca-
vated soil is put back into trench,
it also should be treated at rate
of 2 gallons per l0 linear feet.
This rate of application is equal

to about 4 gallons per 10 cubic
feet of soil,assunling that chenlical

spreads downward and outward
fronl trench.  For brick, hollow
block, and concrete foundations
that have cracked, care should be
taken to dig the trench to the foot‐

ing.This is a precaution to prevent

the termites fronl gaining hidden
entry through voids in these types
of foundations. Amount of chenli‐

cals applied in deep trenches should
be increased correspondingly.Voids

in hollow― block foundations should
be treated as described under Pre―

ventive Ⅳ【casures.

Erectiveness

Thesc concentrations and dosages
provide a good margin of safety,so

that a long period of protection can

be expected.Since cost of thc chem‐
ical usuaHy is only a sman portiOn

of total cost of treating a building,

it appears logical to use enough
chemical to prevent attack for as
long as possible.Shifting of the nll,

leaching of the insecticide by water,

agglomeration of flH by certain in‐

secticidcs,voids in structure or out―

side of the slab, and disturbances

of treatment during and after erec‐
tion of structure account for fail―

ure in many instances. Such treat―
ing can be regarded only as a nrst

step in the process of termite control

and cannot be considered as a com‐
plete control measure.

Sunlmary of Tests
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pOrted herein were conducted dur―

ing 1944 on the Harrison Experi‐
mental Forest,about 20 nliles north

of Gulfport.These tests were cx―
panded in 1946, and at same time
a serics was established in the Pan―

ama Canal Zone.Many new insec‐     。

ticides have been added since 1946.     :
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In evaluating these data, it was
considered that only formulations
giving good results for at least 5

years in one or both tyPes of field
tests in Mississippi could be rec-
ommended safely for use in the
United States. Following formula-
tions include the results of these
tests as modified by subsequent re-
search, and are suggested for Prac-
tical use to protect buildings:
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. Benzene hexachloride, O.8Vo
gamma in #2 fuel oil or water
emulsion

. Chlordane, l.OVo in #2 fuel oil
or water emulsion

. Dieldrin, O.5% in #2 fuel oil

. DDT, 8.OVo in #2 fuel oil

. Heptachlor, O.5% in water or oil

PRECAUTIONS

Warning

All of these chemicals are poison-
ous to man and other warm-blooded
animals if taken internally, and
must be handled with care. Some of
them can be absorbed through the
skin. Consequently they should not
be allowed to come in contact with
the skin or eyes, since most of them
have a caustic action and may cause
severe burning and irritation. Rub-
berized gloves should be worn for
protection. Where poison is being
applied with pressure through holes
in walls and piers, use a cellulose
acetate face guard so that chemical
cannot splash back into your face.
In the event that any of these chem-
icals are spilled on the body, they
should be washed off immediately
with warm soapy water. When the
chemical is being applied in an en-
closed area, provide air circulation.

VYater and Food

Chemicals having strong odors
should not be used where food is
stored nor in basement apartments,
cellars or other places where there
is poor ventilation. They should not
be used near a well or other ex-
posed source of drinking water be-
cause, once the chemicals reach it,
the water will absorb the odor and
may be rendered unfit for use for a
long time. Under no circumstances
should they be applied in a space
where they might be leached from
the soil and enter wells that supply
drinking water.

Plants

Where valuable shrubs and flow-
ers are near the area to be treated
(l'-3'), and it is not desirable to
remove them temporarily, the plants
should be protected by lining the
sides of the trench next to the shrub-
bery with tar paper, paraffined can-
vas, or copper-coated kraft paper.
The last material is preferable where
orthodichlorobenzene, trichloroben-
zene, creosote, or light petroleum
oils are used, since these chemicals
have a solvent action on tar prod-
ucts. Special care must be exercised
when poisoning the soil with sodi-
um arsenite, which is water-soluble
and verv toxic to plants, and should

not be used where it may come in
contact with their roots. Although
oils are not absorbed by plant roots,
they burn any parts they touch, and
will damage plants if applied to
their roots.

Children

Keep children away from areas
where these poisons are being pre-
pared and used, and open packages
or containers should be stored in
locations inaccessible to children
and pets.

Fire

Because of fire hazard, great care
should be taken to avoid ooen
flames or electric sparks when ap-
plying inflammable soil poisons,
such as mixtures containing fuel
oil, in a confined, poorly ventilated
space.
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The challenge could make your head whirl: How,
indeed, do you educate young men and women to
bring order, let alone beauty, into the mess we call
our man-made environment? Whal to start with, is
really wrong? And, if ever, we can agree on a diag-
nosis, where and how do we seek the cures, so we
can teach their application?

Dean Burchard threw it right at us, the very first
day: "If architectural education fails the city, the
city might well decide, as others have decided about
war and the generals, that architecture is too im-
portant to be left to the architects."

But our heads did not whirl.

At Cranbrook we all breathed a little more deeply
and walked a little more slowly, as Denise Scott
Brown put it as she plucked a flower from the curb
to adorn her Titian hair. Cranbrook is that kind of
an environment. We all seemed to belong as much
as Denise and her flower. We not only breathed, we
thought more deeply, as we sat in the grass, against
the backdrop of Cranbrook's vistas and noble build-
ings, or as we walked to discover and re-discover
Eliel Saarinen's aforethought and surprises, to say
nothing of Milles' whimsical statues.

What better proof could there be that the archi-
tect-planner can, even in our day, create an environ-
ment which lifts the human spirit.

Thus, if the setting alone offered rebuttal to the
pessimists, it was nothing short of ideal for a con-
vocation of teachers from forty-eight schools of
architecture in this country and Canada, to listen

and to talk and to stimulate each other, even though
there was insuffcient room to accommodate all who
might have wanted to come.

The ten days at Cranbrook thus admirably an-
swered Recommendation Number 17, made seven
years ago by the "Commission for the Survey of
Education and Registration of the American Insti-
tute of Architects" which called for ,.regular study
institutes in which architectural teachers . . . can
meet for cooperative discussion of course content,
treatment, methods of presentation, evaluation of
student performance, and other aspects of discus-
sion." Ilence the forbidding designation R-17.

No, this cooperative discussion did not materially
enhance the store of knowledge we shall need to
"distill," as the Olympian dean has phrased it, an-
other Parthenon, Chartres, or piazza San Marco.
But, humble or audacious, petty or large scale, way
out or constructive, it deepened the kind of thought
which alone produces the right kind of action. And
it asked some of the questions which alone can pro-
duce tle right answers.

The format of the discussions was as simple as
it was productive: Prominent architects, planners,
landscape architects, and teachers of all these pro-
fessions had their say usually in the morning and
evening. While the sun was high the fifty-three par_
ticipants split up into six groups to mull over what
they had heard. These groups then formulated the
questions which both stars and ensemble debated
with untiring alacrity.

Out of all this came a veritable ocean of words,

:NTRODuCT10N
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Charlcc A. Blcasiis, Chairman
Dctroit City Planning Commi$ion
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A.C.S.A.
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Benjamin Handlcr
Professor of Planning
Dcpartment of Architecture
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John Haro
Albert Kaho Asociat€s
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Amos H. Hawley, Chairm.n
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fames M. Hunter, FAIA
Boulder, Colorado

William J. Johnson. Associatc Profegsor
Department of Landscapc Architccturc
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Louis I. Kahn, FAIA
Philadctphia, Pennsylvania

William Kessler, AIA
Meathc, Kesslcr and Associales
Grossc Pointc, Michigan

Hgrlan E. ItlcClurc, Dean
School of Architecture
Clemson College

Walter A. Nctsch, Jr.
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
Chicago, Illinois

G. Holmes Perkins, Dean
School of Fine Arts
University of Pennsylvania

Buford L. Pickenr
School of Architecture
Washington University

John O. Simonds, L.A.
Simonds and Simonds
Pittsburgb, Pennsylvania

Rob€rt H. Soyder' Director
Dcpartmeot of Architecture
Cranbrook Academy of Art
Wilhelm Yon Moltke, Chlef Designet
Philadclphia City Planning Commission

Editors

Edith S. Franchini,

Maurlce W. Peffeault, AIA' and

Wolf Yon Eckardt

of the AIA headquarters stafi

Drawings bY fobn S. C. Budis

captured in part by court stenogtapher3 and in part

by Bill Perreault's electronic gadget" which even-

tually produced reams of type script. It was a for-
midable job to sift this ocean for its many pearls

of wisdom, to arrange these in some kind of ordcr
and put them into presentable form.

This job was attacked jointly by Mrs. Edith
Franchini of the R-17 Committee staff, Maurice
William Perreault, head of the AIA Department of
Education, and the undersigned, who, unfortunately,
could attend the seminar for only two days.

The form we have cho$en is apparent from the

table of contents on the previous page. It seemed

logical to first present the highlights of what was said

about the responsibilities and needs of the profession,

followed by excerpts of statements about its perform-

ance. This constitut$ Part I of this report.

The second part, which deals with the perform-

ance of the schools of architecture and the ways

in which architectural education might change to

meet the needs of urban design, will be published

in this space next montll
Much had to be left out, alrd our process of sift-

ing and arranging was admittedly arbitrary. There

was, for instance, great value in what Willo von

Moltke told us about the work in Philadelphia and

much stimulation in Robert SnydeCs notion to polka

dot the landscape with small communities and let

existing cities rot. But Philadelphia is well covered

elsewhere and Snyder's polka dots led us too far
astray. So, along with John Simonds' delightful

interpretation of 7*n and other lively tidbits'
we reluctantly cast these particular pearls back to

the memories of the particiPants.

We did even worse: To fit a pattern which, we

hope, will orient the reader in the direction the

seminar had chartered, we cut up prepared talks

and re-arranged them, so that questions and

subsequent debate might follow logically and without
redundance. We sacrificed the speakers' own context

to that of the conference of the whole. And insofar

as we have thereby altered their emphasis or (heaven

forbidt) meaning, blame the editors and not them.

What we've come uP with, then, or tried to, is a
reader's digest of what went on in Cranbrook last

summer. We hope the reader finds it, indeed, at

least digestible, if not also as nourishing, and stimu-

lating, as did the participants. woLF voN EcKARDT
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Need cnd Responribllity

Developrnenl of chorocler

JoHN E. BURcHARD (Dean of Humanities, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology): I believe in the
modern world, and the world of science, and in
the inevitability but also the potential desirability of
the metropolis. I have no doubt that the main ele-
ment is the re-magnetizing of the central core. This
involves more, of course, than the physicat beauty
of the core. But a lot of the magnetism will un-
questionably be provided by the architecture and the
other visual stimuli closely related to architecture-
sidewalk and street pavements, planting, fountains,
sculpture, interior green spase, and very largely in
terms of design. The difficulties of achieving harmony
rest mostly in the aesthetic uncertainties and in the
uncerCainties of conscience.

Robin Boyd has been quite right to insist that
a city needs a number of modest buildings to set
off the occasional brilliant, even flamboyant ones
which provide the high points. But who is to do the
modest buildings?

At the moment the only possible solution is to
give each star a larger arena in which to perform
and then we may expect him to compose some
modest units of his own to set off the brilliant units.
also of his own.

On the scale of nature, man,s scale is always
inadequate and whether he tries to hide his archi-
tecture in nature or to flaunt nature with his works,
he never quite makes it, whether at Taliesin or at
Colorado Springs. His problem is to be natural
enough if he is going the first way, or to have
eflrontery enough if he takes the second. But as
between the two ways the only common, but neces-
sary, demand is not to be tepid.

The urban environment includes a variety of
political and economic and sociological and psycho-
logical problems with which the architect must be
able to deal, if he is, as I hope, to be the leader in
the resolution of the urban difficulties. It will just
not do for him arrogantly to impose his personal,
untested, unexnmined political, economic, sociologi-
cal and psychological prejudices as urban doctrine.
But what the architect may choose to try to do about

this, how much of his time he may be prepared to
give to providing leadership, is a political and social
rather than an aesthetic question. We need much
more study of housing groups, more architects as

dedicated and as competent as Clareuce Stein, ag-
gressive to seek opportunities in private as well as
public projects and to do well with these opportuni-
ties when they are found. This kind of competence,
needless to say, is of a special kind, transcending the
mere art of desigu. It is the same kind of competence
that will be needed when, if ever, we find a way to
get at the gray arqu which ofier the most obdurate
of all the urban problems and which almost cer-
tainly will have to be solved by rehabilitation and
remodeling, not by bulldozing.

Only development of character will be enough
even in dealing with the subject of this conference.
In the end, what an architect does to woo or to
assail nature, to fit his work to the existing urban
environment, or to destroy it, to work on the large
and non-architectural problems of his city or to
ignore them, to try to help to lead his society or to
follow the army in the role of a slightly aesthetic
vivandiere-all these are a matter of character more
than one of skill. And it is certainly more than a
matter of technique, though both skill and technique
are necessary. It is a complex matter. It must never
be forgotten that for a successful application to the
problems of the modern city, art is essential but not
enough, that the intellect cannot be discarded in
favor of intuition, that the articulate and the precise
are in favor of the inarticulate and vague, and that
no rnan is able simply to guess at the needs of his
time.

DAvrD wEssEL (Montano State College): How do
you propose that the architect should and could be
the leader in the resolution of urban difficulties?

JoHN E. BURcHARD: I suppose my answer is: By
becoming somewhat less of an architect. He has got
to be a political man at times. He can't turn that
over to somebody else. He bas to be in the middle
of the brawl.
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Culrursl snd sociof probferns

NoRBERT coRwlc (Director ol Urban Planning,

Wayne State University): In order to save itself and

stop the further mutilation of our townscape, con-

temporary architecture has to restate its role and

its scope. We have to get back to fundamentals. And
we have to start by coming to terms with the past.

The only mature way of dealing with the past is

to know and understand, to absorb, assimilate, and

express the same basic problems in our own, con'

temporary terms. We are only too often the victims

of technological progress. Because we are able to
produce more, move faster and ascend higher than

ever before, we tend to forget that the essence of
human existence and the measure of all things-
man himself-have changed very little during the

last few thousand years. There is still quite a lot that

can be learned from the past. In the field of urban

design it is a very salutary lesson.

This lesson will point to the basic truth that an

individual building is only one of many elements in

the urban scene, that it is like a musical instrument

which can produce a sound of its own, but that this

is still only a part of a larger, richer, and more ex-

citing experience-the performance of the whole

orchestra.

For example, it is the proportions of the Champs

Elys6es itself, the relation between height and width'

the landscaping, the Arc de Triomphe and the

Ob6lisque, which fuse so perfectly into one, inte-

grated, urban comPosition.

The modern architect must realize that the rela-

tionship between buildings is as important as the

building itself. He must realize that, for the good of

the townscape, his building will often have to act

as a background, or a foil, and not always as a star

who steals the show. Great architecture has always

been in tune with the social, economic and cultural

problems of its day.

The problem that matters today is not the shape

of the roof of a five bedroom, five bathroom resi-

dence located on a three acre site overlooking a

valley. It is how to house fifty million families, half

of which have an income of less than $80.00 a week'

The elevational treatment of a corporate headquar'

ters is of little importance, if it is the wrong kind

of building for the proposed site' Styling comes and

goes. But the desperate need for more and better

community facilities is going to be with us for many

years to come. In short; Our problem today is the

total environment, the creation of a new urban Pat-
tern which makes sense in the second half of the

twentieth century. The answer will not be provided

by the politician, the planner or the highway engi-

neer. The solution will not come overnight, but

when it comes, it will come from the architect-a
different kind of architect than we know today, but

still an architect. This, of course, will call for an

agonizing re-appraisal not only of architectural
practice, but first and foremost of architectural edu-

cation. Time is running out. The re-appraisal should

start today.

Let us remember that any human endeavor which

turns its back to the social problems of its day is
doomed to sterility. As the custodian of our cities,

the planner-architect has a moral obligation not only

to protect and preserve existing urban values, but to
prepare the ground for the creation of new ones.

To fulfill this vital task he must re-discover, preach

and practice the art of urban design.

RoBERT NAPIER (Pennsylvania State Universily):
How does the architect begin to regain the position

you want him to hold as "the custodian of our

cities"?

NoRBERT GoRv/Ic: One of the problems is housing.

As an architect, your contribution would be to show

how to provide housing for people who make less

than $50 a week. We have to show how we can

house 10 families on an acre in a l0 or 12 thousand

dollar house, so it will still make sense. Who will

do this if not the architect? The planner is not

equipped to do this.

The planner deals with problems of economics, of

land values, of what kind of industry to bring into

the city, and how to finance it. The architect should

step in at precisely that moment to provide the

physical aspect of city planning. The problem is

not whether architects should or should not design

a city. They should not design the wrong kind of

city.
pArRIcK QUINN (University ol California): How

can the architect provide housing for 10'000 people

if he is not aware of the life forces within the city'

of the geDerative forces of which the city planner

has become aware bY analYzing them?

NoRBERT coRwrc: First have an idea and then sell

it. Not the other way around' Come up with the
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JoHN p. BURCHARD: Once we talk about Mies, or
movers of society, we have to recognize that, perhaps

their work doesn't affront the city as much as we
think. Perhaps the lesser people affront it.

Our trouble with architecture is that we are always
trying to look at the individual work, all by itself.
We can't bring ourselves to say that this work is an
absolutely admirable work, an impeccable work in
the wrong place. Some such buildings are justified.

We don't want & city that is all alike. Some bad
buildings help make the city's character.

pErEn cor,r,nvs (McGill University): Is there an

example of a contemporary building, or a good

building put up within the last ten years, among
some older masonry buildings of value which har-
monizes with the environment?

NoRBERT GoRwrc: I find it difrcult to grve a good

contemporary example. It should be emphasized,
however, that it is relationship, scale, texture, height,
not style which makes the difference. Just because it
takes people time to get used to a new structure
doesn't mean that it is not a work of art.

Aworeness ol lsnd

wrLLrAM JoHNsoN: The one area lacking in the
present training of the architect-in his present prac-
tice-is an awareness of and a sensitivity to land in
its natural elements, its potentials, its strengths, and
its wea,knesses as they apply to architectural crea-
tivity. This may be a mental block brought about
by poor performance by the profession of landscape

architects over the past fwetrty or thirty or forty
years. And because of this mental block, architects
don't even consider it, or consider it too shallowly.
Land, as a commodity, is decreasing at a rapid rate.
We must become aware of this decreasing availa-
bility. Thfu awareness, in a sense, must be a part of
the concern for a new dimension of design as well
as of urban design. For it is with this thinking tlat
one of the greatest gaps between planning and archi-
tecture can be bridged. I believe this gap has been

the inability to interpret the generalities of broad
plannirg policies, planning principles and ideals into

clear, positive and realistic physical form on a broad
scale. We jump into projects without a real known
context, that is a design oriented context. The crea-
tion of this form, on a broad scale, can be greatly
inspired by a sensitivity to land form, water elements,
trees, buildings and all other existing positive forms
in the environment. It is a creative design problem,
and ulique in each case. Appropriate design form
must be discovered and not contrived. This is the
essence of the thought discipline which challenges
the architect today and in the years to come. For it
is in this way that projects, involving one or even
twenty buildings, can be put into convincing and
positive context.

PracrFce F"rhe smar cOmmun″ソ

DAⅥD WESSEL(MO“′

“

Sraた carraga):IS there a

direrence in desirable sc,pe Of interttt alld range

of active service tO sOciety between the metropouta田

architect and the architect in a sman∞ mmunity?
1∞me frOm the latter type,and l have heard very

much talk and very much f∝using here On the
people wh0 1ive in the very large commullities, I'd

like tO maintain that the smJl olles win be with

us fOr a 10ng time.

G.HOLMES PERKNs:lme pHnciple is basically the

same,whether the tOwn is big or stnau.The oppOr_

tunity to be Of real service,in the sense of leadership,

is greater in the small community than in a larger

one。 ‐ e reasOn we tend tO emphasize the big things

is that we宙1l probably have to face them tomOrrow.

DAVID WESsEL:A small cOmmmity call't avau itself

of all the experts that tt keep talking about.

G.HOLMES PERKINS: There is absolutely nO need fOr

them。 ■■Ю problems of the small cOnllnunities are
much simpler and can be s01ved by the leadership

of an architect whO knows about planning.

JAMES M.HUNTER:EducatOrs shouldn't16se sight

of the fact that over seventy‐seven per cent Of the

architec"practicing in the U.S.have staIIs Of less

than■ve,and are in conllnunities of loo,000 0r less

people.
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c. HoLMEs rERKINS: The way to get this personal

participation by both the professional and the local

citizens is to break planning units down to groups

of neighborhoods. This bridges the gap between a

rather impersonal objective analysis (the master

plan), and that which the people have to live with
and which the planner ought to know firsthand.

Plonning lor the unknown

pHILIp zIELINsKt (Illinois Institute ol Technologl):,

The central business district of Detroit solved an

immediate problem that might exist for 20 years.

But planning for 2O years is not really a long span.

I think we have to think in much broader terms and

search for principles upon which you can design

your cities. Solving certain problems right may make

the citizens happy. But 20 years from now they will
still have the congestion and the confusion and the

chaos. What do they do then?

DENTSE scorr BRowN: Society is changing all the

time. Planners have to plan for changes they can't
predict and for inventions which haven't been in-
vented. What can the social scientist tell us about

how to plan for change, for the diversity in people,

and in such a way as to make the city symbolically

meaningful to them?

AMos HAwLBY: I don't think the social scientist'

at least not one social scientist, can tell you. His

knowledge is of a general character and the archi-

tect and planner deals with specific problems.

It is very difficult to anticipate the magnitude and

the trends of facts, so we have a differential rate

of change which complicates the forecasting problem

to no small degree. The physical and technical

aspests are capable of more rapid change than the

philosophical, doctrinaire, sentimental, evaluational

aspects of society. They get out of relationship with
one another.

To bridge the gap between the general and the

specific is not an easy thing to do or train people

for. It calls for an imagination and gift for synthesis.

I don t think, however, that people today are less

concerned with values than they were in the past.

We have difficulty in applying a familiar set of values

to a rather unfamiliar universe of happenings and

relationships, so, perhaps, it is a rnatter of articula-

tion. In general, the planner and the architect will
have to find much of the solution they need from
their own expanding skills and abilities to interpret
knowledge accumulated in the academic system in
many fields of social sciences.

cRoup euEsrroN: The continuity of a city's devel-

opment will inevitably be affected by technological
changes. But it may also be afiected by a desire for
change for its own sake. To what extent can soci-

ologists isolate those factors which should encourage

scability, and hence minimize arbitrary alterations

to urban development plans?

AMos HAwLEy: I think perhaps the answer lies in
the development of criteria in the public of what is
presumably useful not only in a simple operating

sense but also, perhaps, in a symbolic sense.

cRoup eupsrroN: How can we find a stimulus in
our present civilization to influence change?

AM(N rrAwLEy: There is an assumption in this ques-

tion that much change is sought just for the sake

of change. That, of course, is an empirical question

which would have to be treated as such. I am not
sure this is an important element in change. It may

be there, but it seems to me that the momentum of
technological development is a far more important

factor. It is interesting to note in this connection

that sixty or seventy per cent of the cities more or
less completely destroyed in the last war, were re-

built in virtually the same pattern. In other words,

given an opportunity, an unusual opportunity, to re-

design and correct old mistakes people have rebuilt
their cities in the same pattern. Here is a form of
stability which probably reflects the fact that the

bombs didn't really damage the social structure.

I think the public will have to learn how to live
with change in a way that has not been necessary in

the past. It will certainly entail its costs, just as

stability entails its costs. But changes will continue

and solutions for them must be worked out.

Inlegrolion of old ond new

pErER FoRSrnx (University ol ManitoDa): To what

extent is a consistent architectural idiom, as ex-

emplffied in the work of Mies, detrinental to the

proper integration of new buildings into their older

environment?

r03
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Ways of porlicipolion in urbon design

wTLHELM voN MoLTKE: There is a variety of ways
in which the architect may participate in urban de-
sign and long range planning:

I As an image builder
2 Ia political ways, on the planning commission

3 As the architect for a developer

4 As a consultant, contributing to understanding
of the role of design in planning and urban
renewal

5 As the executor of planning ideas

6 As an educator

cRoup eursrroN: What are the reasons for phila-
delphia's success with its urban renewal programs?

wTLHELM voN MoLTKB: First, we started with a
hopeless situation. That always helps. philadelphia
was so badly run for the last 68 years that even the
blind could see that something had to be done. That
aroused a good many citizens and a good many
personalities, some of them architects. Therefore,
there is a very good balance of planners and archi-
tects on the Philadelphia City Planning Commission
which has been guiding the design throughout. There
is very cordial relationship. A model of downtown
Philadelphia with "before and after" displays is
visited every day by two or three school classes. All
the children in Philadelphia are exposed to it. It is
followed up by class instructions about their neigh-
borhoods. The children make models, develop ideas
on playgrounds. They are, of course, the future tax-
payers and voters. We have a lot of citizen partici-
pation.

cEoRGE BTRELTNE (North Carolina State College):
What value is placed on the individual in determin-
ing the sequence of planning events in urban design?

wTLHELM voN MoLTKE: Whatever you do in your
urban design is ultimately for people. Obviously,
you set the stage for human activities. Therefore,
this should be almost the foremost consideration.
But it is always difficult to deal with the problem
of re-location satisfactorily. We should never forget
about people, but we sometimes tend to, because we
are confronted with tremendous problems.

DBNTSB scorr BRowN: Where can you go and spend
a Saturday playing bowls, or whatever you want to
do, in Philadelphia after the planning Commission

is finished? Perhaps, these are not planners, values-
but they are values.

wTLHELM voN MoLTKE: We, in philadelphia, are
promoting a houky tonk center. There should be
a place where you can go slumming.

Unless we develop mass transit and make it again
attractive, which we are trying to do, we cannot have
a concentration of people. Q1s thing which we must
constantly bear in mind is that a city plan is not
necessarily a master plan; it is a continuing, changing
thing. It should not freeze for all time.

fhe power lo plan

BRrAN srrAwcnorr (Nortft Carolina State College):
We are talking theory and cold war between planner
and architect. That is not the real problem today.
We assume that cities have power to do what we
think is right and we only need to battle it out be-
tween ourselves. We have no power whatsoever in
the economic situation of this country. We don't
have the controls Mr. Gorwic implies we have.
JAMEs M. HUNTBR (Architect, AIA Vice-president):
A great many cities are being desecrated by sociolo-
gists, political economists, and all sorts of planners
who know nothing about the physical arrangements
s1 things, but who write building laws and restric-
tive ordinances. They think out of this sort of thing
will come a physical city that will have order. What
should be the architect's position in this?
G. HoLMES pERKrNs: If we try to convey the impres-
sion to the public that the architect is capable of
engaging in this very difficult, hig[ level business,
I think we would be wrong. But, I don't see why he
should not interest himself in the elements which
limit or influence his creative problems. In other
words, if an FHA regulation reduces his ability to
produce a good result, he should get the regulation
changed. This applies generally.

The trouble is that the architect is not there when
these rules are made. If he is there from the begin-
ning, perhaps he could devise rules that would serve
their intended purpose of protecting the public in-
terest which at the same time, allow him sufficient
freedom to design a good building.
BERNARD LEMANN (Tulane University): There is a
modest but very important role an architect can play
as citizen; acting in the planning unit, the neighbor-
hood, where in a sense planning begins.



reformer's City Social. And we are now in the phase

which Crane calls the City Procedural, where the

administrative man is the key person in the area.

But this administrative person is only the coordinator

of a series of professionals who each has some unique

contribution to make which is his and his alone.

The congepts of Hausmann, of Burnham, of How-

ard, of Le Corbusier, of Frank Lloyd Wright and

his anti-city, or the development of the garden city

of Stein and Henry Wright are great contributions

upon which we can build tomorrow. They ate, how-

ever, Dot the main guidelines for the future city.

We also sense other forces reflected in the designs

of some of our newest cities' The new space con-

cepts, spoken of by Spengler and Einstein ate, for

example, reflected in the two great cities of Brasflia

and Chandigarh, a city of which Louis XIV would

have been proud. It is the hope of tomorrow.

fhe teom

RoBBRT SNYDER (Director, Department ol Atchitec-

ture, Cranbrook Academy of Art): I think we are

becoming inbred for lack of communication between

related and unrelated disciplines. We are losing the

ability, and hence losing the right, to participate in

the creation of the environment. The team effort

must be examined critically and we must stop think-

ing of ourselves as sometbing removed from society'

as a specialist or a special specialist. The problem of
specialization is causing us to dwell on some very

trivial matters as far as society is concerned.

c. HoLMEs IERKINs: The comprehensive plan is not'

I would say, the basic business of the architect. We

cannot draw a sharp line as to where the architect

stops and where the planner begins, or vice versa.

To produce a comprehensive plan, we require a very

sizeable team of expelts. We do have to have people

with vision, just as you do in architecture. The basic

analytical studies and statements are made with the

help of an architect, but they are not normally his

primary concern, nor is he the leader of the group

in all cases.

The architect comes in on tbis master plan. He

can and has exerted an enormouri influence on the

form. And a three'dimensional form lies behind

much of it. In fact, the location of walkways, of
parks, or expressways, the location of major garages'

and their access to expressways to the city are en-

tirely the result of tlree-dimensional cities which
have gone a long ways in influencing the master plan.

A. A. LErFEsrB, JR. (Rice University): It has been

suggested that for the individual, there is no differ-

ence between individual work and teamwork.

wTLHBLM voN MoLTr.t: What may look like one

man's creation is really the result of a great deal

of work by other people.

A. A. LErFBsrE, JR.: I wonder if Detroit, for instance'

isn't suftering from a lack of individual expression.

wTLHELM voN MoLTKE: No. I think it is a lack of
principle. That is quite different.

A. a. LErFEsrE, JR.: Well, can principle derive from
anything but an individual, really:

wTLHELM voN MoLTKB: Principle is something out-

side the individual. The individual is trying to dis-

cover the principle. lVe strive all our lives to find

the principle, to find the forces which finally give

shape to whatever is done by architects. They are

the ones who are trained to put the many factors

together and bring planning to a real conclusion.

NoRBERT GoRliltc: We are repeating a Garden City
pattern that was outmoded the moment it was estab-

lished. Our urban pattern doesn't make sense and

we need a new one. We haven't got it' We are mak-

ing a mess of Detroit with all tle expressways. But

we don't stop the people from moving to the suburbs.

We save one acre by urban renewal while a hundred

acres become slums. If the architects don't provide

the answer, no other profession will.

JoHN B. BURcHARD: But the conclusions may be that

the superhighway is, whether you like it or not, what

most people in this societY want.

BARL srBwART (North Dakota State College):

Should a practicing architect be encouraged to col'

laborate with professional planning consultants in
professional practice to provide inte$ated profes-

sional services?

c. HoLMBs IERKINs; The answer is yes, a hundred

per cent. The more the better. This is the hope for
the future. Architects can't do it alone, because they

can't provide the wide range of services necessary

to do an honest consulting job for the community.

The trouble is that there aren't enough people who

are really good enough in the various fields to make

these teams. We must educate more.
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this predicament it has chosen to be not skeptical
(which may be hard for architecture to be) or
syncretic, but rampantly eclectic-that is, if we use
eclectic in its real meaning and not associated only
with revivalism, as architects have tended to do.
And, from this, certain large questions arise for
teachers. For even if individual buildings today are
to spring full-panoplied from the head of a single
architectural Jove, whole cities will not, at least not
very often. Fortunately, and I say this deliberately,
the chances for a Chandigarh or a Brasilia are few
and far between-and if these cities turn out to be
successes they will be added to long after Le Cor-
busier and Niemeyer and all their acolytes no longer
have anything to say beyond the messages of their
buildings and their streets.

NoRBBRT coRwrc: The modern architect is neither
willing nor technically equipped to deal with the
large scale problem of urban design.

The modern architect has abdicated his responsi-
bilities. He has no comnron language with the
painter or sculptor. He has lost interest in the urban
scene. The problems of the city are no more his
concern. He has put on a pair of blinkers and lim-
ited his vision to the solitary building. Even the con-
struction of his single building has been taken over
by the structural engineer. No wonder that archi-
tecture is ceasing to be an art and is becoming just
another branch of industrial design.

What has been our contribution to the philosophy
of modern architecture in its relation to the com-
plicated problems of contemporary life? Modern
architecture is no longer new, revolutionary or even
very modern. It is simply commonplace. Some in-
dividual buildings are impressive in their intellectual
integrity, others can be quite pleasing, but when
viewed en masse, there is only too often an uneasy
feeling of disappointment, a lack of fulfillment, a

sense of great expectations that have not come
true. Consider the bizzare collection of giant glass
boxes on Park Avenue, which have so successfully
obliterated the character of the old street without
putting any new urban value in its place. you can
see how each building has been conceived and de-
signed in total isolation, just like a vacuum cleaner
or a washing machine. How obvious it is that no
consideration has been given to the relationship with
the other buildings or to the urban personality of
the street itself.

We have embraced the gospel of functionalism
in its most narrow, material gense. We have for-
gotten that spiritual values are part and parcel of
any architectural function, and we are beginning to
pay the price. Frustration is growing; the reaction is

setting in. One can already detect the signs of a

modern baroque. But no ingenious screen or otber
clever gimmick will prove to be the salvation.

The Rebullof

c. HoLMES pBRKrNs: It has been said that the archi-
tect has divested himself of any responsibility for
urban design. It is hard for me to understand this
statement. There is a certain urgency today which,
perhaps, we did not feel yesterday. But just look
back at the architects: who was it who produced
the Rome of Sixtus V? I.et me just mention Fontana,
L'Enfant, Berne, Clarence Stein (the AIA Gold
Medalist of 1956), and Le Corbusier, (the AIA
Medalist of 1961). Have these men turned their
backs on the city?

Architects contribute more than any other group
to the city. And yet they are condemned for one
reason or another. The City Beautiful movement,
with its emphasis upon the physical form, is now
decried. Burnham's name is tarred with the brush
of "The City Beautiful" as something to be con-
demned by planners and architects as well. I suggest
that Burnham's great contribution was not the City
Beautiful at all, it was not tle continuation of tbat
sense of form. It was the first great plan in the world
which concerned itself with the total social and
physical organization of the city. This plan included
transportation, social needs, parks, waterfront devel-
opments, the economy of the city, the central rail-
road station and others. There were eigbt points and
the first seven were carried through, not exactly on
the image he designed, but 'based 

upon his plans.
Chicago has spent 300 million dollars carrying out
the first seven portions. The only one it failed to
carry out was that of the City Beautiful with the
great city hall and public square in the center. Burn-
ham's approach is the basis for a modern planning
content,

Today, as Crane points out, we have passed
through that phase of Burnham's City Beautiful.
We have passed through the phase of the social



Peilormonce ond Response

The indiclmenl

JoHN E. BURcHARD: Architects are winning few

laurels when they joust with the man-made environ-

ment, and particularly the urban environment. Would

aDyone here like to try to list three examples he

would want seriously to defend as fine and sensitive

presentation of the modern idiom in an established

and decent older historical environment?

Using the bulldozer is the easiest possible solution;

accommodation to the existing which should not be

bulldozed for aesthetic reasons or cannot for eco-

nomic reasons-this is the hardest problem and it is
one which modern architects have very consistently

flunked when tley have not ducked submitting to

the test altogether.

Today we have to mention the uNrsco building

as only a fair effort to respect an urban landscape

while the disasters in Oslo and Stockholm and on

Park Avenue and especially in Grosvenor Square

should cause us to wonder if there is any much-

admired contemporary whom we would be happy

to see commissioned to reclose the Piazza San Marco

if the nineteenth-century building should come

tumbling down.

The plain fact is that the modern movement which

began with dignity and modesty and firmness of
puqpose has been fragmented into what sometimes

seems like a restless personal quest for notoriety.

For if architecture is as bedeviled by fashion as I
believe and have asserted it to be, it is probable that

fashion will determine also architects' attitudes (and

schools' attitudes) toward how architecture should

approach the natural environment or the urban en-

vironment; even how architects should structure

their moral and ethical hierarchies. The profession

cannot provide examples of moral conduct for on-

coming generations so long as the examples are

hidden.

We can fairly draw an even more bitter indictment

against the state of contemporary architecture and

the attitudes of contemporary architects; they cannot

even consort with each other.

It is ironic that places like rvrlr and Yale which

have been most enterprising in their efiorts to em-

ploy a variety of first-class men, and have often

gained a number of distinguished individual build-

ings, have nonetheless been individualized into chaos.

The fashions that we remember as associated with
the "great" architectures seem to have taken a fairly
long time to work out while the times in which there

was too abundant a choice tend not to be remem-

bered.

This raises a host of reflections. Perhaps time
scales have changed and we should expect even in
architecture a rate of change comparable to that of
transportation or communication? I happen not to
regard the analogy as valid or tle conclusion as

sound, but it is a possibility. The more sobering

reflection is to be experienced by examining the re-
sults of the present architectural chaos.

Can you really call the work of the following
contemporary men all modern architecture: Corbu,
Mies, Gropius, Nervi, Rogers, Vigano, Rudolph,

Yamasaki, Saarinen, Johnson, Stone, Belluschi, Nie-
meyer, Bucky Fuller, Lou Kahn, Kenzo Tange,

Kunio Mayekawa, and say Steener Rasmussen and

Alvar Aalto and Arne Jacobsen? Of course you can,

but if you do what is the fundamental principle that
puts it all under one title? I suggest there is no com-

mon principle of structure, of plan, of space, of
puq)ose, of theory, that is to be found in all this

work; if there is any at all, it is the principle to
which all the great men do not subscribe that build-
ings are admirable only to the extent that each one

is as different as possible from every predecessor;

and that innovation, even half-baked innovation, is
infinitely preferable to slow and painstaking refine-

ment of an innovation that had merit even when it
first appeared in its crude form. It is not by such

processes, the processes of the Bandarlog, chattering

away over each newly discovered stone or art, that

any notable human achievements have occurred. It
is not the way by which Major Gagarin and Com-

mander Shepard were punched into space and re-

covered alive; and it is not the way the Parthenon or

the Cathedral of Chartres were distilled.

It is possible that the chaos of the architecture of
today is but descriptive of our society so that it is,

in fact, what a decade ago we would have described

in the fashionable term "the architecture of our

time."

But if we had to categorize the architecture of
our day, we could not call it unified; it is repre-

sentative rather of a time and a situation when

several powerful doctrines are in conflict; and in
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we could design a playground and make it a won-
derful environment, then we can take other play-
grounds, parking lots, city squares and cities and
create the total environment.

I believe that in the desigu of any project, the
mo6t impoftant thing is to develop empathy. Em-
pathy for the land, empathy for the people who will
use the project, empathy for the people who will
operate it, empathy. If you preserve the spirit of the
land, you can preserve the land, its quality, for the
people who will live and be there.

To develop empathy with the owner is so simple,
it's so right.

How can you do a playlot without developing
empathy for the kids who will use it? I know this;
if you design a playlot and you have a pencil in your
hand, you have to feel like a kid. You have to feel
like leaping, like pulling a pigtail, like kicking and
running and playing and jumping and climbing and
swinging. Think, feel, remember. What do kids like?
What do kids really want in a playground? They
like to create; a little playlot should give them color
and a chance to create. If you want to have a play-
ground for a little kid, give him primitive color; he
is a primitive, he's a savage. Give him texture, not
asphalt, not all the same texture.

You have to develop an empathy for materials-
you have to love them. Look at a piece of wood:
"What a nice piece of wood!" Or look at leather,
or steel, or aluminum. It has to make you proud and
happy just to see and feel materials and know their
nature and their possibilities and limitations. Then
it is really fun to work with materials and thev
won't frustrate you-they'll sing.

Don't clear the land by taking the tree down.
Preserve the tree, use this tree.

You should leel what goes into the playground,
the relationship of the used areas. Here's where a
little sandbox will be, a little shelter here, a screen
of planting here, here's a little slide area, here's one
of those new elimbers, here is where the volley ball
court will go, the basket ball area here, the baseball
field-these are the areas to plan. Change them
around until you get the best diagram of relation-
ship. Once you have this you can change these areas
into volumes. One learns a great, great deal about
designing, once he catches the idea that you don't
plan areas, you plan spaces; that areas have to be
translated into spaces and volumes. Each volume
is suited in size, shape, proportion, color, texture and
form to best accommodate and best express the use

for which it was planned. Then you take these areas,
translated into volumes, and you move from tiny,
confined, dark spaces, a shady space, a cool space,
a down-under space, into a big wide, pretty, sunny,
open space. And you know that this movement from
one space to another is transition. It is an experi-
ence, too,

Creation of pleasant spaces can be done, and it
has to be done before you call yourselves architects
and we call ourselves landscape architects. You don't
plan playlots, you plan experiences of play. You
don't plan a doorway, you plan an experience of
entry. You don't plan a swing, you plan an experi-
ence of swinging.

If spaces grow empathetically, they are organic,
they are workable and easy to maintain. And they
are also beautiful.

[The Japanese Zen know this.] They make every
little act, cutting a lemon, peeling an onion, making
a bed, building a fle, a little bit of art. They try to
get experience out of each element they touch, each
day they live. They extract its full essence. This is
such a simple thing, but how little we do it. If we
did it, what a wonderful world this world be.

I don't say we should be Zen. Zen is a philosophy
the Oriental people evolved in their time, in their
country, over hundreds and hundreds of years. We
have to have our own philosophy. The sad thing
is that we have none. We arc 2OO or 300 years old
and we don't have a cohesive, creative, dynamic
philosophy.



which is always true to the nature in man and to the

laws of nature, and which is conscious of water, of
air, of light, of the animal world and the green world'

pATRrcK euINN: To what degree can we give such

values as loyalty to a city which elicit from tle
people part of their innate fibre?

LouIS KAHN: It depends on the level of the important

planner. If he is a doodler, a designer, a red, green,

blue pencil man, I am afraid, nothing will happen.

If he realizes the really wonderful natures of people

and thinks of all men and what their motivations

are, it can be done. I don't think the city will dis-

appear some day. It won't, because it is a place which

expresses the various aspects of man, the many points

of view of man, how man is really varied. It starts

with things that are indestructable, not patterns. Our

present way of living puts us in close touch with

distant points, it makes a fundamental beginning

somehow different from what it was before. We must

ask ourselves, "What is the first beginning, what is
the first loyalty, around which you can expect the

others to come? Today it is lrvittown. It is the

planned community, and it is nonsense, because back

of it is nothing but profit.

JoHN H. ttcon (Arizona State University): One

of the great problems in our cities today is the values

people have and our children will have, and we are

often told these are materialistic ones. I wonder if
we can identify what, in terms of our environment,

has contributed to this and what we might do to
change these for our children?

Louls KAHN: Your question should be the subject

of a new conference. It is the only question that

makes, to me, any sense. All the others are devices

answerable to tlis question'

Empalhy

JoHN o. sIMoNDs (Landscape Architect, Pittsburgh):

I propose that in the process of shaping man's total

physical envhonment, we must be concerned with

first shaping all smaller environments. The great

environment is a complex of small, pleasant, de-

lightful, workable, usable spaces. Before we can

build beautifully and create a beautiful environment,

we must stir up a consciousness of the meaning of
beauty. I'd like to take an example of a micro en-

vhonment, a simple urban playlot, a playground. If

You know, lhere ls a dlfrer.nce between the teacher and practlttoner

It'r not,h. projecr, thc empathy, the teacher, or cacn rha
degice . . , lt's the kahntenl that couttts!
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reverence for the animal world and the green world.
But, like everytling which is deeply rooted in feeling
and a part of our psychic existence, it does not come
forward easily. There are times when we feel
strongly, but the simple matter of doing daily chores
and solving daily problems keeps us away from the
feelings about such simple, wonderful, rnotivating
things.

Design is a circumstantial act. It is a battle with
the nature of man, with the nature of nature, with
the laws of nature, with the rules of man, and with
principles. One must see all this to put it into being.
Design is a material thing. It makes dimensions. It
makes sizes. Form is a realization of the difference
between one thing and another, a realizal.ion of what
characterizes it. Form is not design, not a shape, not
a dimension. It is not a material thing.

In other words, form is really what and design
is how.

Find the form and from it many designs can come

-many notions and many personal acts. Design is
a personal act, it is how you see it. But the principles,
the unique characteristics, are something which do
not belong to you at all. They belong to the activity
of man of which you happen to be a part and which
you must discover. In planning, the central business
district or housing areas are nothing but question
marks. What are they, really? Where is the begin_
ning? What is the uature of the place for living or
of the place where business is conducted?

We must look back into the nature of man and
the laws of nature. We will find very good answers
there. We will find selfshness, hate, love, sincerity_
all these things. We will fnd what is called ..good and
bad" and we must account for it. Don,t say you
don't want any "bad.,, you will have it, whether you
want it or not. It is in the nature of man.

There are wonderful things in the nature of man
which can be brought out, if you think of design ina fundamental way. Empathy, for instance, is a
realization of in-commoa-nssg_th4f which is true of
all men. In-common-ness is not just common place.
It is a kind of transcendency, commonness in rans_
cendence. It is where you and I become .,thou,,,
instead of just I.

This is not accomplished by a committee or by
many people. It is the work of a single person right

from the start and supported with unquestioning
enthusiasm because it is so true to existence itself.

In city planning, connection is very important to
me. Not passage, not going from place to place, but
simply places, areas which are treated as events in
the plan and which give a feeling of connecting one
thing to another, a feeling of belonging to everything
in the city. A square can do this. Well-placed squares
provide a sense of connection between one part of
town and another.

This does not mean that a passage does no! pro_
vide connection. But it is often confused by planners.
Going from place to place you need established
reference points from which you can sense the city
in a certain way, in a cerlain aspect, a certain point
of view. It makes you more loyal to the city. you
can be a participant in the city only if there are
logical and very strong statements in regard to move_
ment and institutions of which you are conscious.

The architect should give spaces !o an institution
which evoke new meaning for it. Our institutions
need spaces which will evoke a greater sense of
dignity, a greater sense of loyalty to the institution
and its relationships. For institutions :re establish_
ments of responsible civic living. The architect should
think of new institutions as reflecting the things
which are deeply ingrained in the nature of man and
which, when expressed more fully, can make a city
a city. And one can put new life into existing insti_
tutions by giving them other spaces, by creating new
connections and by re-defining everything: buildings,
streets, lighting, traffic lights, gateways, entrances_
everything the city needs to make the passer_by
understand the way of living in a city.

To put garages under buildings and to sort of
hide them, or to wrap a nice little candy bar around
them, or a nice grille, may appear as though some-
thing has been done. But, actually nothing has been
done. It only confuses everybody as to the way of
living in a city.

To prevent things from being done in an ugly
manner, or in a manner which tends to deteriorate
the original motives, our principles must be so true
and real that they cannot be easily destroyed.

This applies to planning. It is finding the devices
which obey the laws of nature and bringing them
into consciousness. The architect must think of his
responsibility-his responsibility to create something



as far as we can with our limited knowledge, to set

up hypotheses and then to analyze them' It is an

cxpensive experiment. But it is probably the only

way we can do it.

Does environrnent chonge behovior?

AMos HAWLBY (Chairman, Department ol Sociology,

(lniversity ol Michigan): Urban growth has been,

and still is, a process of schooling unsophisticated

populations in how to live in an urban culture' The

contributions of the physical environment, whether

in the city or elswhere, to social and cultural develop-

ment can be no greater than, or different from the

unused potential in the society itself' In the absence

of a religious doctrine a church spire does not lead

the eyes upward to a contemplation of spiritual mat-

ters. Nor does a magnificent panorama excite the

imagination where aesthetic values are not nourished'

The physical environment can do no more than pre-

sent a range of opportunities; it cannot dictate the

choice that is to be made within that range' Regard-

less of the extent to which systematic planning may

have guided the accumulation and patterning of the

urban environment, the result can be no more than a

passive factor in shaping behavior. Still it remains

true that some arrangements of form and space are

more conducive to a given set of activities than are

other arrangements. Neighborly intercourse may be

more readily fostered by arranging residences about a

small square ot piazza than by lining them up along

a straight street' But that arrangement also lends

itself to neighborly frictions and enmities'

If the physical environment cannot create, it

should be designed so as not to impede the realiza-

tion of the substance for creativity inherent in the

social order. It should permit expression of the

fundamental values of the society through providing

the opportunities for their cultivation and through a

symbolization of those values. Since those values

are refracted through shifting interests and activities

with the passage of time, the developing physical

pattern will take on a variegation which nevertheless

should retain a consistent theme'

But the coherent development of a physical pat-

tern to incorporate expressions of a society's funda-

mental values in all of their many nuances and

perspectives calls for a capacity for insight, syn-

thesis, and normative omniscience that only the rare

paragon might Possess.

The basic values of the contemporary period are

of necessity highly abstract. The brotherhood of

man, religious tolerance, freedom of expression

international amity-assuming we seriously cherish

such goals-are rather too ephemeral for effective

nurturing through physical design, apart from the

occasional use of monuments and commemorative

structures. And when we try to bring those lofty

goals down to specific applications we encounter

a baffing diversity of interpretation.

On the question of what is required to achieve

an abundant and satisfying life, people are not very

articulate. It would appear that seldom have they

connected specific and immediate objectives to that

generalized goal. The opportunity for personal

growth and development, the chance to make a

lasting contribution to one's fellow man, the gaining

of a sense of significance about one's daily activities

-such 
ingredients of the abundant life are men-

tioned only by the few philosophical ones. Consid-

erable research literafure on all this seems to say

that people want abundant and satisfying lives for

themselves and their children.

People are much more explicit about their desires

for certain instrumentalitie$, or environmental re-

quirements, for the pursuit of their basic goals'

Foremost among the specific requirements to which

voice is given in sample surveys are convenience (or

accessibility), space, privacy, safety and cleanliuess

of surroundings. It is interesting that beauty or

aesthetic gratification is never mentioned' Could it
be that beauty is of secondary importance, that it
might become an objective only after the functional

instrumentalities are secured?

Modifications and alterations of environmental re-

quirements, whatever they may be, are simply

adjustments to changing circumstances and oppor-

tunities for the pursuit of the primary objectives of

life. The objectives, however elusive and difrcult to

define, remain the same.

fhe nslure of nolure

Louls XAHN (Architect and. Prolessor at the Uni-

versity ol Pennsylvanra): Built into us is a reverence

for the elements, for water, for light, for air-a deep
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cRoup euESTroN: Are expressways, traffic inter_
changes or parking facilities necessarily detrimental
to the urban scene or to urban order?

o. HoLMES rBRKINS: These things are not neces-
sarily detrimental. I am sure that they are absolute
necessities within the urban scene. If they are handled
properly they will produce, or help to produce, urban
order and urban form. They are not the sole and only
determining basis for it, but they are certainly one of
the ingredients which will help to produce a certain
urban form and an order.

The imoge of the cify

cEoRcE BTRELTNE (North carolina State College'1:
We keep speaking of the image. I really can,t fix it.
c. HoLMES pERKrNs: When Le Corbusier, in t925,
showed his plan for rebuilding paris, which would
have wiped out all the area next to the I-ouwe, this
was an image. It was an obvious attempt to shock
people into a re-examination of their way of thinking.
It was deliberate. He could have put the same design
out in the middle of the country where nobody would
have objected. But by putting it in one of the most
sacred parts of Paris, and wiping it out, he caused a
storm of protest which got his message across to a
great many people. I believe we are today living on
that image for our redevelopment proposals. We
are modifying it, but basically most of our redevelop_
ment proposals of a residential character in the cen-
tral portions of our cities are based upon the image
Le Corbusier created h l92S in such dramatic form.
cEoRcE BTRELTNE: Then in effect, the architect de_
termines the image, and there isn,t, in many cases,
an image of the city at all?

c. HoLMES pERKrNs: Actually, when we speak about
the image of the city we usually mean the new city
such as New Delhi, or Chandigarh, or Brasilia. The
problem becomes very acute when there is an old
image and one must impose around it, or in the
middle of it, a new image. This becomes a problem
of values.

WILLIAM s. couLDrNG (University of Toronto):
Philadelphia is one of the few communities in this
country which has taken the old tired out images
and principles and made something more than a
project out of it. What concerns me is, once you get
outside the core of the city, what do the planners and

architects do about creating images and principles
that will put some sort of order into the great, endless
sprawl beyond?

G. HoLMES pERKrNs: I'm inclined to think that over
a long period of years we must rebuild the central
core. We must recognize that part of the quality of a
city is the fact that it represents history. We can do
this by destructive means or we can do it by adding.
The problem is to provide the twentieth century solu-
tion without too serious a destruction of the values
we inherited from the past. Thus, over a period of
time, by each act, we evolve into a new kind of
vision for the city. Cities take more and more land
for industry which employs less and less people. This
will have a tremendous impact on the central portions
of the metropolitan area. It is frightening. While,
at the present moment, we haven,t come to the crisis
point, we will come to it very soon. Suburban com_
munities currently consider themselves better off than
the mother city in the center. Tomorrow they will be
worse off unless they themselves start taking some of
the industry and also create satellite business areas.
Suburbia will inherit the next generation of babies
and this will greatly increase the cost of public serv_
ices. The only new force I see appearing on the
horizon, likely to be successful in America, is tlte
creation of a Department of Urban Affairs.

cRoup euEsrroN: Wouldn't it be fruitful for us to
make an examination of the underlying principles
that may determine the image, rather than placing
emphasis on methods and procedure of designating
responsibilities?

G. HoLMES pERKrNs: I am sure we know that any
design we may create will have an influence on be-
havior and the way people act. What that will be,
we are not quite so sure, and here we need the help
and advice and analytical ability of social scientists.
They may tell us from paper what the effect on
people might be.

For instance, soon a study will be published on
the design of Levittown upon the habits, the social
contacts, and the behavior of the families living there.
This is the kind of thing that needs to be done over
and over again. You cannot make this kind of a
study without first building tle design. Therefore,
I'd say, we should sponsor experiments, such as
Levittown, if we can. There is no other way in which
we can come to grips with these problems but to go
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artist should be to seek the essential and when the

essential has been found, then, if ever, will be the

time for embellishment. "At present, our approach

is concerned almost entirely with economics, social

security and physical health," criticizes Huxley'

However adequately this deals with the foundations

of life, it is not, frankly, enough. It leaves out all

its upper stories' Our new view of human destiny

insists that emotional and intellectual and spiritual

satisfactions must also be taken into account'

Our problem today is that we do not have enough

principles to carry down into sufficient detail and ac-

curacy so that we have a reasonable guide as to the

design. The role of design, it seems to me, is the

force of an idea. The two greatest ideas which, to

my mind, still have force today-perhaps, some

might say too much force, because they are to some

extent stultifying our imaginations and preventing

us from developing still further and more vital ideas

-are Ebenezer Howard's 60-year old idea of the

Garden City and Le Corbusier's idea which is fol-

lowed in all redevelopment planning'

In planning, there are forces which lie behind the

decisions which have to be made, and the actions

that inevitably will be taken. These forces are form

makers. Among them are, obviously, our concepts

here in America, of the free market, of a free so-

ciety, and of private enterprise, but regulated private

enterprise. Therefore, the pressures, we could call

them the actions of the city, come from the competi-

tive demands of the private segment of the economy'

On the other hand, there are the public interests

which produce form in the city. We have the prob-

lem of movement-automobiles, the railroad, air-

ports and our legs. We also have demand for certain

public services which can be provided only through

public cooperation. As our economy becomes more

affiuent, we are going to have to have other things

that are not markedly private such as public golf

courses, bathing beaches, and so forth' Representing

the public are the mayor, the council, the planning

commission, the city department and the commission'

But designs which are in any way subjective and

are designs for a particular project have, frankly'

very little weight in the long run' They are not really

among the things that will generate form within the

city. The most important aspect of design, and I
think the most important part, is principle' If you

can establish a principle which is simple and under-

stood by the people and by the professionals, you

can hold to it.

I suggest that there are certain principles which

are the forerunners of a universal image in terms

of the city of tomorrow. First of all, the city will be

constantly renewed. In other words, it must be de-

signed so that it is adaptable to change' Sccondly'

the city must provide a freedom of choice for every

family and individual, of the place to live and to

work, and of what he may de-see a ball game or

to go to the art museum or elsewhere' Thirdly' the

city must be based primarily and overridingly upon

the objective of promoting social values' Included

among these social values are the possibilities for

a balanced life.

The primary domain of the architect is space'

Here, he is the acknowledged expert' Here he

stands head and shoulders above all others' His only

rival in the control of space is the landscape architect'

But in this space he must understand what he is

searching for, how the space is to be used, and it is

not going to be used as Piaz-za San Marco was used,

or the Piazza Navona, or the Signoria in Florence'

Beautiful as these places may be' much as they may

be magnets for the tourists, this is not the form of

the city of tomorrow. To look backwards romanti-

cally to these creations of the past is the cosmetic

approach to the city of today. We must understand

that this is not the way we live today' We must find

our own solution. We must recognize that in the path

of the car there is a controlled element, a directed

movement, between walls and between curves' We

must remember that the movement of the pedestrian

is not a directed movement, he can go everywhere'

Therefore, these two directions, one overlaying the

other, are in complete conflict. The free movement

of the pedestrian must again receive this recognition

in the city, as is beginning to be recognized in the

New York Zoning Code, issued this June, and in the

proposed Philadelphia one. If these codes are en-

forced and become the guide to building, it will meaD

the destruction of the street as we know it today' of

the traditional citY of the Past'

The question the form makers must answer' is how

vJe want to use our oPen sPaces'
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A coll for greolness

cHARLES BLEssrNc (Director, Detroit City Planning
Commission): It is my thesis that urban design
training, while providing basic technical proficiencies
and basic design insight, must first and most im-
portantly instill in the architectural student the urge
to create an image of greatness for the city of the
future. The American city sorely needs this vision.
And it is here that the architect can find his greatest
challenge and his challenge to greatness.

Only by creative inquisitiveness into the true na-
ture of the future city and its potential for beauty,
efficiency and economy, can we meet the challenge
inherent in the virtual rebuilding of our cities.

The damage resulting from the transformation of
a new continent, into the greatest industrial nation
has been fast and perhaps irreparable. The com-
placency of every American to this fact must end.

A large part of the total man-made urban en-
vironment of America is a graveyard of lost oppor-
tunities. How can the mistakes of the past be
corrected, and the inevitable future growth of cities
be channelled into the creation of a beautiful, human
and efficient environment? This is a problem that
can be solved only if every city, every state, and
the nation as a whole can share an image of great-
ness for the city of the future. This unequalled
challenge calls for the broadest possible cooperation
between architects, city planners, landscape archi-
tects, engineers, urban designers, as well as painters
and sculptors and the others in the fine arts.

During the past 30 years we have witnessed a
surprising paradox: the emergence of a brilliant, if
erratic, modern architectural expression, and tle
concurrent decay of the very urban fabric onto which
these same architectural masterpieces have been
grafted.

We must concede tlat we are today not clear
about the form of the new regional city we wish to
achieve.

The national government in Washington has had
more to say about the encouragement of urban de-
sign in the past few months, than in the past 50
years. "We ought to try some new ideas," says Wil-
liam Slayton, Commissioner of Urban Renewal,
"some new designs, some new site plans, some new
relationships between buildings, some other types of
units, all sorts of difterent ideas for urban living."

We must today concern ourselves with the total
environment, natural as well as man-made.

Sir guierly snd fislen

WILLIAM JOHNSoN (Associate Professor, Depart-
ment ol Landscape Architecture, University ol
Michigan): The individual has always been the key
to inspiration and to creativity. What has changed
the face of architecture is the ability to manipulate
architectural form, and this ability will increase. But
the basic task the architect must perforrr has re-
mained the same for centuries. Perhaps, this fact
has been lost in the sudden realization that urban
problems have to be solved. Architecture, as a pro-
fession, should stay as it is and simply encompasg
urban design. It should not go running off into other
areas.

DENISB scorr BRowN (University of Pennsylvania):
It seems a new kind of city form is trying to emerge.
We all put our hands before our eyes and say this
is terrible. If we just sit quietly and listen, and see

what is trying to happen, we may find that it is not
all that terrible. There is, perhaps, an emerging
structure and not the chaos Mr. Blessing sees.

fhe need lor principles

c. HoLMES pERKrNs (Dean, School ol Fine Arts,
University ol Pennsylvania):, Over and over again,
we hear the cries of doom, of the horrendous dese-
cration of nature. We have even heard of the failure
of the architect to take the proper leadership. I am,
therefore, inclined to take a somewhat different view
and say that our cities today are probably the best
cities we have ever had in the history of man. They
are now reasonably healthy and more people are
born there than die there. In them we have a higher
standard of living than ever before. Our cities are,
however, very far from being as good as we could
have, and this really is our problem. Today's cities are
not what our children and our graudchildren, whose
standards are going to be higher than ours, will want
tomorrow.

The architect is par excellence the image maker
of the city. He is going to create the third dimen-
sional city which will be saleable, which will be
Ioved and accepted by the public. He will be the
creator of the new alternatives which the public will
look at and will, probably, at first reject. But, in
time, these will be the ideas which will have force
and will carry into action. The architect must, there-
fore, search, as Greenough has said. The aim of the



theoretical solutions to lay the foundations for the

architect of tomorrow and the community will ac-

cept them. Don't start if you feel you have to know

all the answers before you do anything' You'll never

know them and it's a waste of time. An architect

has to learn the art of getting the needed amount of

information, whether it is for a city, a neighborhood'

a hospital, or any other physical problem and do

a good job of it. If he has the proper training, he

can do it. He cal be a first rate architect and leave

the other things to other people. Good design is done

by one man. A committee cannot create anything.

Progrcm ond design

wTLHELM voN MoLTKE (Chief Designer, Philadelphia

City Planning Commission): I question whether you

can separate programming from design. All the

decisions, the big decisions, are really made in the

programming. Therefore, I believe it very important

that the architect be there when the program is

developed, which is part of the total process. I also

feel very strongly that the architect has to under-

stand the forces that shape the city. He must know

the economic forces, otherwise his design becomes

superficial. The design should grow out of the forces.

There is a cross-fertilization between the body poli-

tic and the body designer. Therefore, I tlink, one

of the roles of the architect is to create images which

are also based on some understanding of economics.

Through the creation of new sPace, the economic

value of the land around it will, of course, increase

tremendously. It will also improve the economics

of the city. Thus, the architect who understands

these relationships and who creates this image con-

tributes very much in the political life and to the

total life of the city. I see the architect as an image

builder in political life. This, I think, is very im-

Portant.

JoHN E. BURcHARD: But, I'm sure, you would also

agree that, having created this image, the architect

can't just leave it with the publication and the bul-

letin. He works with this image to the point where

he thinks the image can take. Then he finally has

other people, who are not architects, carrying it
forward.
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June.47
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Agjng,^housing for, Kassabaum; July,
78-80

Architect,_Rolg of (in theatre plan-
n!ng), Eric Pawley, Aug., 77 -

tse-cfeq, He,llmut, S6hool -Iiuitding in
Modern Society; Oct., 93-96

Caudill-Rowlett-Scott and Convair-
Fort Worth, Fallout Protection for
a New School; Nov., 104-110

Civil Defense: CRS-Convair. studv
for basement shelter in school: Nov..
'l04-110t Welch, fallout facts. shel-
ters; Nov., 99-103

Civil Defense Shelters, Lyndon Welch;
Nov., 99-103

Convair-Ft Worth and Caudill-
Rowlett-Scott, Fallout Protection
for a New School; Nov., 104-110

Correctional Institutions: Gill, phi-
logophy & architecture; July, 67-83;
Johnston, recent solutions; July,
{3-6; Powers, programs; Inly, 74-5;
Richards, Lebanon Correctional
Inst; July, 76-7

Correctional Philosophy and Architec-
ture, Howard B. Gill; Illy, 67-73

Criminologists View-Rec6irt Solu-
tions, Norman B. Johnston; July,
63-6

Davis, William M., eere, usrrr, To-
night ar 8:29; Aug.,87-92

DeGaetani, Thomas, usrrr, Theatre
Architecture; or, how does it look
from where you're sitting?; Aug.,
7 t-6

Design of New Housing for the Aging,
George E. Kassabaum; July, 78-80

Earthquakes, Herbert J. Powell, TRG
l3-3: Oct.. 8l-90

Fallout Protection for a New School,
Convair-Ft Worth & Caudill-Row-
lett-Scott: Nov., 104-l 10

Gill, Howard 8., Correctional Phi-
lo^sophy and Architecture; July, 67-
t)

Johnston, Norman B., Recent Solu-
tions-the Criminologists View;
July, 63-66

Kassabaum, George E., ere. Design of
New Housing for the Aging; July,
78-80

Lambert, Robert, acoustical consult-
ant, see Theatre Portfolio

Lebanon Correctional Institution-
Southern Ohio Reformatorv. John
Noble Richards: Julv.76-j '

Lighting: Rubin, theati-e lighting, his-
t9ry, _l!g!rt source development;
Aug., 78-81

Marble: Neff, properties, uses; July,
E l-4

Mq_ble Palaces, New, John Neff; July,
8l-4

Mellenbrook, Foley & Scott, ere, see
Theatre Portfolio

Miller, James Hull, e,rre, usrrr, thea-
tre consultant, see Theatre portfolio

Neff, John, New Marble palaces; July,
8 1-4

Orth, Gustave, ArA, see Theatre port-
folio

Pawley, Eric, ere, Research for Archi-
tecture: Oct., 91-2; Role of the Ar-
chitect (in theatre planning); Aug..

Pfleuger, Spencer & Ambrose, ArA, see
Theatre Portfolio

Powell Herbert J., Ee.re., Earthquakes,
TRG 13-3; Oct., 81-90

Powers. Sanger 8., Importance of a
Program; July,74-5 -

Prisons, see Correctional Institutions
Program, Importance of, Sanger B.

Powers; July,74-5
Rapson, Ralph, ere, see Theatre port-

folio
Research for architecture: Pawlev:

Oct., 9l-2; Swinburne; Dec., 69
Richards, John Noble, rere, Lebanon

Correctional Institution-Southern
Ohio Reformatory; Iuly, 76-7

Rosenthal, Jean, errl, usrrr, theatre
consultant, see Theatre Portfolio

Rubin, Dr Joel E., rES, usrrr, Theatre
Lighting: A New Era of Technologi-
cal Development; Aug., 78-81

Safety in Buildings, AIA Committee
^ ,on, see Earthquakes, Termites
School Building in Modern Societv.

Hellmut Becker; Oct., 93-6
School.buildings: Becker, school de_

srgn rn modern Germany; Oct., 93_
96; Davil^school theatr;- phniring;
Aus., 87-92

Shackelford, John E., introduction to
N_eff: New Marble palaces; July,
8 l-4

Shelters, see Civil Defense
Swinburne- Herbert H., rerl, Introduc-

tion to Research; Dec.. 69
Termites,. Joseph W. Wells, Dec., 74
lheatre Architecture; or, how does it

ro-oK rrom where you're sitting?
_.Thomas DeCaetani; Aue., 7 t-6
Theatre Lighting: A New Era of Tech_

lological Development, Dr Joel E.
Kubrn; Aug., 78-81

Th-eatre tortfolio: Music Center, Stan-
ford Univ.- Pfleuger, Spencer, Am-
brose, archltects-Tyrone Guthrie
Repertory Theatre, Ralph Rapson.
architect; Jean Rosentlial, th'eatre
consultant; Robert Lambeit, acous-
tical consultant-Theatre oi West-
ern Spring,s, Illinois, Gustave Orth,
architect; James Hull Miller. thea-
tre consultant-Music and Soeech
Center, Kent State Univ, M^ellen-
brook,--Foley & Scott, architects;
Aug., 82-86

Theatres: 
-Davis, 

school theatres; Aug.,
87-92; DeGaetani, architecture, his-
tory, -type,si AIg., 7l-76; pawley,
role of architect; Aug., 77; portfoli6;
Aug.,-.82-86; Rubin, tighting. his-
tory, light source and develofment;
Aug., 78-81

To-night_ at Eight Twenty-Nine, Wil-lilm M. Davis, srs l-46; Av:g., 87-
92

Welch. Lyndon, ArA, Civil Defense
Shelters; Nov.. 99-103

Wells, Joseph W., irre,, Termites; Dec.,
74

，
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T.STEEL 
- 

New! Galvanized. For clear spans
AdaDtable to acoustical and tlush,

luminous ceiling treatments. Provides superior
diaphragm to transmit seismic and wind loads.

Light Diffuser

｀ し o

Complete struclural systems that broaden your
latltude in planning ceilings' lighting, acousllcs

-wlthln reatistic budget boundaries
Acoustideck for gymnasiums' other
activity areas

Combines steel roof deck and acoustical ceiling with
Noise Reduction Coefficient of .70.
Erected fast in any weather that a man can work. In-
teresting ribbed underside provides an attractive ceiling.

New Inland T-Steel Roof Deck for
clear-ceiling classrooms

Especially suitable over classrooms of 26' to 32' spans

-or other areas where you want an attractive unbroken
ceiling surface.
You can use various types of acoustical tile - provide
a flush, luminous ceiling - or Ieave the underside ex-
posed and painted.
Write for catalog 248 or see Srveet's, section 2:/Inl.
Inland Steel Products Company has trained sales en-
gineers capable of giving you the benefit of their diver-
sified experience on specific problems. Write or call
your nearest Inland office.

memttr rne]N山
田回嗣偽雨け

ENGINEERED PRODUCTS DiV:SiON

INLAND STEEL
PRODUCTS COMPANV

Dept t′ 4127 West Burnham Street,Milwaukee l,Wisconsin

卜
12″ 一

刊

下
4″ to 8″

L

Standard Tile or Board

Surface-Mountsd Fixtu re

TYPE B ACOUSTIDECK 
- 

For pur-
lin spacinSs from 6'to 10'. Uses min.
imum of l" ritid insulation board.

2).aA

AILANTA, AALTIf ORE, BUFFALO, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI

Lath-and-Plaster Fireproof ing

TYPE C ACOUSTIDECK 
- 

For pur-
lin spacings from l0'to 20'. Uses
minimum ot lr/2il rigid insulation
board.
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Suspended Roof for New College Gymnasium

ヘ

"Column-free on the inside" is the
way the architect describes this ex-
citing and wholly utilitarian structure.
It is the Physical Education Building
of the Central Washington College of
Education, Ellensburg, Washington.
It is 150 ft wide by 390 ft long and
contains, among other things, a main
gymnasium, upper gymnasium, field
house, swimming pool, apparatus
room, two four-wall handball courts,
two classrooms, l4 offices and,
locker rooms, dressing rooms, etc.

The suspended roof is actually
floating, being slip-fastened to the ex-
terior walls. There are twenty-eight
80-ft high prestressed concrete py-
lons. Each supports two pairs of
l-5/16 in. prestretched, galvanized
bridge strands, which suspend the en-
tire roof structure. The 56 cables,
averaging 404 ft in length, were pre-
stretched and accuratcly rnarked for

Spectacular new Health and Physical Educa-
tion Building, Central Washington College of
Education at Ellensburg, Washington.
Architect: Ralph Burkhard, A.LA., Seattle
S t r u c t u ral E ttg inee r s : Andgrson, Birkeland.

Anderson, Tacoma
G ette ral C o n t tac to r: Earley Construction

Company, Tacoma
Prestressed Concrete Fahricalor: Concrete

Technology Corp., Tacoma

all attachment points at Roebling's
plant. This resulted in an easy, eco-
nomical field erection procedure.

Its 99,500 sq ft of floor space cost
$ 14.1 5 per sq ft, including architect's
fee and 4/c sales tax, which is below
average for a building of this size.

These basic details are indicative
of the wide and varied benefits com-
mon to all suspended roof structures.
Airline terminals and hangars, plants,
gymnasiums, civic auditoriums - all
are enjoying the free space afforded
by suspended roofs.

Roebling's great experience with
steel in tension leads naturally to its
active role in the suspended roof
field. Our findings, theories and in-
terest in its every phase are offered
to you at any time. Should you wish
further details on this particular
structure, or information of any na-
ture dealing with suspended roofs,
please do not hesitate to write
Roebling's Bridge Division, Trenton
2, New Jersey.

tl(oEErr.-rl
Eronch Oilices in Ptincit

John A. Roeblins', ,".rf,i-fr 
%-'

The Colorodo fuel ontl lron Cotporolion

127
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Allied Arts

Baroque Boldness

by Wofi Von Eckardt

) Sketches by great masters have always fasci-
nated me. They often reveal the intuitive, the sub-
conscious essence of their art-a first flash of
vision, unrefined, but'also uninhibited by the dis-
cipline of reasoning and craftsmanship. Ulti-
mately, this discipline is, of course, essential, as

so many contemporary artists tend 1o forget. But
in great art that discipline serves to enhance the

spirit of the first, uncontrived flash, rather than
to belabor it to the point of mere technique. Va-
sari said 4l I years ago that "many painters .

achieve in the first sketch of their work, as

though guided by a sort of fire of inspiration . . .

a certain measure of boldness; but afterwards, in
finishing it, the boldness vanishes."

I found this, perhaps all too obvious bit of
wisdom again confirmed by an exciting show of
'Iiepolo drawings at the National Gallery last

fall. Most of the 135 drawings in this traveling
exhibition, selected from the collection of the
Victoria and Albert Museum, are quick pen and

ink or chalk sketches on white or toned paper,

given incredible depth and plasticity by dashing

wash shadows. Giovanni Battista (or Giambat-
tista) Tiepolo, who was born in Venice in 1689

and died in Madrid in 1770, undoubtedly repre-

sents the epitome of Italian Baroque. All the

fashionable talk nowadays about a new baroque
in our architecture made this delightful show pdr-
ticularly interesting to me. Here, I felt, is the
genuine article in its unabashed, spontaneous es-

sence.

Tiepolo obviously couldn't get his vision on

paper fast enough. His ink pen could never quite

wait for the wash brush. It rushed feverishly
across the paper, creating utterly effortless, calli-
graphic strokes which give a mere, often scribbled

suggestion of form. But only the brush with its

sure and intense dabs could really capture his

vision. a vision of often almost turbulent motion

and incredible vibrancy. Even the most casual

sketch, and a few in this exhibition are casual

to the point of hardly intelligible abstraction, pro-

vokes the illusion of being three-dimensional.
These allegorical figures and scenes breathe. They

convey movement in space and tension and thus

real emotion.

The power of the Tiepolo sketches struck me
particularly in the two or three instances where
such a first study is shown together with the en-
graving for which it was made. (All the others
are studies for murals and paintings.) By com-
parison, the engravings seem meek and almost life-
less. They show skill but no fire. They lack
baroque boldness, a spirit Tiepolo always con-
veyed, and often superbly, in his paintings and
decorations for so many of the great palaces of
his time, particularly rhe Palazzo Labia in Venice
and the Residenz in Wiirzburg. There, even'on
an enormous scale, his virtuosity is all aglow with
the fire of inspiration. As that of Bernini and the
other great architects of the High Baroque in
Italy, it was a virtuosity in the service of illusion-
ary drama and enchanting splendor, but also of
great strength.

This breathtaking, almost violent strength was

not always admired. In the days of its founders,
the catalog tells us, the Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum was able to buy the Tiepolo drawings for
an average of ten cents a piece, unaware of strik-
ing a bargain. I have nci idea how many hundreds
of dollars one of these gems might fetch today.
But I am satisfied that each and all of them will
undoubtedly receive and deserve your full ad-
miration, be it for their exuberance and freshness,

their exceptional skill and genius, or, as in my
case, as a strong reminder of what baroque was

all about.
In painting and sculpture, as well as in archi-

tecture, baroque was not just, I believe, unre-
strained exuberance or the employment of the
much-touted illusionism which blurred the border-
line between image and reality, as when Tiepolo's
ecstatic ladies step right into the framing archi-
tecture. This unification of real and artistic space

is but one manifestation of its essence: Its high
drama which invariably lifts us beyond ourselves
into the realm of emotional experience. Such

drama takes a worldly director who, with sover-

eign abandon, creatively employs all the props-
light, space, movement, color, painting, sculpture
and whatnot-te 6ve1'gv[elm our senses. And this
is a far cry from lyrical decorativeness, however
ingenious, which might just as soon be called
neo-Victorian as neo-Baroque.

The Tiepolo Drawings are circulated by the

Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition
Service. They will be shown at the Houston Mu-
seum of Fine Arts (December 15, 1961 to Janu-
ary 15, 1962); the Los Angeles County Museum
(February I to 18); and the Chicago Art Insti-
tute (March 15 to April 15.) <


